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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

HoQand, the Town Where
Folks Really Live

Volume Number 59

A

Real Event

CHAMBER

OK

COMMERCE

HEADS PREDICT 50,000
VISITORS HERE

Tells

Holland Official

Feels

Census in Four

Wards

How

It

to

Meet

A Real Queen

News Items Taken From the

HoOud

SIX HOPE COLLEGE
SENIORS AWARDED
UNIVBR8ITIY COURSES

Sioco 1871

Drivers
For Speeding

POLICE CHIEF BRINGS
ANNUAL REPORT. SHOWS
NEIGHBORS TO BE

Convention

C. E.

Six members of the senior class
of Hope college have been awardIN HIS ed scholarshipsfor graduate work
at leading schools in the country.

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

is 8747 MRS. LEONA DIEKEMA HAS
AUDIENCE WITH HER MAJESTY QUEEN W1LHELMINA

111

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

t

Number 17

Zeeland Pulls
Files of

Hu B$m

Constructive Booster for

Holland, Michigan, Thunday, April 24, 1930

Tulip Time In

Holland To Be

Ike Newi

June 26-29 to
Be A Big

One

ALREADY 400 ARK ENROLLED
Marvin Kuitenga of Holland,
signed a contractwith the UniverFROM CITY OF DETROIT
valedictorian,
has
accepted
the
City News goes to press George E.
sity of Tennessee and Knoxville as
WELLBEHAVEI)
Baldwin
fellowship
at
the
UniverAn attundance of 50,000 visitors Fritz, Census Supervisorof the sev- Prince Henry Asks Minister’s Wife
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Van Putten coach in football next fall. He is
The committee on registration
sity of Cincinnati,where he will
To Speak Dutch; Gamely She
were made happy Saturday last be- at present studying in Ann Arbor.
to Holland is anticipatedfor the
enth district»t Grand Rapids wires
Zeeland police department report study biologicalchemistry; Earle and entertainmentof Die dele. Gives Entire Vocabulary of Six
Tulip Time in Holland festival to
cause of the arrival of a fine
• • •
indicates that the speed cop has Langeland of Muskegon will attend gates of the State Christian EnWords — PHnce Smiles
daughter at thelf home.
be held during the week of May the Holland populationas for ns the
From the West Olive News corbeen rather busy during the past the Massachusetts Institute of deavor Societies coming to Holcompilation
has
been
completed
offi12th, stated Secretary C. A. Gross
• • •
respondent: School was closed this
land week of June 26th to 29th,
During the receent severe storm week for vacation and the teacher, year with 111 arrests to his credit. Technology; Jacob Tiegelaar of
of the Chamber of Commerce to- cially, The population in 1920, ten
Mrs. Leona Diekema of Holland,
In all there were 21! traffic viola- Jamestown will study helium at during the past week mailed Invithe bam of H. Knol of Graafschap Fred T. Miles
day. Not only is Holland’s Tulip years ago, was 12,183,
now with her husband in The was blown from its foundation and
tationsto local citixens for enrolTime Festivalattractingthe interweek ai
infr#cUonS of the Purdue university; Arthur Van ment as delegates.Holland aurely
Thus far four wards hnve been Hague, Netherlands, has written a demolished and trees in the peach saw
traffic ordinance.
Arendonk
of
Wullkill,
N.
Y.,
will
est of nearby cities but many thouthe law makers at work. Tuesmost interestingletter to the memAccording to the reportsthe vio- «n to Amherst, and Ohio State uni- does not want to lag behind in havlands of out-of-statevisitors will completed and the tabulationshows bers of the Holland Century Club orchard were tom up by the roots. day afternoon while he was then*
lations wen* for charges as follows: versity has accepted Henry Wol- ing one of the largest delegations
be present also. Almost daily the following: 2nd ward, 855: 3rd that proved to be an outstanding
Mr. Nick J. Whelan, our representpresent at tlf|* convention. Denews stories are forwarded to ward, 1,635; 4th ward, 2,433: 6th feature on the program given dur- The sailing vessel “Addie” ' of ative from Holland, was called to Speeding, 111; disreganlingsignals, thorn of Grand Rapids.
Benton Harbor limped into port the chair of the House. Mr. Whelan 67; defective lights, 15; crowded The sixth in the group is a coed, troit already has more than 400
large daily newspapers from out
ward, 3,804; making a total of 8,727. ing a recent meeting.
driver’sseat, 4; parking in drive- Miss Evelyn Steketee,who has ac- delegates enrolled, besides our
after the storm and is now being
of state.
The letter indicates that Mrs. repaired at Schol's shipyards on made a good chairman and is well way, 2; parking on sidewaiK, 2; cepted u historyscholarshipat the neighboringcities are likewiac
The first and sixth wards are still
The Holland Chamber of Comspoken of at the state capital.
Diekema has a wonderful command Black Lake.
reverse turn signal, 2; n*ckless University of Illinois.
planning to send large delegations.
merce, of which Dick Bo ter is to he compiled. However, since the of language
• • •
that her style is
Holland boasts as being a city of
driving,1; disorderly, 2; no parking
president, through the initiative of 4th ward count is officialand this
*
•
•
Bom—
To
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
—
o
pleasing and that her narrative is
churchesand should be first in
Thomas Purdy’s water tank for Klasscn, West 15th street—a son. lights, 2; passing car at intersecthis organization is building up a ward casts about as many votes as
bubbling over with interestingdetion, 2; cutout open, 2; driving ZEELAND GETS ROUND TABLE everything Christian.The commit• • •
his fruit farm located west of the
program which will be of interest
the 1st ward, an approximate figure tails.
tee hopes that our citisens will
while
drunk, 1; meat ordinance,1;
MEET MAY 17
city, blew down in the severe storm.
to all visitors. Every effort is being
Henry DeKruif and A. I4» Hula
Her meeting up with royaltyand
respond one hundred per cent to
His loss is at least $50.00. Note— of Zeeland have gone south to in- total, 215. The total amount of
pot forth by the various commit- might I e arrived at. During the prescourt dignitaries is most vividly Mr. Purdy was a familiarfigure on
money collected for fines was
The West MichiganSchoolmen's the request of this young people's
tees appointedfor this event to idential election in 1928, when nearly
vest in timber lands in Tennessee.
told in a word picture of how kings
$1,299.75.The average fine paid Rountable will hold its lust meeting committeeand forward their reg• » •
make it a success.A full and com- every vote was out I he first ward cast and queens do things when “at the street, peddling fruits from a
was $6.05; the highestfine paid was of the school year May 17 at Zee- istration fee of one dollar at once
small wagon drawn by a “skinny
plete program will be announced
Lokker
and
Rutgers
Co.
have
915, the 4th waid 916 and the 6th home to their friends.”
nag." He was a tall patriarchial purchased the shoe stock of Al $75 for driving while drunk and the land. Zeeland men teachers will be to Jay De Koning, who is chairby the program committee at least
If anything, the epistleis too
next highest was $50 for reckless in charge of the entertainment and man of the entertainmentand
a week before the event opens. ward 84 1 votes. So figure it out for modest and in it Mrs. Diekema is looking man, a devout Methodist and Vegter on River Ave.
driVing. The lowest fine paid was $2 program. Dr. William Dudley of delegation committee.Every perfriend of the childrenof Holland.
Three of the weeks events how- yourself. However you can bank on
giving herselfa little the worst of
Your editor knows for he has set FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY for no parking light. Speeding fines , Chicago, will speak on "Visual Edu- son who contributesone dollar or
ever are assured to date— they are the four wards to be officially correct
it. Anyway to us she will “stack
averaged $7.88 while other minor «'ntion." Trips will Ik* made to a more will Ik* recognized as a full
the flower show in which the as stated above. At best it is only a up" with “four queens” or even a his teeth in many a luscious peach
offenses ranged from $2.50 to $3. large hatchery, the Mend Johnson pledged ‘delegateto the convention.
or apple from the Tom Purdy
Grandview Gardens of Zeeland are
“royal flush” — court etiquettenot- wagon. The large fruit farm was Miss Goldie Price of Holland, a
The response has been quite genPersons violating traffic rules plant and the ColonialClock Co. W.
taking the initiative. During the guess on the other two wards.
graduate from high school, is to be are usually warned and are ar- II. Pearce, state superintendent of erous but not generous enough to
withstanding.
located
just
west
of
Mottello
Park
festival week on Thursday, May
wed to Glenn Johnson of Grand rested on repeatingan offense. public instmetion,will give the ad- set the minds of our local ChrisBut then, here is the letter:
on US-81.
15th, the High School Chorus and
Rapids.
"My dear long sufferingfriends
tian Endeavor workers st ease as
Safety rules are establishedto pre- dress at the luncheon.
Orchestra will present an opereto
of the Holland Century Club: At
Mr. Chris. DeJonge, Zeeland su- it is hoped to secure enough local
vent trafficaccidents.The total
TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS AGO
“Tulip Time,” which has a typical
A POEM FROM AN IRISH
least if you do not come under that
I Pins for coat lapels have been number of arrests made for viola- perintendent, !s president of the registrationfees to pay for the exDutch background. On Friday,
LASSIE
category now, I am sure you will
tions by Zeeland officers are only roundtable. Election will be held pense of the convention,Now
Bom—
To
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
| ordered by the Holland Chamber of
May 16th, the united city and
ere my tale is told and ere this
____ , College
_____ o_ _____
____
come on, Holland, show your colors
Hyma,
Ave.— a
daughter,j Commerce for its members.Note- for city violations. The Zeeland po- at this meeting.
college musical organizations will
mu! mail your checks to our young
Dr. Thomas W. Davidson, pastor epistlehas reached its full global I Ruth. ’ Note^She'is now Mrs." Dr Today we pin our faith in Charles lice are also sheriff’s deputies and
present a musical program. For
tonnage.You see I talk in terms LeRoy Hill of Chicago,
Christian workers, who are cnGross.
therefore have made several arthose who are inclined to sports tC of Hope Church,. Sunday morning
HOLLAND MEN WILL
of naval disarmament It was with
deavorlngto show their friends
•
•
| rests outside of the city limits undelivered
a
wonderful
Easter
serfree-for-allgolf tournament will
great hesitancy that I sat down to
FEATURE AT KNICKfrom other city endeavor societies
Frank Kleinhekselbroke his arm ! der state laws, a: well as some in
Jacob Kuite, Sr., is laying 400
be held at the Country Club on mon. Incidentalto that sermon the
put a few thoughtstogether for feet of tement sidewalk around hia between the wrist and elbow while i Zeeland. Some arrested persons
ERBOCKER BANQUET how Holland does things. TTre
Saturday,May 17th. The Flower doctor cldsed his discourse with a
your consumption, amusement,edi- home on Tenth, Ninth and Pine cranking his car in Grand Rapids,j were excused without paying fines
committee consists of J. De KoShow committee wish to again an- poem he had received from a young
fication or fatigue, as the case may streets.
*
•
hecruac
of
extenuating
eircum.
cMwan; J. Zuidema, Miss
girl
living
in
Ireland
who
was
still
nounce that any private entries for
The aimual banquet of the j hbrim Luidens, Miss Edith Giebe. And why! Well, let me tell you:
Rev. Paul P. Cheff, pastor at Zee- i »‘ances brought out upon their ap• • *
the flower show should he reported in her teens but who had won litert.riind Rap. «ls Knickerbocker sod- bink, H. Kiekenvelt, Miss Mildred
Somewhere in the rear of my brain
E. J. Harrington has leased the land, will deliver the Decora lien P*,*r,nf0in fowt
at once to the Chamber of Com- ary honors in her country.
---- ' . ----------- j-ty will be held in Hotel PantlimlBoove, Victo:* Maxam. A. A. NienThe poem — a gem
was a I seem to have tucked away an old Beach House to E. Frodin at Har- day address in Centennial Par! in
merce office,or John Van Braght.
hnllroom, Grand Rapids, next * huls. J. J. Riemersma, Arthur
The reason for this early an- fitting close to Rev. Davidson's adage, to the effect that only the rington’sLanding. Note— Mr. Fro- Holland.
di ed music, conversationand cham- Monday evening at 6:30 Dr. Ches- i Oude nool, Melvin floating, Sidney
good man does lives after him. din and Mr. Harrington have
theme
“There
Is
No
Death,"
and
nouncement is that because the
However, there happened recently passed on but the Frodin family
John Vos and Miss Lucy Van pagne corks popping to the right of ter B. Emerson of Detroit andPr. Hovinga, Hi fold Hoffman, Howdisplay this year must be made in the contributionreceived from the
us and popping to the left of us as Henry Beets of this city, will be|ard Scholten.
an
incident
which
makes
me
very
are
still
in
charge
of
the
Beach
Oort, both of Holland,w re married
the effect of a huge floral archi- “Emerald Isle" follows:
“"nvird drank the four hundred!" thf* principalspeakers. Dr. Beets
much doubt the truth of this state- House.
in the Ottawa county tou.l hou.« ,
tectural display and all contribu- W h> do wc worry about the neit?
•
•
We only itay for a day,
ment. And this is what it was:
hv Justice
Jnatiep of
nf the
thp Peace
iwp Dickinson.
nirlrm.nn ^ nn,,> thp hour of departure came will speak on his recent world tour
by
C. K. UNION WILL HOLD
tions will be developed in the de- Or a month or a year at the Lord'* bchert
during which be visited Reformed
At the queen’s New Year’s soiree
Sheriff
Jessie
Woodbury
has
apThe
bride
is
the
daughter
of Mr. after the royal family had made its
ELECTION MONDAY
In thla habitat of day.
sign of same. Ribbon awards will
church
missions
in
the
East
Indies
final
exit.
That
furnished
the
Big*
one of our friends came up and pointed Marshal Dykhuis and for- and Mrs. Dick Van Oort. "Johnnie"
be given both golf and flower show
and
the
Orient.
Why da we worry about the road?
said: “Oh, just a moment. My mer Deputy Marshal “Lon" DeLoof Vos is well known here as a clever I yul*.an<l'sp hastened away with the
entries.
The Holland Christian Endeavor
With It* hill* or deep rafjte.
cousin is here and he is very anx- sheriff’sdeputies.
boxer and a baseball star. I^rst
, 'hat perhaps we had stayed Wynand Wichers, Holland bank- Union
A buttonhole tulip design is be- In a rfwmal path or a heavy load
will hold their annual meet•
•
*
ious
to
meet
you.”
He
rushed
away
summer Vos pitched for the St. I {?°. loPK a.n,‘ J Personally feared er. will serve as toastmaster and ing Monday evening in Trinity ReWe are helped by hand* anteen.
ing prepared through the Chamthat the chauffeur-drivenPackard Rev. Ray Drukker, formerly conand in a moment returned with a
James De Free of Holland has I Johns team.
ber of Commerce as a token for Why do we worry aboot the year*?
formed church. Following are the
j limousine might have suddenly netted with the local YMCA and
very important appearing man he
visitorsto carry away from HoiThpt our feet have not yet trod:
nominees for the officers which are
------; changed into the bedraggled I^onastraightway
introdu^d.
Immedinow
installted
as
Reformed
church
»l«nd as a remembranceof the fes- Who labor* with roaraae and truit, not
to be elected for the ensuing year:
driven sedan like the golden coach pastor here, will offer the invoca(fca'r*! ! ately his greetings were over, he
Ha* fellowthipwith God.
tuusers were as varied in color as ; all of the most fanciful dreams of
tival. These tokens can Ik* purI resident,Howard Scholten; vicej
said: “Yes, you are the woman.” I the spectrumof the rainbow. Hats childhoodfused into one great of those days when that other Cin- tion. The program will include vochased by local business interests
president,Jack Juist and Melvin
derella walked the earth.
cal
and
instrumental
music.
A
hurfwith
plumes,
swords,
boots
and
|»»nd.«d *hat
to
whole. It was a repetitionof the
at cost— every merchant, lunch
Oosting; secretary, Marian LuiIt was in the same palatial set- dred Knickerbockersand ladies
And
ihf wonderful future we »oon ihuii | come next when he continued: ‘1 spurs were in evidence everywhere.
lunchroom, office, etc. These tokens
day before but greatly magnified
deni and Rolene Van Voorst; and
For death la but the
(*e« ! was almost certain of it when 1
In short, nothing that makes up the by IJi® additionalhundreds of peo- ting; describedabove that I had my are expected to attend.
will have an advertisingvalue also
treasurer. Arnold Dykhuizen and
audience
with
the
queen.
For
sev(read your husbands name in' the composite picture of medieval pomp ... ......
Officers of the society are: Presi. was
..... ....
......
There
not _
a ....
man
there
ns the name of merchant purUoert Rylaarsdam.A banner will
paper as having been appointed to and pageantrywas lacking except [ save the three Americans, who was eral reasons the event had been dent, Cornelius Hoffius; vice presichaser will be printed on as many
be awarded to the society having
The
Hague
and
now
1 know that Uie horses, and one could easily i not in gal«i 'attire, for everv mem- somewhat delayed, but finally on j dent, Frank Vis; secretary. John
4.
of these buttonhole tulips as he Vesper Service
the largeztpercentage of ita memthe
Saturday
after
Christmas
it
Veneklasen;
treasurer,
Rudolps
i
• i you are the same woman I heard imagme that even they were teth- bPf of the Dutch court circle,every
may want to purchase. A call will
bers present. Plans for the state
\\ eek to lie Special lecture some years ago at the Cen- ered without the postern gate.
was
arranged that her majesty! Doornink.
be made upon all merchants so that
Dutch minister, every Dutch officonvention to be held here will also
tury club in Holland, Mich., on Edwould receive me in a privateaudi- The society expects to have an
nil may have an opportunity to
Ik* discussed.
cial, to say nothing of the army
How the Queen Knows her
Next Sunday the vesper
B°k." The man was Baron
get in on this attractivecourtesy
and navy in all their various erne. I was to be at the palace at outing early in the summer.
Numerous
Guests
4
o'clock.
Of
course,
it goes withwill
feature
Douglas
Reeder,
vioBoetzelaar,
the
Livingston
Wamsoffer.
branches, has a full dress uniform.
CHRISTIAN HIGH HONOR
out saying that one never keeps a
linist. Mr. Reeder is from Sioux hu,s f the Netherlands, who hapMrs. Emma Van Hall, 82 years
-o — Once within the ballroom’sportal, Then, too, there were the women in
monarch waiting, so to 1m* on the old. of Grand Haven, passed away
pened
at
that time to have been
ROLL
City,
Iowa,
where
he
is
concertMETROPOLITAN CLUB
the ministers were arranged by their charming gowns with court
meister of the symphony orchestra. the guest of Dr. Sam Zwemer. So functionarieson one side of the trains sweeping the floor and with safe side, the arrival was timed for la*! week Thursday at the home of
STAGES MOVIE
you see one must always be careful
3:50. After being received and ushGertrude Brat and George Klin“WIDE OPEN" He is a friend of Prof. C. Snow, as to what one does for sooner or hall according to the length of time their magnificent jewels augment- ered about by footmen and after a daughter, Mrs. Mary Van Duren,
who is bringing him to Holland.
198 West 13th street. Mrs. Van genberg, students at Christian
of their residence in. The Hague. ing greatly the brilliance of the
later
truth
with
find
him
out.
having
climbed
that
beautiful
stairHull has U*eri a residentof Grand High school, received all A’s in
Next Monday and Tuesday the Mr. Reeder has studied extensively
With each minister were all the scene.
Haven for the past sixty years. their work during the second quarmembers of his staff. Opposite Suddenly, as we stood talking in case at the end of the mam c\»t
Metropolitan club comprising the in this country and Switzerland, Kidding Her Majesty A Happy
dor in the Noordeinde palace, my The dceeased is survived by two ter of the second semester. Those
New Year
firemen, policemen and mail car- and is a successful teacher in Sioux
stood the wives of the ministers the ballroom, one of the many hid
escort, Madame A
, the Doydaughters, Mrs. Van Duren of Hol- who received an average of B or
riers of Holland and surrounding City.
So much of interest has happened and with them the ladies of the! fjen orchestrasstruck up a military
Prof. Snow and Mr. Reeder since we took our departure way various legations. While this ar- march and in came the royal family enne. and I found ourselves in a land; Mrs. Ann Ter Beck, Joliet, better are Harriet Beukema, Jocities, will stage the sensational
movie production"Wide Open” played togethera great deal before back last October that 1 find my- rangementseems unimportant, it is | anfj walked the full length of the waiting room. There coats were III., and two sons, John and Fred- hiji.nu Blunuw, Annetta Bowsma,
laid aside and I, for one, made a erick Van Hall of Grand Rapids. V.'enn Breen, Thedford Dirkse,
just released by Warner Bros. The the former came to Holland. One self in much the same positionas by no means so, because Her Ma- roonii There they stopped and then
most critical survey to see that the Nine grandchildrenand three great
Myrtle Hulst. Margaret Kluasen,
benefits of this movie through the summer they and a few friends a hungry tramp who, when sud- jesty, haying been previously lur- moved about talking with various
mirror displayed as perfect a re- grandchildren also survive. Short Grace Kleinjans,Josie Last, Anna
efforts of manager of the Holland formed a string orchestraand trav- denly finding himself surrounded nished with the list of people, knows guests. I was fortunate enough to
flection
as
was
physically
possible
funeral serviceswere held Monday Schurman, Ann Margaret Belles.
theatre will go to the benefit of eled to the Orient as musicians on with deliciousfood, scarcely knew just whom she is to meet and the have both the queen and the queen
the subject before it. afternoon at 1 o’clock from the Cornelia Smecnge, Janet Staal,
the Metropolitan organization. a liner. Prof. Snow has expressed where to begin. Consequently1 order in which she is to meet them, mother address me again, although considering
The list of the best stars will be himself enthusiasticallyon Mr. shall just ramble on a bit and see and has thus planned in a measure I must confess that the beauty of Then a door swung open and we home of Mrs. Van Duren after Marion Vander Ploeg, Lois Van
were in a fair sized, lovely salon, which the remains were taken to Hcmert Chrystene Veltkamp,
found 'n the cnstt an,on(f tf,eni Reeder’s playing, and intends to where we come out.
what she is going to say to each, their jewels almost made me speechThe opening gun of the social because, you know -- or perhaps less with wonder. I can best illus- where one of the queen's ladies-in- Grand Haven where serviceswere {red Veltman, Harriet Waldyke,
latsy Ruth Miller, Louis Fazenda, present a vesper recital of unusual
waiting. one of the chamberlains, held at 2:30 p.m. from the home
Joe Waldyke and Jeanette WitteEd Horton, Bob Gordon and a doz- value and interest during his visit. season in The Hague may be said you don’t — a crowned head must trate my amazement at the existreceived us. As we sat chatting of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gorham, 726 veen.
The Vesper services will be held to be fired on New Year's day at always initiatethe conversation.
cn others.It is said to be a scream
ence of such jewelry with a story.
with laughs galore and of course Sunday afternoon at four o’clock high noon, when the diplomatic And should one stand out of place There was once a farmer with a about things in general, a bell rang, I' ranklin Street. Interment took
a pair of doors quietlyopened, the place in Lake Forest cemetery,
NO BANQUET FOR THE FRAT8
it is a talkie. It is said to be the in Hope Memorial chapel.
corps goes en masse to bid Her Ma- the result might be most embarras- very large family who had always
grand mistressand Madame A
— — — — o—
AT HOPE THIS YEAR
jesty
a
Happy
New
Year.
And
ing.
most hilarious comedy in which
struggled to make ends meet. One disappeared within the portals and
The state firemen’sconvention is
what an occasion it was! As we
May I say before I go further day a circus came to his native I knew that they were in the presii ,
rt°n stars. Remember this HOLLAND GLEE CLUB
to Ik* held at South Haven this
talkie will be at the Holland theThe Hope Fraternal society is
WILL GIVE CONCERT drove to the main entrance of the that for once the men far outshone town. It was too much for him. He
ence of her majesty, where I was year, the dates being July 7, 8, 9 the first of Hope's literary groups
palace and our car came to a halt, their fair mates, for this time their
atre next week Monday and Tuesthrew
dull
care
to
the
four
winds
soon
to
be.
As
a
consequence
1
day.
and 10. Henry O. Maentz of Alle- nve business men met to lay final
Grand Rapids Press: Maple Ave- the door was opened by a footman plumage was gay indeed and I feel and decided to take the whole famsat listeningfor the bell and at gan, who is president of the body, to dispense with ita annual bannue Glee club of Holland will pre- clad from the top of his high hat sure that had the opportunity been
".'ho have to'Uthed with him
ily to the circus, and to see all that the same time endeavoring to
announces. No doubt several fire- quet near the close of the school
in The Hottentot,”
“The Sap"
San” and
. .. "The
and i sent a miscellaneous program on to the spats that encased his an- offered, they would have strutted there was to see and to do all that
The Aviator" will now have a I Thursdayin Eastern Avenue Chris- kles in a handsome suit of beige proudlv about like the proverbial there was to do. So it was peanuts maintain the semblanceof a con- men from Midland will attend since vear. In its .tend an informal
versation.
Finally,
after
what
the meet is near home.
*pnng party will be held. The Frachance to see him in quite another ! Uan Reformed church. Grand Rap- broadcloth,with a long coat fitted peacock, and justly so.
and pink lemonade, ticketsfor the seemed at least a decaff**,I heard
ternal was organized in 1834 and
role, for ho is the meek and inven- ids. The club, comprising 25 voices, at ‘the waist and reaching far beAnd now you are thinking that main tent and ticketsfor the me- that bell again and knew that
The Knights of Pythias will hold is the oldest of Hope’s societies.
tive bookkeeper who is the butt of is directed by William J. Brouwer. low the knees. After having duly the American men contributed litnagerie.He viewed the animals one
Hope will be represented at the
the manager’s gruffness and the Miss Agnes Dogger will assist with satisfied the hunger of the insatia- tle to the gayety of the ensemble. by one, lost in wonder and amaze- moment had come. As I entered a party tonight, Friday, at their
the room, which was also large and I lodge hall,
star salesman’s gaff.
readings.
League of Nations model assembly
ble camera man, we mounted the It is true that the American minment. Finally he came to the handsome, the queen arose and
• In\ 2
and 3 at Kalamazoo by
steps at the top of which the door ister and his secretariesadded litStrange happenings send him
dromedary. He viewed its gnarlv
a welcome, as did also the
home with a cold in his nose where GRAND HAVEN HOSPITAL
Stanley Verhey and Evelyn Stekewas flung open by a footman in tle to the brilliance of the scene skin, its red rimmed eves and its smiled
other two
two ladies.
its red rimmed eves and its other
ladies. Her majesty’sj he^boni^be^auwof illness rmed t0 teo, with Metta J. Ross as faculty
he is pursued by the irate mother
PATIENTS GIVEN TULIPS blue . gray livery handsomely except the luster of their eyes, but sKin,
ridiculous humps, and then, lost in smile was very disarming and put
o
_
of the moony office girl who loves
trimmed with scarlet satin and gold our army and our navy were there
and«t a similar assembly
mm; by detectivesand by a mys- A potted tulip was given to each braid. As we started down uie in full dress and looked most gor- wonder, he turned to his wife and • me quite at ease-at least as much j Mrs. Gerrit Vander Hill is " Chicago May 28 and 29 by Stanteriousgirl who forces her wav in patient in Hatton Hospital,Grand corridor, a veritable forest of foot- geous with their splendid epau- said: Well, S manthe, they just so as is usually possiblewhen one spending a few days in Detroit ley Verhey, Stanley Van Lore,
ain’t no sech
| meets a reigning monarch for the visitingrelativesand friends!
Evelyn Steketee and Anna De
and presents herself as his wife! Haven on Easter Sunday by the men in the same fine livery mo- lettes and trappings.
Now that is the way I felt about ,
o
Amusing and human are the inci- Free Bed Guild and the nurses were tioned us along, thus guiding our
Suddenly
all talking stopped,the
those jewels. I iust could not be- I hud read in Maude Parker
Leon Bosch has returned to the v,rx\.T Pro,• B M
dents which carry the story up to remembered with one large pot of footsteps,which might easily have
men clicked their heels together lieve my eyes. That so mnnv nre- Child’s book, “The Social Side of University of Illinois after soenda tornado climax.
flowers. The sight of blooming been erring ones.
plants at each bedside was a mesImagine acres of white marble audibly.You could have heard a cious stones of such size could he Diplomatic Life," that one never ing his spring vacation in Holland.
Mr. and Mr*. Ed Kruisenga of
pin drop. We looked and there in put in single pieces of jewelry, I shakes hands with royalty, but
CALVARY CHURCH MEN’S
Detroitmotored to Holland, spendsage of sympathy and goodwill, said floors and corridors, yards and
the opening at the end of the ballMaude was wrong because
The Maple Avenue Men’s Glee ing Easter with relativesin this
___ Queen
, _____
CHORUS TO SING Miss Kapteyn, greatly appreciated yards of red velvet carpet,a laby- room stood her majesty, Queen Wil- could not fathom. Queen
crown Was the most dazzlinglv)Wilhelmina does in her private ( luh of Holland will render a proby the patients and nurses. This rinth of white marble columns,
o—
Rev J. Lanting of the Immanuel mark of thoughtfulness is one of walls done in handsome, varicol- helmina, her mother Queen Emma, . splendid thing imaginable,made ni i audiences. Fortunately,instinct gram in the First Christian ReJohn Kollon, one of Holland’s
church will begin a new series of the many courtesies which are con- ored satin damask; more yards and and her husband. Prince Hpnry, j PRpp}1{reg an(j diamonds, while the; had told me to take off the right formed Church of Zeeland Tuesday
sermons next Sunday evening on stantly being extended to the pa- yards of the same falling from huge accompaniedby their grand mis- ; na(*n’v tinra was scarcelyless gor- fflove,which I did as I went through evening. April 29, at 7:45 o’clock, oldest citizens, hopes to celebrate
The nueen wore a hu<^ tkp doors, so I was prepared for the under the auspices of the Priscilla his ninety-firstbirthday anniverThe Second Coming of Christ." tients. Each holiday, or special day, gilded cornice boards, most elabor- tresses and masters of ceremony,
The topic Mr. Lanting will use for is the signal for some act which ately fashioned and thus gracefully Immediatelythere were greetings necklace,earrings,brooch. , unexpected, which in this instance Mission Society.The program will v h n1PXt.Sn;urday*Rom in The
Xu s,e,rn]on.Sunday evening is will bring comfort to those who draping the many and enormous through the mediums of courtesies bracelets to match, all perfectly , did happen. One always addressed consist of musical numbers and Netherlands, he came here in 1851
The Unfruitful Vine."
are denied the good fortune of good windows.
Add to this countless and deep bows. The pnnee walked j pnorninus nn(j marvelously exoui-Uhe queen as Your Majesty— never readings, and promisesto be a with his mother, settling on a farm
The Men’s Chorus of the Cal- health, she stated. — Grand Haven gilt framed mirrors,lovely old firevl!tire
r®?m rite, the gift of the realm at the you— which in my excitement I al- treat. The club has been heard in n Overiael.Kollen’s mother lived
.
wiumi Rnpiv«i.- to be a centenarian.Kollen’s brothcities,includingGrand
places, paintingsdepictingrare and began talking^ with the ladies t;ma 0f ber accession.On hor most forgot to remember.I was several
vary Undenominational
Church of Tribune.
t.rand Rapids will render special
scenes and mellowed with age, at the far end, nm with Japan *ndj shoulder was the famous blue dia-jtkpn invited to be seated whereupon MR* Grand Haven and Holland, and er, Gemt J. Kolien, served Hope
is hiirhlv
snoken of everywhere. A
a college a„ president 18 years. Kolall sat
sat and
and began to converse. is
highly spoken
music at the evening service which
mond. surrounded wi*h white ones, we all
Clean Up Week does not indicate scores of statues and bronzes, and men witn me United Mates
will begin at 7:30. In the morning that Holland is extraordinarydirty; you have then formed for yourself America.The prince,among other the whole thing makin** en oblonosilver offering will be received, len has resided in Holland and viQueen Wants to Know of
things, asked me if I, too, spoke
which proceeds will he devoted to cinity 79 years.
ornament about two inches wide
• r; iSSr0* w,l, 8Peak on the sub- but failure to clean up at least once a picture of the background and
Dutch
like my husband. I had to
o
Holland, Michigan
ject “Christ as Our Shepherd."
missions.— Zeeland Record.
scenery which graced the stage
and three inches long.
a year would soon make it so.
The (-ontrart for publishing the
In the afternoon at 3 o’clock a
upon which the New Year’s mid- admit my stupidity and claimed, It is said that Queen Emma ha«
One
always
waits
for
royalty
to
however, that I did know six Dutch
oaptismal servicewill be conductWm. Wilson, prominent in Eagle proceedings of the meetings of the
Nancy Heitz of Holland is being day drama was enacted. And all
words. And then came the chal- some of the most wonderful jewels I initiate the conversation as I have circles,assisted in installing a Ottawa County Board of .Supervis1.,,®, Immanuel church at the held at the Ottawa county jail fol- this not in one room, or two or
in
all
Eurone,
having
inherited
already
said,
so
I conducted myself
Open Bible Church of Grand Rap- lowing her arrest Thursdayin Zee- three, but repeated in countless lenge, for the prince said: “What many of the famous Russion jewels accordingly. She asked me about l.*irgi*class in St. Joe last night. ors for the coming year in newsids. All are invited to attend all or land for the sale of intoxicating rooms where we could wander at are they?" I replied: “aardappelen, through her husband, whose mother Holland, Mich., which placed me in Mr. Wilson’s services are in great papers and in pamphlet form waa
kip, ik kan niet verstaan,"and then
any of the services.
Pt ^ the (.rand Haven Tribune,
liquor. She was arraigned in Jus- will.
was a Russian. Whether this be a positionof a mother discussing demand.
—
o—
the Holland Sentinel and The Hoitice Dethmer’s court in Zeeland and
true or not I do not know, but of her children. How did that queen
land City News, who bid jointly.
he asked me to one thing I am certain — not all ' know that she had hit upon my
Jake Japinga died Wednesday demanded examination.She was more 1 lieveri?d0ffMtmenRt^kTur veraation
reminded of the Biblical words:
even ng at the age of 52 years. not able to furnish $500 bail.
wraps and after none too hasty present him to the other ladies of European rovaltvboasts a sweeter, favorite subject! And while one “Seest thou a man diligentin his
. F?ur new state forest camps
and
Mr. Japinga for severalyears conglqpces in the mirror to be sure we the legation,which was promptly finer jewel than this charming old does not know just exactly what
business, he shall stand before picnic grounds will probably be
done. While the prince was makducted a soft drink parlor just TONIGHT THE RABBIT MEN were lookin
ring our “queenliest”in our
lady, 70 years youne*. who wore one says when talkingwith a queen. kings. He shall not stand before
ing
his
journey
up
one
side, the
opened to the public this year. The
east of the Holland theatre. Funersmartest afternoon gowns and hats,
‘ WILL EAT RABBIT
them — Queen Emma herself.
I did the subject a fair degree ot mean men.” I had never quite unfour sites now being prepared and
al Saturday at 2 o’clock from Dykwe waited for the gentlemen who queen had started on the other with
justice.
derstood
the
full
meaning
of
those
First Audience with Queen
Tonight, as the Holland City had left their coats below. Then we the line of ministersand the queen
equipped will be in the Alpena state
stra s Funeral Home. Rev. L. VeltAnd
when
her
majesty
said:
"Unwords but now I know that the forest, the Black Lake state forest,
kamp officiating. He is survived News goes to press, the Greater went into the ballroom with its par- mother with the oppositeend of our
is Described
jtil Jan. 1st then," I knew that I diligence pertains to the practice
by his widow, aged mother, and Holland Rabbit Breeders associa- quet floor of subdued oak, yellow line. When the New Year's wishes
As soon as the royal family had need wait no longer fordismissal—of hacking and curtseying as you the Higgins Lake state forest and
the Lake Superior state foreat.
four brothers,Peter, Abe, John and tion are featuringits program with Carrara marble walls, beautifully had been exchanged all the way left the ballroom the gentlemen es- i that my cue had come — whereback. However,I lived through mv
- —
o—
Henry.
a banquet in the Woman’s Literary paneled with white rococo moldings. along, the royal family withdrew
corted the ladies about the nslsce | upon Madame A
arose ana awkwardness and I hope to live it
City Marshall Oscar Lemon of
clubhouse, at which reservations Palms were artisticallyRanked in and those of us who had never been
to one of the numerous rooms which | together we backed and bowed our- ! down.
Allegan, is waging war on traffic
The local Auxiliary of the were made for at least 100.
all four corners, while a vaulted presented to thfe nrincess went into were arranged to resemh’e pt»|o selves to the doors whence we had
In pleasing contrast to the senso law violators in this city to bring
Rabbit breeders from various ci- ceiling of more carved rococo pan- another room wtere she received
American Spanish camp will hold
restaurantswith their sma*l tables entered, the queen meanwhile of my own clumsiness. I was most
about stricter observance of regua carnation sale Saturday, May 3. ties in the state are presentand the els surmountedthe whole. It was us and where *wc each in turn chat- resnlendcntwith snowy cloths, standing, occasionallybowing and
delightfully impressed with the lations in the business section, i*
Mrs. George Moomey has again industry is being discussed by var- not a tremendous room, but one of ted with her.
gold chair? and gold flower holders smiling . . . Well, I finally reach PerRonalityof the queen. She had
the past week fully 40 person* j
ious speakers. The committee in rare beauty; here we were received
New Year’s Soiree Like !Tay
been chosen chairman.
made in fantastic and beautiful ed those doors after more seeming the manner and hearing of one horn been given blue slips
charge of the event consists of Ru- by the ladies in waiting and chamFairy Tale
shapes, filled with flowers of rare decades of time had passed and I to command, a kindly,firm and inthem to report before
fus Cramer,
Attorney Thomas N. Robinson
------ Edward
____Brouwer, Paul berlains all in their gala attire.
On the night following, the queen heautv such as only th® Dutch know emerged whence j had come firmjy j telli^nt face which bespoke un___
V ___ !_ __ ___ O.
.
.
•Making U turns, running
has returned from a business trip L. Wojohn and John A. TerVree
Beautiful gold braid in graceful de- gave her New Year’s soiree. Such how to erow. In each ’oom were convinced that all the elephants in I derstanding and nobility of
pur- and parking near
‘
to Washington, D. C., and New The associationlists a membership signs completely covered the coat a scene of gayety I have never wit- j huge tables groaning with deliciou«! Barnum & Bailey’s circus could not nose. And thus closed a never-tothe infractions
York city.
- of about fifty.
fronts of the men, while their nessed. It was like fairyland and | viands for a cold buffet, with sub- surpass me in awkwardness.I was bc-for^ottenepisode in my life,"
-lUCrtl*
At 8 o'clock tonight us the Holland
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Leprosy Conquered
Eat Vitamin D
Entered u Second CUu Matter
at the poet office at Holland, Mich., To Europe for $6, Maybe
nte the act of Congreu, March, Women May Preach

1117. HHMi

Doctor Dostal, bacteriologist of
Vienna. Isolates leprosygerms and
produces an effective serum.
Once that would have comforted
millions of people and those living
in fear of leprosy.

TELEPHONE
Office *

* -

6080

ABOUT PISH FRY

It

The

state conservation depart-

streams from being stripped of

means little

.op rosy

Ih

today.

one of many

"filth"
diseases, dying out as civilization
soap distribution progress.
Cleaning up u stagnant pond will
free a neighborhood of malaria.
Cleaning up the world's tilth spots
would free the earth of many disI

ment is confronted with the problem, not of keeping lakes ami

and

fish,

but of keeping them stocked up to
the point where the fish will be
hungry enough to bite. No easy
task. For about 40 years it was
believed that if a sufficient number of fry were dumped into the
water, excellentresultsmust follow. The dumping of fry is now

eases.

If nations that recently spent
hundredsof billions killingeach
other would *|>end a few billionsto
rid the earth of inntMiuitoes.Hies,
rats and mice, the worst diseases
won Id vanish.

recognired as largely a futile proDoctor I'rlce,scientist of Cleveland. say* vitamin l» prevents ills
this method was to rear fish eases called "degeneral ve.'* stieh .is
to such a size that they could fend cancer, heart disease, luiluenza and
for themselves. Michigan has pio- pneumonia.
Dairj farmers will iw hilcresied
neered in this direction. Trout and
to hear that Doctor I'rlce recombass fry are kept in nursery ponds
to a large extent until they mends spring hutlcr l rnm I he milk
are beyond babyhood. It has of cows grazing In the sunshine.
beat found that nursery fish, This vitamin D he calls the "sunshine viiamin." Cows get the vitaproperly looked after, grow almost
twice as rapidly as those in a wild min. stored up by the sun. In spring
grass, and return It In their milk.
state. The whole system of hatcheries and planting is being remodlien- Is real flying news. Imporeled in accord with this principle
which, by the way, was strongly tant to all interestedin moving
urged bv Fred W. Green long be- ulmut the earth.
Henry Cord has perfectedan allfore he Wame governor.
metal airplane driven by three
HOW TO KEEP HUBBY GIVEN Packard Diesel motors, burning
IN NINE RULES
crude oil. The machine Is expectNine rules for keeping husbands ed to carry eleven passengers one
were presented to members of the hundred miles at a fuel cost of
CaliforniaFederation of Women's $2.10. This means Hint the fuel
Clubs by Miss Jennie Partridge, cost of taking eleven passengers
put president of the City and across the continentor across the
County federationof San Francisco, ocean would he $04.90. less than $G
each. There is no cost for right of
at their annual meeting there.
way. little for terminals and for
They are:

ceeding. The natural improvement

on

I

1. Dress prettily for breakfast.
2. Never make your husband
dry dishes.
3. Friend husband should take
you out just two evenings a week.
The rest of the time let him stay
home.
4. The wife should pay the rent,
grocery and butcher bills before
dolling up or even buying new fur-

Great Success

Arthur Brisbane

HOLLAND FOLKS TAffE PART
IN ZEELAND MEETING
The

chfldflen’s

confqrenccfos-

tered by the Ottawa County Sunday School association and held
at the First and Second Reformed
churches at Zeeland Tuesday was
an unusual success.More than 226
attended the banquet and at least
800 gathered to participatein the
evennig meeting. Mrs. Edith Walvoord was in charge of the conference and she was assisted by Mr.
George Schuiling,presidentof the
association,and other workers in
that organization.
The principal speaker at Zeeland was Rev. R. J. White, D.D.,
of Grand Rapids, Mich., and he
spoke on the subject “Childhood,
Our Hope." He pictured how he
himself was influenced by others
to work for religiouscauses and
he was so thoroughlyimpressed
with the great deal of work that
had to be done that he devoted his
entire life to the teaching of God’s
Word. However it was the seed
sown in his youth that brought the
desire to preach for God’s King-

dom.

.

boat will go to Holland as promised."

Sacrament of Holy Baptism was

Yesterday it was brought to the
attentionof the Chamber of Commerce office that our local life
boats were not adequate to meet
the demands of a real emergency.
This matter was at once taken up
with Washington,D. C., authorities by Secretary C. A. Gross, who
received the following wire in reply to his request for more adequate lifeboat equipment
"Holland Chamber of Commerce.
“Holland, Michigan.
“Your wire asks if I have forgotten Holland’s lifeboatneeds. I
do not forget. New boats are being
sent out as rapidly as completed.
An April 25th one new boat goes
to Saint Joseph and one to Grand
’

Haven. In about a month a new

Signed: A. H. Vandenberg,
Senator.

GRAND HAVEN

TRIBUNE

GIVES ACCOUNT OF HOL-

LAND HIGH RACKET

MEN
Grand Haven Tribune— Vantler.
Belt’s timely victory over Van
Kolken in the last set of their
match gave Grand Haven a 7-5
victory over the Holland High
School tennis team last night at

.....

5. Never permit mother-in-law
to visit on Sunday or holidays.
6. Listen to your husband if he
likes the sound of his own voice.
7. Ask his advice on everything.
8. Be dependentand clinging,

-

-

-

but not too clinging.
9. Make him think you are a
poor weak creature and he is nine
feet high with the strength of a
lion and the courage of Napoleon.

THERE WERE MORE THAN ONE
"SUCKER BORN EVERY

MINUTE"
Allegan Gazette— A corres ndent to a daily paper from Allegan
ahould study the subject of suckers before he writes of them again.
It is not of much consequence,for
who cares much about suckers anymore? Many years ago (about sixty years or more) these fish were
netted at the Allegan dam by
wagon loads and peddled about the
country. That correspondentstates
that suckers are now being taken
at the dam. There is probably one
when there used to be a thousand.
He also states that besides suckers
there are taken redsides, redhorse,
and mullets.Those are all suckers.
The mullets, so-ealled, are the yellow suckers which used to be the
most numerous. Redhorse are the
biggest of all and the coarsest.
Redsides were so called because of
a narrow red stripe their full
length and
the best ea
that is saying tm
blest of the lot and the worst in
taste, the stoneroller, seems to be
extinct. I wonder if Dick Allen is
at the dam. It won’t look natural
without him— him and Will Dibble.
William Vtlkema, 54 years old.
of 93 West 9th street, died Friday
night at the University hospitalin
Ann Arbor. He is survived by seven
children: Mrs. W. W. Ester, Chi
cago, Mrs. C. Miles, Chicago, Mrs.
Marjorie Warner, Grand Rapids,
Charles and Arthur of Grand Rapids. Morris, Panama Canal, and
William of Holland. Three brother* and three sisters also survive.
They are Mrs. Peter Sinke, Mrs.
Clarence Welch, and Mrs. D. Kuikrtra all of Grand Rapids and John
and Henry of Holland and George
of Gibson. Funeral services were
held Monday afternoon at 2
o’clock from th eCity Rescue Mission, Miss Nellie Churchford ofllicating. Intermenttook place in
Pilgrim Home Cemetery.

,

,

,

camp devoted to the study and Ferguson and his teammotes

cialty.

A sample bar

of Fels-Naphtha

Soap and

a

Soap Chipper to be given away free

to each customer entering our store Friday and Saturday by a special representative

from the company. No purchase necessary.

JQ JJjyg

Extraordinary

Bargain

1

Fels-Naphtha

*

V

Soap

S

£

xmm&i

j

was a former teacher at this place,
is now a professor at the University at Ann Arbor.
The P. T. A. expect to have]

FORD

their next meeting Friday evening,

April 25.

A good program has

Ammonium

been prepared.

Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Groenewoud and children visitedat the
home of Peter Groenewoud last
Sunday evening. Master Billy
Brady spent the week-end at

Lakewood Farm

visiting his
mother, Mrs. Eva Brady, who is
employed there.

LAKETOWN

LIZER

FERTI

for Farms, Gardens, Orchards,

Greens, Lawns, Shrubs

Adrian De Pree, 82 years old,
passed away Monday noon at the
home of Mrs. Henry De Pree in
Laketown. He is survived by one
son and daughter, Jacob De Pree
of MontclloPark and Mrs. John
Meyering of Laketown, also one
sister .and brother of Paterson,
New Jersey. Funeral services were
held Thursday afternoonat one
o’clock from the home of Mrs.
Henry De Pree and at 2 o’clock
from the Graafschap Christian
Reformed church. Rev. >)uwsma

Sulphate

10 and 100-pound Sacks

Holleman-De Weerd Auto Co.
Corner River and Seventh St. Holland, Mich.

officiating.Interment took place in

the East Saugatuck cemetery.

be-

trainingfor leadersin the work of gan to function. The Lids turned
Hii!»ialaments Its "best poet." religioustraining.The camp is a them back, however, an I made up
Vladimir Mayakovsky,who killed gift to all Protestant churches for for the .'mfcrting defeat that Ottawa Hills administered to them
hiumelf recently, leaving his brain the furtherance of this work.
At the fellowship supper Miss last week.
to Hie "Soviet Institute of Bruins."
It was dissected, studied, found to Cotton gave a demonstrationof
TO
ON
weigh l,7uu grams, and put away worship through song. She was MINISTER
TRIAL BUT WONT BE
with the brains of Lenin and assisted by Miss Nelly Ver Hage,
THERE
who sang the songs. The numbers
others.
It was a big brain, heavier by were all arranged to help the child
An adjourned session of the
40U grams than the average, hut comprehend the idea of the sernot wise enough to keep the poet vice. They were further written Muskegon classis, Reformed
with the child’s limitations in church, was held in the First Refrom killing
,
_yv
mind. They were simple and short, formed church at Grand Haven on
The poel'i farewell loiter re yet thoroughlyunderstandable to Monday afternoon at which Rev.
John E. Bennink, former pastor of
quests the “«inirade government" the child mind.
The music for the conference the Unity Reformed Church in
to take cane of hi* mother and sis
ter, uIko "Leilu llrik and Veronika was in charge of Director John Muskegon, failed to appear to anVender Sluis of Holland and he swer to charges against him.
Poloiiskayu."
The last two ladies holh loved selected a well balanced nrogram. The classis adjourned the meetA religiouspageant “My Task" ing to May 5 as a new date for the
him. at least lie though! so, and lie
killed himself because lie couldn'i was stager! bv a groun of young trial, the specific charges of which
ladies from Zeeland High school are: Disloyalty to Unity Church
decide which lie liked belter.
All |HH’t s lire more or les* queer. who were directedbv Miss Aman- and the Reformed Churches of
Russian poets probably the queerest. da Zwemer. The girls were Misses America; violation of his solemn
Jean Van Hoeven, June Van vows; and the creation of schisms
After Germany launched the Peursem, Alice Katte, Julia Schip- in the Unity church. Failing to apgreat steamship Bremen, it was ner. Dorothy Katte, Minnie Van pear, the case will go by default,
which will banish him from that
said that British and Americans Enden, Alvah Elenhaas.
The pageant pictured the moth- denomination.
could out afford n OU.UWMun ship
Rev. Bennink resigned as paser’s duty toward her child and the
It would cost more to build and run
than it could earn. But launching tremendousinfluenceand aid that tor of the Unity Church at Muskegon sometime ago to accept a call
of the German supership Kumpa a Sunday School brings.
The open Forum was in charge from Bethel Tabernacle, an undehas stirred up the old Cunard line
and It will build two passenger of Miss lone Cotton, Mrs. R. Gunn nominational church in Muskegon.
He took some of the members with
ships of Tti.Utkitons each, faster and Mrs. Edith Walvoord.
than any passenger ship afloat.
The song worship: Miss lone him when he left. In a letter adThe first' one will be ready In Cotton and Miss Nelly Ver Hage. dressed to the classis, Rev. BenThe consecrationprayer and nink asked that he be granted letiaw.
The Biitlsh do not mean to lose hymn were given by President ters of withdrawalfrom the Recontrolof ocean trallic.
George Schuiling, who also made formed denomination. The classis
announcements that tonight, refused to grant the letter and
Biituin* liuu»e of common* in- Thursday, a broadcast would be voted at a meeting, March 10. to
have an investigationmade.
teresta itself in things thai would made from Grand Rapids, station

WAS

GO

himself.
__
y

be Ignored in Washington. One
^government nearly fell because n
-respectableservant girl had been
.arrested, wrongfullyaccused of
street walking.

WOOD,

with Rev. Bert Brouwer

Upon

recommendation of

the

announcer: that Miss Alice Katte judiciary committee which held a
of Zeeland will give her oration; meeting April 8 at Coopersville,
that Secretary Anthony Nienhuis Rev. Bennink was cited to appear
of Holland was to give a short for trial at Grand Haven.
o—
talk; that Mr. Schuiling would he
Mrs.
J.
E.
Donnelley
of Durant
in
charge
of
devotional*.
He
stated
i Mr. Mitchell,attorney general,
o
warns the senate judiciary com- that the broadcast was made pos- visitedin Holland at the homes of
HOPE SENIORS
nittee tluii “further stimulating ac- sible by the Reformed churches of Mrs. J. De Fey ter, Mrs. Frank
Smith and Mrs. Neil De Cook.
tivities
of prosecution under any Grand Rapids.
STAGE SATIRE
o
At
the
children’s
meeting
Mr.
law will get in Into difficulties."
ZEELAND
He told the committee that in :ho Schuiling also made the welcoming
"The Torch-Bearers" Coining
last liTntTTnoniliH the number of address.Other speakers at the ZeeTwo of the numbers were dramaMay 7-8-9
federalprisonerslias Increased by land meeting were Rev. John Van
Peursem of the First Reformed tized as their numbers were being
6.277.
A high school girls’ quarYou are in line for a treat
R will comfort bootleggersami church of that city and Rev. Rich- played.
tet sang selection of Stephen Fosyou count on seeing the play their associatesto know Hint If ard Vanden Berg of the Second ter that were well received.
staged by the Hope ’ Seniors i more of them are locked np tin* Reformed church. Others who aidReports of the local banks show
this year. “The Torch-Bearers" government will hardly know what ed in the program with music were all in fine condition.Zeeland State
Harold
E.
Van
Dvke,
Miss
Ruth
i* a satire of the first water to do with them.
bank has resourcestotaling $3,124,Hieftje and Mrs. Henry Borst.
on amateur theatricals. The everMrs. Edith Walvoord of Holland 923 and State Commercial & SavLack of employment is said to he
ready villain. Maurice Marcus, has
ing* bank $1,137,596.The Jamesshod hi* wolf’s clothing,and is Increasing throughoutthe world. ha* made an exceptionalexecutive town bank reports resources of
and
the
success
of
the
Children's
adopting the guise of the prosaic You ore surprisedto find tluii Rus$452,229.The combined savings in
buaim
mess man who is utterly out of sia, with a bigger population than Conference is reflectedin her unall the banks, all types total $2,sympathy with all this “theatrical ours, making social experiments ex- tiring efforts.
308.482.
tom-foolery.”Miss Myra Ten Cate pected by capitalismto end disasThis Thursday evening the
The
Ottawa
County
Bankers’
play* opposite him as the wife trously,has fewer unemployed than
Third
Christian Reformed church
federation
will
meet
here
Friday
martyred on the altar of her hus- we bare, by far. The richest, most
Adult Bible class of Zeeland
band's unsympatheticcontortions. prosperous and, Industrially, the in the Masonic ht.ll, with a banquet
You are sure to he tickled with roost highly developed nation served at 6:30 P. M. F. M. Breun“Harve" Woltman in the role of should be able to keep its men at inger, cashierof the Muskegon Savings bank, will give a talk on “Bank
an office boy. Mrs. Pumpenelli, the work.
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No Purchase Necessary

Montgomery
Ward & Co.

Mr. White stated that there were Ferry Field.
three influencesin the life of man.
(’old and threatening weather
heredity,environment and the caused loose and heartlessplaying
spirit of God. "The fact that one on both sides but even under these
has good Christian parents is a conditions the local racket wield*
wonderful thing," the speaker ers showed improvementover presaid. “And it’s splendid to have a vious showingsthis year.
clean, cheerful Christian home to
Ferguson defeated I.andwohr
grow up in, but it is more neces- the clever Holland ace in straight
sary to have the spirit of Qod sets 6-4, 6-3, and 6-4. The local ly enjoyed. —
within the individual."
star displayed a good brand of
CRISP
“The new generationis the ball, especiallyin his serving and
adult's ‘second chance’ to make the placing of his shots, he is deMrs. Frank Repke and her
good. Whatever the adult did not veloping into a steady and conyoungest son, Harold, have been
do himself,he can do by the prop- sistent player and can be counted
visiting Mrs. Repke’s father, Mr.
er training and guidanceof the on this year to hold up his end of Steven Hiemstra,and her sister,
child,” the minister said.
the point making.
Mrs. Wm. E. Nienhuis for two
Prof. Paul Hinkamp of Hope
After losing the first set 6-8 Van
weeks. She also called on many
college spoke on "ParentalEdu- den Belt made a strong comeback
other relatives. She returned
cation in the Church School." Mr. and defeated Van Kolken 6-1 and
Thursday, April 17, to her home in
Hinkamp is a convincing speaker 6-4. The cold weather seemed to Rogers City, Mich. Since her faand he pointed out that children affect Van den Belt’s playing in ther decided to stop farming and
of school age should be constantly the first set but after he warmed
is making his home now with Mrs.
in touch with the religiousspirit up a bit there was no question as
Wm. E. Nienhuis, her sister Agthat God’s Word teaches. He also to his superiorityover the Holland
nes Hiemstrawent north with her.
wear and tear.
made clear that the impressions man. Don uses his height to good They had a very successful trip,
the youth receives, whether for advantagein his service but lobby making it in one day’s drive by
What Is more Important, In good or for evil, was a lastingim- back courts shots got his goat for auto, the distance being 353 miles.
Kurd's opinion, is tho fact that lire pression and youth should be dealt a while last night.
----- o
The doubles teams were not
hazards,explosions, carburetor ad- with accordingly ami should be
OLIVE CENTER
jusiments. electric ignition, all dan- placed under such religiousinflu- working the way they should,
gerous elements in flying,are elim- ences that would guide them all Schultz and Pett losing the first
Mr. Riner Dyk moved to the
through life.
two sets of their match with Vis- old Pixley place last week and Mr.
inated.
Another speaker was Miss lone scher and Woltman 6-2 and 6-4 and Mrs. Jacob Kamphuis have re"The pilot sits In front of an Instrument board like that of an au- Cotton who spoke on the subject, and winning the last one after a turned from Holland and are again
Prepared *' She hard struggle 7-5. Dornbos and occupyingtheir farm home here.
tomobile ami talks over a radio- ‘Teacher,
phone without interferencefrom pointed out thkt in preparing one- Babcock also lost the first two to
Miss Martha Boers spent Sunself for Sunday school work it Dykstra and Iceland 6-3 and 6-4, day with her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
the motor*.'*
Concerning flying.It Is apparent- should be thorough and not super- winning the last set 6-3.
Henry Boers.
ly true that "We haven'tseen any- ficial,that the problems of teachCoach Thoma will put his men , Markus Vinkemulder and Chas.
ing young peonle was an exacting through a week of hard practice BarteU are still busy taking the
tiling ytL"
one and must be done correctlyor in preparation for the meet with census.
The presbyteryof New York vot- the wrong impressions are formed. Muskegon Heights to be held here
Mr. Nelson Vander Luyster
ed the other day, 51 to 29. admitting She stated that a teacher must put Saturday afternoon. The Heights from Zeeland called on Mr. and
women to Presbyterian pulpits. her heart into her work and she have been winning their matches
ReverendIndies will now proceed must radiate this spirit to the pu- consistentlythis year and a tough
to prove Hint Samuel Johnson was pil, not mechanically by merely time is in prospect for the local
wrong when he said n woman memorizingthe lesson but by con- boys.
Holland's"racketeers" couldn’t
preaching was like a dog standing veying other thoughts and other
on its hind legs. It is not that she examplesbearing upon the subject muscle in on the local “big shots”
in tennis yesterday, although
does It well, hut you wonder that in hand.
Before adjourning the afternoon Coach Thoma said things looked
she does it at nil.
Good preaching depends on sin- program Miss Cotton told of the black for a time. Five sets were
cerity, imd that is woman's spe- Waldenwoods Camo, a summer lost by the High School before

,

FREE! Friday and Saturday

administered to four adults. PracFriday and Saturday only. Full size, regular cut Fels Naphtha Soap at this special
ticallyall the 21 have been attending an Easter Training class
held on Sunday afternoons durprice of 10 bars for 47c
ing the week. Impressive Easter
services were held on Sunday
morning. A choir of 20 voices furnished special Easter music. Miss
25*27 East 8th
Store Hours:
Grace Mills, a former choristerof
the church rendered a pleasing
Street
8:30 a. it. to
solo. "The Risen Conqueror" by
Handel was sung in memory of
Holland, Mich.
5:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. J. William De Free,
a favorite anthem of the late Mr.
Phone 2828
Sat. 8:30-9:30
De Pree and a selectionsung by
the choir for many consecutive
years. "The Crucifixion’’ by John
Stainer, was presented to a large
*
£
>•: :
and appreciative audience at the
evening service. James Palmer,
tenor soloist, and Stanley De Pree,
bass soloist, both students at
Michigan State college,furnished Mrs. John Knoll Saturday aftermany selections which were great- noon. Mr. Vander Luyster,who

Be

niture.

-
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NEWS

holding its annual meeting in the
church parlors and the gathering
*88 mix*
mixed.
will he social and business
Raymond Frls has returned
from Flint where he spent Sunday.
The children of the local Auxiliary and Legion members were
given an enjoyable afternoon last
Saturday at the Legion rooms. A
committeein charge, of Auxiliary
women, made complete arrangements for the party. The rooms
were prettily decorated and tables
were set for 50 children. Pretty
Easter basket* with jelly eggs,
bunnies and candy chicks were hid
in corners and necks in the Legion
rooms and the kiddies greatly en‘ ‘
ike Severjoyed finding their
basket.
al little tots were present and all
enjoyed the party very much.
A group of 21 boys and girls
were receivedon confession in the
Second Reformed church at Zeeland as new members and the

FOR GUARDS

For Children

II W. 8th BL
Houumb, Michioam

Buiinets

SENATOR VANDENBERG DID
NOT FORGET LIFEBOATS

Conference

^

-

-

-

-

Have yon seen

(§, 1110, by

King Feature* Syndicate. Inc.)

Management."

THE WORST THE BEST

EXPERT

The topic of the sermon for next
Sunday evening in the Sixth Reformed church on the corner of
TM UUINCrn t 9A»ti HAMM
Phonograph Repairing
Lincoln Avenue and 12th St., Rev.
J. Vanderbeek, pastor, will be
Distinctive Memorials
"How the Worst Can Become the Radio Service Phone 5167
Best." If we were more fully conReasonably Priced
vinceu
tni» possibility
pouumit there
vinced oi
of this
would be many more jpei
eat transMusic
Vaupell,1
Informations
formations of
of lives. The
The morning
Ottawa-Allegan Monu’l Co.
Holland Civic sermon will be on the topic, "The
71
HiM Mich. Eait Ci|Mh ft. Phpne 2$2I
17 Wnt 8th St
Wonderful Name of Jesus."

Meyer

House

stunning-looking on a car, this new and
bigger Goodyear HEAVY DUTY Balloon.
The extra-thick All-WeatherTread armors a
sturdy 6 ply SUPERTWIST CORD carcasaIt's

if

sophisticated play directress,is
played by Miss Lois De Wolfe.
Who wouldn’t enjoy the “despar»parut" villainy of “Art” Michmerhuiren! Hossefrosse, the man with u
poker-facewho takes life too seriously, is a scream .... “Cris"
Krunnen plays behind the pokerIf you have ever engaged in
production, this comic
presentationof the process will re
~ the gruelling mernorie* and
to see the humorou* side
unacquainted with
of life the play is ann
“ It is under the
e

it?

High Quality

at

to

give extra endurance, extra miles.

Rock-Bottom Cost
YOU no more than an ordinary heavy
duty. Before you buy another tire, see how
much more we offer for your money — PLUS
Costs

Goodyear Pathfinder
Lifeline

Guaranteed

YEAR ROUND SERVICE!

Full Oversize Balloons

- - $5.85
- - Big Oversize Cords
30x31 - 31x4 - *
32x4 - - $9.65

29x4.40
30x4.50
30x5.00

$6.65

$8.60

$5.05

$8.95

Here, too!

—

More people ride

on!

edd n
Tires than on any other kin
— ask us to prove why

1

Heavy Duty Truck'Tires

32x6 10

ply -

-

vj

$35.45
180 River Ave.

Phone 5695

WWrn'*,

THE HOLLAND CITY
PERMANENTS— $6, .$8 and
Ye Beauty Shoppe, Phone

2422.

Page TSree

ZEELAND

$10.

WANT ADS

3tpl9

Zeeland students from different
universitieswho spent Easter at
FOR SALE and for rent houses. home are Marvin De Jonge, Ur*
K. Buurma, 220 W. 16th St. or bana, Illinois U, Stanley De Free,
phone
6tp22.
Donald Keppel, Glenn Veneklasen and B. Boonstra, Miss Muriel
Ada will be inserted under this
FOR SALE Star car. Good condi- Elenbaas,M.S.C.; Nelson Vande
50 Barberry,1 yr., $1.00. 75
heading at the rate of one cent a Everbearing Strawberry, $1.00. tion. Good rubber.Price $40. Knapp Luyster,William Janssen, Anna
8tcl8.
Wash Asp, $1. All postpaid. Tire
Wyngarden, Bertas Boone, Gf*word per insertion. Minimum 100
Gobles Nurseries,Gobles, Mich.
rit Kemme, Carl Cook, U. of M.;
charge 25c. All ads are cash with
FOR SALE -Violin and Music James Meyer, Alex Plewes, La3tpl8.
order.
Stand. 514 Central Ave.
verne Van Dyke, Art Institute;
FOR SALE OR TRADE for
Miss Geneva Van Dyke, Wheaton
FOR RENT HOUSES
College, Wheaton, 111.
60 ACRE farm for sale, rent or lighter car, 1925 Master Buick
trade for city property. Inquire at Coach. Good condition. 165 East
Lynn De Free has returned to
4tpl9.
Modern 9 room house, W. 12th Flint to resume his duties as inBartel’s Shoe Store, 575 College Ninth
St. $70.00 per month.
15tf'\
structor in the public schools.He
Houses for Went— $20.00 and up.
Modern downstairs, South Cen- spent Easter with his mother,
120 acres of good land with good J. Arendshorst, Inc., Realtors. 61 tral Ave. $30.00 per month.
Mrs. John J. De Free.
buildings,price $3,500. Trade for E. 8th
3tcl8.
Modem 5 room house except Alta Hendricks and Dorothy
Michigan farm. Wm. Armstrong,
bath. W. 20th St. $22.00 per month.
Van Dyke, nurses in training at
SALE — Membership in
Grantsburg, Wisconsin. 3tpl9.
Furnished modern 7 room house.
Blodgett Memorial hospital, Grand
Holland Country Club Golf Course. W. 19th St. $50.00 per month.
Rapids, spent Easter Sunday at
50,000 Mastodon Strawberry Reasonable. Inquire Lock Box 69.
UpsUirs. East 18th St. $10.00
their home.
2tcl8.
per month.
plants. $7.00 per thousand. Come H. C.
Miss Antoinette Schemer,
and get them. O. T. Gonder, DunHouse.
7th St $15.00 per
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. B.
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE
for
month.
ningville,
3tel9.
Schermer, who recently graduated
cheaper house, my house in an exOFFICE ROOMS
from Blodgett hospitalhas acceptFOR SALE — Electric light plant cellent location. Enquire Lock Box
1 room over Corner Hardware.
ed a position as nurse in the ofin excellent condition, very reason- 59. H. C. News. Good reason for 3 rooms over Woolworth 5c & 10c
fices of two prominent State capi2tcl8.
able. Dr. McIntyre, Saugatuck.
store, 2nd floor, heated.
physicians.
3tpl9.
2 rooms over Woolworth 5c & talRev.
J. Minnomn and family
FOR SALE OR TRADE for good 10c store, 3rd floor, heated.
have left for Baldwin, Wis., where
Lodge
rooms
over
store
on
River
used
car,
my
equity
in
a
nicely
Matilda Rosene’s Beauty Shop.
he has accepted a new charge.
Finger waving, modem style mai- wooded lot in the Country Club es- Ave.
The Zeeland State Bank officials
Inquire
relling, shampoos,manicuring 50c. tate. Lock Box 69. H. C. News.
preparing their bank lobby for
VAN PUTTEN INSURANCE are
27 W. 8th St. over Newark Shoe
2 weeks.
the coming egg show May 8-9AGENCY
tore. Phone 5873. Residence 2086.
Phone 2771 10. Entries must be in Thursday
!7tfc.
When children come in hungry Phone
morning. May 8.
Residence
from school or play it is wise to
The old Dr. Beart home at Zee36 W. 8th
Itcl7
GLADIOLI Bulbs, mixed colors. have a supply of cookies or doughland is being remodeled and la
$1.00 per 100 large sir.e, postpaid. nuts for them. Wholesome pastries
BOER’S TRANSFER is reason- nearly completed for Mr. and
E. SpcaTs. Allegan, Mich. M89, 3 are made with great success when
able.
Moving $1.00 an hour. One Mrs. Nick Pieper, who were remiles
3tpl8. I-H flour is used.
man and truck in city of Holland cently wed and have just returned
05 per hundred in carload lots. from their wedding trip. The old
home formerly was a show place in
Phone 2081. 115 East 19th St MenZeeland and the center of social
tion
3tpl8.
activities in yesteryear.
FOR SALE — Some good farms Miss Mabel De Jonge returned
east and north of Zeeland, also to Allegan to resume her duties in
120 acres of sandy clay loam soil, 15 acres of good
some good homes in Grandvilleand the public schools there.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter A. Ver Hey
in Grand Rapids. A. M. Beukema,
orchard, 20 acres of pasture, 85 acres under cultivaand son John of Pontiac spent the
Real Estate, Grandville,Mich.
week-end at Zeeland at the homo
tion, modern buildings in excellent condition. Can
3tpl8.
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bosma, and
sell cheap for cash as owner wants to retire
FOR SALE — Complete concrete with other relatives in Holland and

5638.

Shop.

St.

Ave.

NEWS

SL

KROGER

Super Suds 2 15

FOR

News.

Palmolive c 4

W

Mich.

selling.

Rice

6166
Office
St.

ARENDSHORST

J.

Inc.

REALTOR
Holland, Mich.

%

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
for

Saturday.

Pure Pork Sausage ............................
12>6

Made Hamburger ........................
16c
Cured Picnic Hams (none better] 18c

Fresh
Sugar

Sugar Cured Bacon Squares ................... 16c

Tender

Boiling Beef .............................
14c

20c
20c
Fresh Churned No. I Creamery Butter .......... 38c
Fancy Cream or Longhorn Cheese ............. 23c
Cottage Cheese .............................
12^c
Fancy Beef Pol Roast [young beef] ............

Choice Pork Roast (any size

No.

can Spinach ...................... 16c
20c
Boiled Shoulder ..........................
35c
size

2'/2

B. B.

..

..........

cut]

Special Coffee ......................

Sliced

^

Government Inspected Meats.
We

—

Groceries of

National Repute.

deliver any order C. O. D. anywhere in
the City for 5 cents. Phone 2941

Buehler Bros.,

Inc.,

34 W. 8th

HOLLAND, MICH.
PHONE 2941
mm

p i

J

i 55S

This is

Conor

a Special

Week

Inducement We Are Offering

All-Felt Mattresses
[50 Pounds]

Choice of

Two

Beautiful Art Ticks

Well

2256.

£
w

14k
Loaf

lH4k
Loaf

9CC
Ik

Strawberry Tarts

Raspberry 5L

A

Delicious butler

real treat, special this week,

Home Made

mam

Raisin Bread

“itir

Kina'* Hake
Or tamiilryClub

244.1b.

Flour

Mrs. D. Van Sytzama of East
or trade for citv Central Avenue, Zeeland, who has
property: 52 acre farm with good been ill for the past few weeks,
buildings and 2 acres of woods. has gone to the local hospital for

FOR SALE

RgC

Mug, sack
01

13s

Pillsbury

Sark

Or

(.dlil

Mr.lal

Hui.r. 2l44li. Sark

Fine for chicken farm. Enquire G. treatment.
J. Kamstra, who with his famVande Vusse. 276 S. Manle street.
Zeeland, Mich. Phone 39F4. 3tcl8 ily recently arrived here from The
< urn Hukr*
Netherlands, has leased the late
Or
INiM Toa.lie*
Mrs. A. Kloostermanresidence on
fob large
South State street, Zeeland.
larar I’arkagr
r AMiLY — Good eight room house,
A group of eighty students of
lights and water. Four lots, all
fenced. Some smal fruit.'Goodout- the Pharmacy departmentof Ferbuildings. Shade trees.
good ris Insti flute among whom wrjf
place to have chickens.Priced rea- Nelson Stnal of this city, spent
Irim I’rire
sonable with easy terms. In High- nart of last week at Indianapolis,
Hulk. INuiiid
Indiana,
the
guests
of
the
Lilly
land Park Addition. Albert BalsiKer, Allegan,
3tpl8. company of that city.
Prof. L. Berkhof of Calvin College gave a lecture on^ “UndeCharles Samson, M. I).
nominationalism" at the North St.
Fuiirv H iii«’ftft|iN
Practice limitedto Eye, Ear, Nose
Chr. Reformed church last night.
and Throat. Glasses fitted. Office
Jack Bos of Los Angeles, Calif.,
hours 9-12 a.m.. 2-5 p.m. Except
who was called to Zeeland on acWednesday p.m. Saturday evenings
count of the death of his brother.
(11101^11^11
7-9. Phone 4632.
Hunrhea
Lew Bos. is visiting relativesand
friends in this vicinity.
FOR SALE — 800 Barred Rock The regular meeting of AmerIImIIioiim*
1 jo*'
^ *rs^ comc choice 12 weeks
HunrlirN
ican Legion Auxiliary will he held
old 80c. Apply Harry Morris, the
at the Legion rooms next Monday
Blue Horse store, 139 River Ave.
evening. April 28th.
Phone
2tcl7.
This evening at 8 o’clock Miss
l'r***li
Alice Katte of Zeeland High school
Hunrhea
LOST— Laundry Bag. Between will read her oration,“The RelaKalamazooand Holland. Notify adtion of the Sunday school to Everydress on bag and receive reward.
day Living’’ over the broadcasting
NOTICE — Have your Easter station WOOD, Grand Rapids.
Miss Katte won the local contest
suits or Topcoat made by me. My
and took first place in the county
prices are very low. Suits or topcoat $24.00, former price $45.00. contest at Grand Haven. The contest is sponsored by the Ottawa
Call early. See the wonderful selecCounty Sunday School Association.
i!0n,r.?foW00,ensF- Johnson, 115
Peter Geib, for seventeen years
E. 15th St., phone
3tpl6
nn elpHrician in Grand Rapids,
strom, Winnifred Boone, Lillian
FOR S ALE — A Campbell electric working for several of the larger Borst, Bernice Bouwens, Leon Faconcerns,
has
opened
an
electrical
stove with oven and fireless cookrepair shop at the Hamburg Tire ber, Elmer Hartgerink, June Kieft,
er. Needs no special wiring. Also a
Velma Whitvliet, Mildred Schrobaby buggy in A-l condition.En- Shop at Zeeland and has already tenboer, Robert Donia, Dwight
established a nice line of work,
Fnr£herry st-’ Z€e,and, specializingin electric motors of Wyngarden.
Mich. Tel.
3tpl6
every type and make.
HAMILTON
Sunday morning Rev. Richard J.
Have you anythingto aell, adf
Vanden Berg will speak on the
vertiae it in this column.
Three funeral serviceswere held
tonic, “The Ideal Church.” and his
is
FOR SALE— 100 8-weeks old talk to the children wlil he "A in this village last week. On ThursBarred Rock pullets. Phone 7141F4. BroideredCoat” In the evening day afternoon services were held
he will preach on “Christ-made for Mrs. Jacob Schaap, 68, at one
tfc.
Men.” The Brotherhood meets o'clock from the home and oneMonday evening at 7:30 o'clock to thirty from the First Reformed
FOR SALE— Three good horses, study St. John 16:16. This is the Church. Rev. Vander Riet of Overyour choice of five. See Jess Snyisel and the pastor, Rev. J. A. Rogder, RR2. Phone 735F3. H. A. Hangen, offliated. Immediately after
sen &
3tpl7.
at 7:45 this service another was held at
the Ten Brink Funeral Home for a
FOR SALE — Threshing outfit.
little child of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Red River Special, 28x46; also Regular services will be resumed Ende. Rev. Ed Tanis of Holland
15x30 I.H.C. tractor and tender. On Sunday at the usual hour in the officiating.On Friday afternoon the
display at Henry Phillips. Inquire local Free Methodist Church. All services for Lorraine Lubbers, 15,
at Mines Lake store, route 2, Hop- 9:30 a.m. there will be the Sunday were held at the home and at the
3tpl7.
School session, followedby the First Reformed church, the pastor
it
morning worship with sermon. At having charge of the services. Ix>rFOR SALE — Four Jersey cows,
p.m. the young people will raine Lubbers was a member of the
fifteen to pick from. See Jess Sny- meet and at 7:30 o.m. there will graduating class of the local high
der, RR2. Phone 736F3. H. A. Han- be an evangelistic
ic service. A school and the class attended the
sen &
3tpl7.
services in body. The numerous
floral offerings and large attenFOR SALE — Maco dynamic louddances at these services are evispeaker. Will sell for $8.00. ReguZeeland school again presents a dence of the sincere sympathy of
lar price, $35.00.Call 514 Central •editable roll of honor as the fol- the community. Intermentswere
Ave.
ding lift wHM .flndicdte: — Cvti-* made in the local cemetery.
Lee Slotman called on his mothnship Honor Roll— Baehr, Mirim; Clark. Helen; De Kleine, er, Mrs. G. H. Slotman at Overisel
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Amy; Janssen, Geneva; Meyer. Sunday. Mrs. G. H. Slotman is
Lokker, 32 East 9th street, on Myrtle; Schaap, Ethelyn; Van slightly improvedof late.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Reuble of
April 17, a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Dorp, Dick. High School Honor
Albert Vos, on April 13, a son, Roll; Sixth Period. All A’s: Clark. Monterery, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Roger Eugene; to Mr. and Mrs. Helen; Schaap, Ethelyn; Van Dyk. Armbriister of Holland, Mr. and
James Ver Meulen of Grand Rap- Janet. 3 A’s, other marks B: Mrs. Harvey Zeerip and family
ids, at the Blodgett hospital, a son. Baehr. Miriam; De Bruyn, Donald; were entertained on Easter at the land hospital last Saturday and Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bolks.
Monday night. The explosion did
ed to
to a goitre operation.
Services at the First Church little damage, although it caused
Mr. Ver Meulen was formerlya De Klein, Amy; Katte. Alice; home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Eding. submitted
Meeuwsen. Marvin; Schilstra, Mrs. A. Glerum of Battle Creek Altho in a serious condition, the re- next Sunday will be in charge of a large crowd to gather and to
Hope student.
Daisy; Vander Kooi, Albertha; is a guest at the home of Mr. and ports are encouraging.
Rev. Garret Meuning of Pella, la., imagine what the noise was about
The public auction which was while the pastor fills a classical There was no one who was able to
Van Dorp, Gertrude;Van Peur- Mrs. Ben Tanis this week.
SAUGATUCK
..........
...... ....
Dr.
W. H. Robinson
and sister held at the Jake Eding luune Sat- appointment at Harlem. The C. E. give a satisfactoryanswer with
sem, June; Van Sluys, Mary; Ver
A new Scout troop has been Hage, Gerald; Weersing,Harold; werc entertained last Sunday at ur<lay was largely attended and Society and Sunday School pre- the result that officers have taken
organized in Saugatuck and is Wolterink,Lester. 2 A’s, other the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Herman very good prices were obtained by sented the pastoiv who was on the up the matter. Several rumors are
being sponsored by the board of marks B: Goozen, Earl; Heyboer, Brower and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Slot- auctioneers Harm Van Beek and sick list last week, with a beautiful afloat, but the investigationis beAlbert Klomparens.
bouquet of mixed flowers and an ing continued.
education. The new troop will be Marvin; Kaslander. I>eonard;Van- man.
Clarence Billings of Minneapolis, The Ladies’ Missionary Society Easter lily was given by the Sunknown as Troop 29 and will hold der Kooi, Alta; Wiersma, Lila;
John Brink is putting the finishtheir meetings at the Methodist Wyngarden, Jenny. 1 A, other Minn., is visiting for some time of the American Reformed church day School.
ing touches to his beautifulhome
church. Ton Scouts met at the marks B: Boelens, Sena; Doze- with his mother.
presented Mrs. Lee Slotman, who
The following pupils were ab- in the north end of town. When
Kathleen Kolvoord of Grand Las been ill for several months, sent from school last week on ac- finishedit will be the most beaufirst meeting which is under the man, Harvey; Gr^eneveld, Thercare of ScoutmasterHarold Cal- essa; Irvine, Donna, Kammeraad, Rapids spent Easter at home with with a beautiful Easter lily.
count of sickness: Harriet Van tiful and up-to-date home in the
betzor who was formerlya first Marian; Roelofs, Eugene. All B’s: her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Little Doris Ende suddenly be- Doornink;Mildred Strabbing; Et- village. Mr. Brink, Hamilton's
Kolvoord, Jr.
came seriouslyill with pneumonia ta Borgamn; Howard Brink and lumber man, has built a large
class Scout at Dowagiac.The as- Miller, Earl; Wfclls, Winona.
Roy Ashley and family motored last week Wednesdayand was Grada Tanis.
sistant scoutmaster is George Junior High Honor Roll— Sixth
number of houses ficre and dn
Sheridan, while Stewart N. Sea- j Period: Evelyn D eBruyn, Laura to Detroit Friday tp spend the taken to the Holland hospital.
An unknown person threw n other places.We suspect however
Prof. Stanley Bolks of Ann Ar- heavy charge of dynamitointo the
aions is the new chairman of the Berghorst, Esther Vanden Bosch, week-end with friends in the city.
that this time he intends to
Harry Lehman returned to Hol- bor spent Easter with his parents, river here and below the dum prise his family.
troop
Gladys Van Haitsipa, Violet Win-

Kellogg’s

„®?OD home

2 23

A

Peanut Butter

Mich.

Apples

Carrots
Radishis

4437.

THESE USUALLY SELL AT $11.00

All-Felt Mattresses
[50 lbs.]

Beautiful Tick.

Four Rows

Stitching.

Regular $15.00 value— This week

$11.75
Simmons Beauty-Rest . . $39.50
Simmons Deep-Sleep . . $23.00
Society Brand, Nachman InnerSpring Construction

JAS.

Mlru 425F3.

Asparagi

DOLLAR, BUYS

'WORE AT A k'KOGEK

STOKt

.

BROUWER

. $29.75

CO.

212-216 River Ave., Holland, Michigan

BOARD OF REVIEW
Notice

Son.

Tailored

$8.95
50

Clnb - HoaUh Giving - Body Building

2706.

National Mattress

100

Rice, Lb.

Bread

YOU*

As

Head

9

The Food Emporium of Holland
Neat & Grocery Specials

Fancy Blue Bone

Kroger Baked products are made from the lies! ingredientsobtain*
able and delivered to our atorea daily freak from Kroger ovenr.

ad.

block of machinery’.Save $1000.00 vicinity.
Miss Myrtle Huyser of Borculo,
on block manufacturing outfit,consisting of one multiplex machine who is to be a June bride, was the
with forms complete (makes two guest of honor at a miscellaneous
8x8x16 blocks at a time). More shower given at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. C. S. Huyser on Park st.,
than 650 pallets with the above.
Zeeland, Friday afternoon, April
Also one silo block 6x8x16 machine with several hundred pallets'. 18. She was the recipient of many
Also tamper, trowels, etc. One con- beautiful gifts. Those present,besides the guest of honor and the
crete mixer for power attachment.
Sixteen cars complete (each 60 blks. hostess, were Mrs. John Huyser,
capacity) and hundreds of feet of Mrs. John M. Huyser, Mrs. Simon
Vollink, Mrs. Henry Blauwkamp,
track. Original cost was $1375 00.
Priced for milck sale to remodel a and Mrs. C. Boertje. all of Borculo; Mrs. John Mast, Mrs. Gerrit
building, $375.00. A chance to start
a paying business of your own on Mast, Mrs. H. Mast. Mrs. J. De
Vries, and Mrs. N. Van Hnitsma,
very little capital.
all of Zeeland; and MVs. John WesDERKS & BUTER
seldyk and Mrs. Bert Boes of HolCoal & Cement.
land. The afternoon was enjoyably
Phone No.
Zeeland, Mich.
spent in playing games and van*
ous other amusements.
WANTED — To buy. Used furni- Mrs. D. F. Boonstra, while asture. rues and stoves. Holland Fur- sisting in hanging lace curtains
niture Market, 76 E. 8th St Phone at her home, Thursday, fell from a
chair and fractured her left wrist
3tcl8.

Bars

Kroger Baked Goods

cast.

FARM FOR SALE

STORE

kins.

.

Sons.

hereby given that the Board

of

Review

and Equalization of the City of Holland will meet
at the Common Council Rooms of said City at 9:00
o’clock in the forenoon of

Tuesday, May 6, 1930

and that will continue in session at least four days
successiveh and as much longer as may be necessary, and at least six hours in each day during said
four days or more, and that any person desiring to

do so, may then and there examine his assessment.

OSCAR PETERSON,

City Clerk.
Dated Holland, Mich., April 17, 1930

......

committee.

..

4

NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY

The Holland fire department
The Zeeland Literary Club is
Twenty-ninejurors were drawn
The farm premises of Valentine
trucks were called upon this mornTuesday for the May term of Otta- sponsoring a free pre-schoolclinic Harig of North Door, Allegan
ing to extinguish a small roof fire
who will be enter- county, were raided by sheriffs
wa circuit court. In the past only 24 for
for all children
chtl
ing school this fall for the first deputies and a quantity of moonat 130 West Nth street. The
were drawn.
house is owned by A. J. Schermer.
time, both the public and paroch- shine whisky and 350 gallons of
The Community Players of Over‘The
of Christ”
The damage did not amount to
Mr. and Mrs. M. Pellejrrem of isel will present the play, "The ial, to be held on Wednesday,May mash were reported seiied. Harig,
more
than
$25.
7,
between
the
hours
of
1:00
and
John
Miller
and
Henry
Gomber
Holland were isitora Sunday at Road to the City,” a four-act comMrs. J. C. Post and Miss Kaththe home of Mr. and Mrs. E. Van edy drama, in the Overisel Com- 4:00 o’clock. All parenta interested were placed under arrest. Ar“The Second Coming of Chriat’’ will be the theme of a aeriea
are asked to bring their children raigned before Justice Herman H.
erine Post, who spent the winter in
Lopek of Zeeland.
munity hall, May 1 and 2.
to the public school library room Cook, Miller waived examination
of addreaaea given by Rev. J. Lanting, pastor of the Immanuel
Washington,D. C., with Mr. and
Senator and Mrs. Gordon Van
The sea gulls again are visiting that afternoon when a competent and was bound over to circuit court
Mrs. W. L. Holt, have returned to
Church of Holland, Mich„ beginning Sunday, April 27th. This
Eenenaam, of Muskegon, passed Zeeland an d Holland hatcheries in specif
cialist will give t)ie children for trial, giving a bond of $1,500
their home at 70 West Thirteenth
great truth of the coming of Chriat is stirring the hearta of men
through the dty Sunday on their quest of food. The birds are less pnysical examinations.
for his appearance.Harty and
street.
way to Zeeland where they visited numerous than in the past. In prethe world over, and while many do not understand this fundaRev. John R. Mulder of Holland Gomber demanded an examination
Gerrit Feyen of Laketown,
relatives over Easter.
vious years the flocks have been will preach at the morning and eve- Monday afternoon and a hearing
mental truth concerning the hope of the church and atill confuse
passed away Wednesday evening
Minnie Beld, teacher at 'cry large and have taken care of ning servicesof the First Reform- will be held ^pril 28. Both gave
Israel
with the church, there ia a great need to diatinguishbeat Holland “hospitalat the age of
Sunnyrest School for Girls at Hol- all the refuse about the hatcheries. ed church, Zeeland, as Rev. J. Van bonds of $1,600 each.
tween
God’s
dealing with the scatteredJewa, and His coming for
64
years.
He
underwent
an
operaJohn F. Donnelly and George Peursem is to fill a classicalap- A meeting of the postmasters
land, spent the week-end at her
tion Tuesday. The deceased is surHis bride which is the true church composed of only those who
A rehart,students at Notre Dame, pointment at Ottawa Station.
home in
and all postal employes of the
vived by his wife, one brother,
are home on their vacations.
are born again by the Holy Spirit through faith in the person
The Board of Public Works force county is to be held in the Allegan
A Holiness convenUon will
.
Fred Feyen of Holland, and a sisis giving the boulevard lights on Odd Fellow hall this week Saturday
and work of Jesus Christ. It is impossible to understand the
bosnei n
ter, Mr*. P. Westrate of Grand
held in the F«H Gcpel
mi-ton. ,,,^7
the principalstreets a spring lamp evening. The meeting is sponsored
Allegan, Thursday and Friday, with
Word of God unless this truth is put in its proper place and then
Rapids. Funeral services will he
by the rural letter carriersof the
meetings each day at 2:30 and 8:<H) be among Michigan’sgold star cleaning.
field Saturday afternoon at 12:35
the Bible will become indeed a lamp to the feet and a light upon
county. Charles Her of Hopkins is
o’clock. Speakers from Holland and mothers when they sail from New
at the home in Laketown and at
the pathway. It will bring joy to the weary struggling Christian
York,
June
14,
on
the
steamship
Hopkins are on the program.
:30 from the East Saugatuck
President Harding, for France. returned from an eastern trip of ,nK ^e function.The president of
and a last warning to a lost world. While it appears men are
Christian Reformed church. InterA special electionwill be held They will be Polkton township’s two weeks. Mr. French was at the rural carriers association of
ment
will take place at the Overindifferentto this great truth and the profesaing religious
May 26 at Grand Haven to elect a only representatives.
Washington,D.C., to attend a con- the state is to make the principal Orrin Ensfield, able track team isel cemetery.Friends are asked
world expects to reform and save mankind, it ia seeking to do
board of public works. Candidates’
address. A banquet and music will
to omit flowers.
Judge 0. S. Cross, after spending vention of the American Society of
captain of Holland High
petitions must be in the hands of
this without the King of Peace who must first return before
be features. ^
the week-end in Allegan, was ac- Newspaper publishers. He proOfficerDavid O'Connor is enjoythe city clerk 10 days prior to the
peace can be established.Come and hear these interestingadcompanied to Holland by Mrs. ceeded to (juantice, Va., where he
The
grounds at the Ottawa
ing his vacation. He is or»* o' ‘be
election. At the election an amenddresses illustrated by a large chart. Be sure to bring your Bibles
Cross who passed the week with met Mrs. French on her return county courthouse are being beau- HOLLAND BANKS TO
oldest men on the Holla id nolice
ment to the dty charter will be subGIVE
HALF
HOLIDAY
from
St
Petersburg,
Florida.
Both
tified
by
the
placing
of
additional
which is the only proof as to all coming eventa."— - SUBJECTS
force and is a faithful*\op."
mitted,giving the hoard power to her cousins, Mrs. Rubie Garrodd
and Miss Martha Sherwood. They Mr. and Mrs. French were the shrubbery. Herman Coster of Grand
spend, with the consent of the city
Jesse
Riedenour
of
th’
People*
AND DATES: April 27; ‘The Unfruitful Vine.” May 4, ‘The
The
three
Holland
banks
namely
were invitedguests at the banquet guests of their children, Major and Haven, custodian of buildings and
council, the net income, or such
the Peoples State, the First State Auto Sales has returned from a
King Rejected.”May 18, ‘The Beginning of the Church." May 25,
of the Century club last week Mon- Mrs. Lyle H. Miller. Mr. Miller is grounds, has the work in charge.
sums as are thought necessary for
business trip to Muskegor.
an officer in the U. S. Army, sta- A number of orisoners in the and the Holland City State, are
’The Gentiles Called." June 1, ‘The Hope of Christ’sComing.”
constructingand operating or ex- day evening which was attended
Dedicationservices w r;* held
making
preparations for summer
tioned
at
Quantice.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
county
jail
are
busy
under
his
diby
148 Indies and gentlemen.—AlJune 8. "The Rapture of the Church.” June 15, ‘The Judgment
tending the light plant. At a recent
French were also guests at a lun- rection transplanting bushes and half-holidays for their respective Saturday afternoon for t’.i? Amorlegan Gazette.
election Grand Haven with an overienn
Legion
short
term
camp
site
Seat of Christ.” June 22, “The Two Resurrections.” June 29.
tank
staffs.
Beginning
May
15
The Community Welfare club of cheon given by Senator and Mrs. shrubbery.
whelming vote decided to retain its
these banks will be closed on when the property was f 'hnnlly
"The Day of the Lord." These subjectswill be taken up as listed,
Arthur
Vandenberg
of
Michigan.
Under the auspices of the West- Thursdayafternoons at 12:30 noon. turned over to the Boy S uita.
light plant and now it intends to Allegan will have a get-together
They also visited their son, Mr. ern
(he Lord willing.
meeting
and
banquet
at
the
C.
P.
Theological
Seminary.
Dr.
V.
run it on a business basis.
This will continue possiblythe
Symon
restaurant this Thursday, Wallace French in New York City, Hepp, a noted Dutch theologian of
FREE! FREE!
year around if it works out.
The Rotary club of Allegan has
while on this trip. They arrived in
the Free University of Amster- On Saturdays the hours at night
See free soap announcement on
elected William Andrews president, evening.
Holland, Monday night.
dam, Netherlands, will give a lec- have also been changed to 6:30 to page 2, section 1 of this issue.
Dr. and Mrs. I* Roy Hill of Chisucceeding S. M. Nahikian,re"The Patsy,” a three-act comedy, ture in the Dutch language in Trincago, have been the guests of Mr.
8:00 p.m. instead of 6:00 to 8:00
signed.
and Mrs. Geo. Hyma on Pine ave., will be presented by the senior class ity church Tuesday evening. The p.m. as heretofore.
Miss Cora VandeWater "f Grand
of
Coopersville
May
2
and
8
in
the
over the week-end. Mrs. Hill was
subject of the lecture will be: "De
This change is made to allow the
Haven spent the week-end visiting
Odd Fellows’ hall.
Bruid Daar Boven.” An offering bank staff to catch up with their
formerly Miss Ruth Hyma.
friends and relatives in Holland.
No changes will be made in the will be received. This lecture is work which they are hardly able
personnel of the coast guard at Hol- open to the public.
to do now because of the Saturday
land harbor,according to the report
unnau.
The
Boy
Scout drive started with rush. It adds one-half hour more
of Capt. S. J. Toft, who has been
a bang at the dinner at the Hotel behind closed doors when their
connected with the sendee here six
Gildner, Grand Haven. Twenty- work cannot be interefered with
years. The crew numbers 10 men,
by patrons.
of whom Hibe VanOort leads in plans for the collectionof funds
This new arrangementwas also
for
1930. In 1929 $2,296.52 was
length of service with 21 years.
raised
and
the
quota
for
1930
is made to help along the women emGovernment engineers are taking
$2,269.57. A total of $1,700 remains ployees who have a great deal of
soundings of the depth of water
strenuous work to do. Holland
in the harbor for officialstatistics. to be subscribed.
bunks are simply coming in line
Recent soundings at the arrowIce nearly half an inch thick was with the banks in other cities only
33-35 W. 8th Street
Holland, Mich.
heads at the outer breakwater formed in Wednesdaymorning’s this city has been mighty slow in
20 and 22 East Sth-w:
showed a depth of 17 to 18 feet, frigid temperature.Readings on making the move.
which is a little less than a year the official thermometer at the
It has been found that with a litago.
Holland Water and Light plant tle breathingspell the force is
Mr. and Mrs. Arend Freyling registered 23 above. Other ther- more efficient by far than to reentertained with a bridge party at mometers registered18 to 20.
main under the steady grind.
their home at 18 East Sixteenth
Spring
With the thermometerdescend- The bank officials have two
street on Wednesday evening. Jaing to 15 and 18 above zero in the things in mind. One is to give the
net Spyker and Harold Boone won
fruit section south of Holland in employeesthe same consideration
the prizes in bridge. A dainty Allegan county the last two nights for a half holiday that othe*» get;
luncheon was served. Those presgrowers are resorting to smudge and second that this new arrangeSale
Sat. Night
ent were Ruth Bolhuis, Alvin Cook,
pots in an effort to keep the ment will give bank patroni more
Janet Spyker, Harold Boone, Bet- extremelylow temperaturesfrom able service if such is possiblefor
ty Smith, Clarence Becker, Sarah
w-orking havoc with the fruit crops. surely an alert account is better
Lacey, Harold Jappinga and Mr. CherriCT are almost in blossom able to cope with the pxacting
r|i
and Mrs. ~
Bub Freyling.
and peach trees are turning pink, banking tasks than n tired out one
Lauretta Mulder, 12, died Mon- making them very susceptible to would be. Most folks think that
day noon at University hospital, frost injury. Several growers esti- the employees of banks are thru
Ann Arbor, after an operation for mated 40 per cent of the blossoms with their duties when the banks
brain tumor. She is survived by were killed Thursday. Two seasons close. That is far from the truth,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. for a failure in cherrieshave never for after the last patron has gone
Juliana Assorted Chocolates
Mulder, one brother, John, and two come in this section together and out then the real checking up bev,:
sisters, Sarah and Evelyn. Funer- many of the growers have depend- gins and a complete balance is
$1.00 the Pound Box
made, which sometimes lasts for
al serviceswere held Thursday af- ed on the crop for this year.
$1.00 for one
hours.
ternoon at 2:30 from the home at
Mrs. G. Copelman of Santa BarBeautiful Silk Lined Dress and
21 West Fourteenth street, and at
2 for
bara. Calif., is visiting her daughDRENTHE
3 o’clock from the Fourteenth St.
Sport Styles. Words can’t convey
2 for
ter, Mrs. H. Steketee, 625 WashChristian Reformed church. Interington avenue.
their unusual value. Come see them
ment took place at the Graafsehap
$ pound bars Sweet Chocolate 35c
The Christian Reformed church
Harold Cook of this city will
cemetery.
render selectionson the musical at Drcnthe has extended a call to
Mrs. Donker Leys, 87 years old,
tumblers tonight, Friday, at the Rev. Richard J. Karsen. pastor of
for
passed away Tuesday morning at
Bethel Reformed church at which the Second church, Grand Haven,
her home on Holland route six. Her
Several Sizes and Styles
time the Third Christian Reformed since 1927. Karsen entered the
husband died just a few months Church chorus of Zeeland v ill ren- ministry in 1924 and served the
ago. The aged couple celebrated
der their Easter cantata. "Redemp- church at Aetna as his first pastheir sixtieth wedding anniversary
torate.
tion.’’ The public is cordially inrecently. They have lived for more
vited.
See Them— Compare Them
than 18 years on their farm on
Quart Size $2.50
Supt. E. E. Fell was called to St.
Route 6. The deceased is survived
131/
by one son and five daughters: Johns on account of the death of
for
Chris Leys of Grand Rapids, Mrs. his brother, A. A. Fell.
Dr. Clarence Bouma of Grand
T. Den Uly, Mrs. J. Schipper, Miss
CorneliaLeys, Holland; Mrs. P. Rapids will conduct the servicesat
Pint Size $1.50
Fountain Syringes
Klosterman of Kalamazoo, and the Fourteenth Street Christian
Mrs. A. C. Kelt of Grand Rapids. Reformed church Sunday.
Guaranteed Quality
2 for
Funeral services will be held FriMrs. Henry Wilson spent the Mat. Daily 2:30; Eve.7 8 9
day at 1:45 at the home and at week-end in Chicago.
2:30 from the Central Avenue
The State Parent-TeachersAsChristian Reformed church. Rev. sociationwill be held in Muskegon
must see the goods to appreciate the wonderful
Thurs^ Friday, Saturday
L. Veltkamp will officiate.Inter- next week Wednesday, Thursday
money-saving bargains
ment will be made at the Pilgrim and Friday, April 30, May 1 and 2.
April 24, 25, 26
Home cemetery.
Each of the schools will send repMr. and Mrs. George Dc Haan resentativesfrom their PTA.
MARILYN MILLER in
entertained several guests at their
The East Eighth Street School
$1.50 -$1.95 - $2.95
home Monday evening, the occa- will hold their Parent-Teachers’
sion being their twentieth wedding club meetings tonight, Friday, at
anniversary.
delicioustwo- 7:30 p.m. The Meliphone Society of
course luncheon was served and an
collegewill presen the major
HMMBMBI a enjoyable evening was spent. Mr. Hope
part of the program.Walter Kruiand Mrs. De Haan were presented zenga and committee will serve Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
with a lovely dinner set. Those
April 28, 29, 30
jni^tmimiCTCUvnita: ’.ratiaKfui* present were Mr. and Mrs. M. refreshments.
rawupcaaaaCTwragr — —
xrxi
A
new
home-owned
store
handKlomparens and family, Mr. and
| Mrs. B. Klomparens,Mr. and Mrs. ling fresh fruits and vegetable*
a Texas
H. Klomparens, Mr. and Mrs. J. was opened Thursday morning at
34
East
Eighth
street. This store
1 Knoll. Mr. and Mrs. A1 Palmer and
with
is owned by R. Bouwers and J.
8 I daughters Lila and Idabelle, Mr.
Roseboof.A formal opening will FRANK FAY
. I and Mrs. C. Klomparens, Miss Etta

Second Coming

_be

Zeeland.
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We’ve Prepared

Model Drug Store

& Sons

A. Steketee

Wonderful

a

Great Bargains

Annual

COATS

SALE OF

in Every

Ends

Two Greatly

DepL

—

Underpriced Groups

Gandy

Manicure and

Special

Embroidery Shears

f513.95 and $23.95

$1.01

$1.01

Dresses

Silk Dresses

Nail Files

36 cents

2

Thermos

Bottles

Nail Brushes

$5.50

THEATRES

$9.75

2

and $14.75

$2.51

Hot Water Bottles

COLONIAL

$1,51

Boys’

Wash

Girls’

Suits

Wash

You

Dresses

SALE ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT

98c-$1.15*$1.95

OOOOOOOOOOQOOCOOQOOOOQOS

yy

A

I

i

i

Moon

Under

^ Klomparens,Mr. Gerald Smeenge, be held Saturday and
Idin

-"Drugs/

Savings

f

iMti.nc Mi-

Mr. Russell Klomparens,Gertrude
De Haan, all of Holland; Mr. and
Mrs. H. Klomparens, Mr. Louis
Klomparens,Miss Marjorie Schripsema of Grand Rapids; Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Bekken and son and
daughter,Edward and Florence,
from Douglas; Mr. and Mrs. John
Klomparens of Chicago; and Miss
Lucy De Haan of Los Angeles,
Calif.

Mr*. John Plaggemar* was

This is your last opportuninty to

our

take advantage of

April

Specials.
Here are

a few of

the many

Pepsodent
50c

Tube

Size

33c

Size

85c

Size . . 63c

Baby Talc.
25c size . . 18c
J. J.

79c

Konjola
$1.25

values

Mellen’s Food

Oraltine
$1.00

real

California Syrup
.89c

of Figs

Size . .

Phillip’s Milk of

60c

Magnesia

Purest Cod Liver

50c

Size . . 36c

Oil, $1.00

39c

size 89c

TAVERN DRUG STORE
The Rexall Store

Warm Friend Tavern
Phwnt 4501

Holland
W*

Delivtr

novelties will

be given children who come with

their parents.
Miss Alice Katte of Zeeland, who
first prize in the Ottawa
County Council of Religious Education oratoricalcontest, delivered
her winning speech on "The Value
of the Sunday School in Everyday
Living" over stationWOOD. Grand
Rapids, last night.

won

West Michigan Teachers' Round
Table will be held in Zeeland, May

pleasantly *urpri*ed Monday evening by her children and grandchildren, the occasion being her
seventiethbirthday anniversary,
rhirty-three guests were present.
An enjoyable evening was spent.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Beyer entertained at their home on West

The Holland Aerie F.O.E. will
hold their next’ regular meeting
Monday evening at which time the
nomination of officerswill take
place, and all Eagles are earnestly

12th street Monday evening in
honor of the twenty-fifthwedding
anniversary of their parent*, Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Beyer. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. An-

Mayor and Mrs. Earnest

RAQUEL TORRES
MYRNA LOY

NOAH BEERY
FRED KOHLER and
TULLY MARSHALL
Thursday, May

for

1

to

WARNER and
LOIS WILSON

W.

to

Colonial Belle. Just the frock
school wear, office wear, afternoon wear
as a

48.

and outings. Wash very easily. Many patterns
select from. Choice designs. Full range of sizes. Sizes 14
20 and 38 to
Choice

17.

requested to attend.

The Social Progressclub held
their annual "Ladies’ Night”
Tuesday evening at the home of
Emil

C. Brook*.
Leffler,professor of social

science at Battle Creek College,
thony Beyer, Marvin, Jeanette,and spoke on "Observationsof the
Lester Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. HerLondon Naval Treaty in 1930."
man Took and son Allyn Junior.
The HarringtonSchool at VirMr. and Mrs. Thomas Beyer and
ginia Park will hold its regular
daughterPatricia Ruth.
Miss Lauretta Dowtington and Parent-Teachers club meeting toJohn Van Raalte were united in night, Friday. Gerrit Groenewood,
marriage Tuesday evening in the county school commissioner,will
Baptist,,.church at Spring Lake. he the speaker.

$1.95

The Furies

HOLLAND
Matinee Saturday2:30
Evening 7 and 9
Saturday, April 26

Royal Romance
Added
3

ACTS P K

As Dainty
as

O

v'

WW'amson performed Attorney Arthur Van Duren is
impressive ceremony. The on a busines* trip to Chicago.
Vaudeville
church was beautifullydecorated
Herb Van Duren and his orcheswith palms and evergreens. Miss tra have been engaged to fclay at
Marjorie Brown of Holland and a the grand opening of 0 At Ka
friend of the bride from Spring Beach at Traverse City on Satur- Monday & Tuesday, Apr. 28, 29
Lake were the bridesmaids. Paul day. They will also play at St.
Metropolitan Club Benefit
* on Raalte, brother of the groom,
Johns, Michigan, later this month.
served as best man. The bride
E. HORTON in
"Purgatory — Is There Such a
looked very charming in a gown
Place?” Rev. C. P. Dame of Trinor blue georgetteand carried a ity Church will preach on this subbouquet of American Beauty roses.
ject next Sunday evening. A great
1*

As dainty

a Colonial

the

EDWARD

Belle

Full Range of sizes
14 to 20, 38 to

48

“Wide Open”

Three hundred guests attended the
church assert* that there i*. It adreception in the parlor* of the
vance* argument* to prove that
church, which were beautifully there is such a place. You are indecorated. A dainty luncheon was
vited to come and hear thi* subserved. The young couple have
ject discussed.Sunday evening
gone to Nanawa, Wit., for their there will be an added attraction in
honeymoon trip. After their re
Trinity Church,. The Men’* Glee
turn they will make their home at
Club of Hope College which recent198 Van Raalte Avenue.
ly made a tour of Eastern churches
and gave such a fine account of
themselves will sing several num
FREE! FREE!
See free soap announcement on hers at this service.The evening
worship begin* at 7:30 o'clock. You
page 2,* section 1 of this issue.
Adv. are cordiallyinvited to attend
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tion with over fifty

xol
treasury,or the governmentspoc
k ft book, and not a single debt.
This was not accomplished by taxing the people into poverty, but
insteadby taxing the imports from
other countries,particularlythose
from our United States. Everything that is brought into their
county is subject to duty, with just
some minor exceptions,as to material used in operations of their industries,and oil wells. The tools
for drilling oil wells, for there are
many oil fields there, are taxed because they can be moved, but the

Progressive

and Conservative
this institution is alert to

new methods of modern, efficient
nancial service,

dom
of

it

fi-

'

J

1

1

1

1

piping and such material that
that comes to stay is free from
duty. Venezuela is very rich in
natural resources,much like Mexico. They informed us that all the

Better

best oil fields are under lakes and
the first well had not been drilled
in 1920. Last year, Venezuela alone,
exported over 65,000,000barrels of

ing is to be held at Hamilton at 10
o’clock a. m. on Wednesday,April
f 1,400
EXPENDI- 30, in the Farm Bureau garage of
Hamilton.At that time J. A. HanA 112,000 SERVICE
na, poultry expert of M. S. C., will
hold a poultry school and lecture.
have sick
Plan la Indorsed By the Ottawa Poultry farmers
chickens and troublesin their henCounty Medical Association
ery are requested to bring their
and State Board of Health
specimens to the meeting and also
The Lions club had an unusual tell of their troublesand Mr. Hanspeaker as a guest at their Monday na will give them some worthwhile
noon luncheon at
Friend information fitting their particular

Living expenses are very high as
is evident when one must pay 40
cents a loaf not any larger than
those baked in Holland. They surely were not like those I saw in the

of adhering to established policies

Health

IMPORTANT POULTRY M
ING AT HAMILTON

For This County

Is Possible

WITH
TURE

A

Holy Land in Jerusalem on my

FET-

very important poultry meet-

ADDED

CAN BE SECURED

oil.

also realizes the wis-

who

former trip. These were from 3 to
Warm
6 inches in diameter, about 3 feet
Tavern. It was Dr. William H.
long and looked all the world like
Pickett of the State Board of
an inflated baseball bat. Cigarettes,
Health, and he told the members a
too, are high, strange to say in a
land where many cigarettes are great many things about health
safe-guards that are new and that
smoked. The touristspay from 40
will be very useful to this communcents
50 cents a package. Food-

The second annual committeemen’s luncheon will be hed Tuesday,
April 29, at 12 o’clock noon, at the
RAINCOATS.
Parish Hall of thc Episcopalchurch,
HIDE NEW EASTER FROCKS.
W. 9th street. Last year this lunchBONNETS
eon proved to be a successfulventure in the organization work of
A drizzly, cold rain dampened the
the Chamber and it is hoped that
enthusiasmfor the Easter festivithe meeting Tuesday will prove
ties Sunday which, had the weather
likewise.
The regular monthly Board of been bright,might have been particularly colorfulsince the festive
Directors meeting is included in
church day came so late in the
the program of this committeemen's
month. However, the religious obluncheon.
The committee on flower show servances were in no way hurt, as
thousands flocked to churches over
consisting of landscape gardeners
the city.
and florists is planning to arrange
Morning services,vespers and
the exhibit in the nature of an
early services by the different dearchitecturalgarden effect which
nominations,marked the day, drawwill be something new in flower
show exhibits. Tnia show will be ing crowds which in many instances
were reckoned as the largest In the
conducted in conjunction with the
history of the organizations.Spetulip time featival program the
cial music, floral decorations and
week of May Pith.
sermons prevailed, combining to
The Tulip Time in Holland Fesmake one of the most impressive
tival is receivingconsiderablepuband lienutifuloccasionsof tne year.
licity throughoutthe state. As a
Accession to membership and
city needs publicity the same as a
baptisms were other ceremonies
businessthe Tulip Time Festivalis
that marked the glorious church
giving Holland quite a range of
festival, while cantatas and aong
publicity which will without a doubt
festivals concluded the week’s cerecontributegreatly to the success of
monies at several Holland churches.
our summer tourist and travel
The weather contributedto firetrade. The following newspapers
side gatherings,rather than to mohave already given this publicity:
toring and the day in the open.
Chicago Daily News, Muskegon
From Friday noon until Sunday
Chronicle,Detroit News, Milwaunight, the churches were unusually
kee Journal, Grand Rapids Herald,
well patronized.Not in many years
Grand Rapids Press and same has
was there such universal observbeen placed on the A. P. news servance of Good Friday and even the
Ice. the festival will also be ansmallest organizations celebrated
nounced through the Swift Roundthe Piaster story with capacity atUp period broadcast over WLS on tendance on Sunday.
Tuesday, May 6, at 12:45 P. M.
The temperature hovered around
Central Standard Time.
the 40 degree mark during Easter
The Chamber membershipis Sunday.
steadily marching toward the 4(H)
...........O-' •
mark. Since Feb. 2nd, 26 new members have been enrolled in the FINED tM.lft FOR

TAKING

SUCKERS WITH GILL NET
Chamber. This increaseis a pledge
case.
of faith in the administration of
The meeting is backed by Farm
August Germain of Watson townthe present Chamber officials.
Agent Morley of Allegan county
The Wooden shoe booklet is be- ship, Allegan County, arraigned beand the public is cordiallyinvited
ing reprintedwith additional pages fore JusticeH. H. Cook of Allegan,
to be there next week Wednesday.
of local scenes. Also the Member- on the charge of using a gill net
to
ship Business Directory which to take suckers from Snauble creek,
and to the county at large,
stuffs and living commodities genproved so helpful to our members was fined $99.15. The arrest was
ft ru the courtesy of Chairman
erally are also high in price. On the
other words the state goes lifty- is also being reprintedin a larger made by ConservationOfficer
other hand wages are low, hence John Vander Broek, Dr. William lifty with Ottawa County provided and more complete edition. These Harry G. Plotts.
Westrate, Holland city physician,
The amount assessedGermain no
this makes living conditionsrather
its health budget amounts to $6, IKK) publications
are supplied to all inintroduced the state health man
difficultfor the ordinary person.
not otherwise.This county is $1,400 quiring for information concerning doubt is meant as a warning to
ind he practically re-iterated what
others as it is allegedthe practice
The natives are surely after the Dr. Guy Keefer, head of the State short and it would seem rather a Holland and to 46 Tourist and Remoney here. Many of us got Health Department, made clear profitableexpenditure in order to sort information organizationscov- has been quite general in that section.
secure an added appropriation of ering 26 states.
“gypped"when we purchased post- some time before.
more than four times that amount.
al cards, stamps, etc., the stuff
He stated that the Ottawa County
HOLLAND COUNCIL CHAPLAIN
While it would not affect Holland

sound banking practice which have

been tested by time and experience.
Progressiveness here does not

million

In Holland
UMBRELLA8

AND CARRIBBEAN SEA
Continuingmy trip in South
America, we And ounelvea still in
Venetuela.
Ex-President Gomez has placed
the county in a very enviable posi-

Easter Sunday

Uninviting

Sea ;

DR. BROWER TELLS OF HIS
TRIP IN THE WEST INDIES

WHILE

Three Sections

in-

volve any uncertain or speculative ele-

ment.

-

that tourists buy, but I was not the
Health department, although a very
only one that got bit. It surely was
efficient organization, could be
tough “digging up" five American
made still more efficient under a
dollarsfor 50 postal cards, mostly
different arrangementat an added
to be mailed to the United States.
cost of only $1,400 and under this
Stamps are sold in hotels in sheets new arrangementthe county would
and in many other places even on benefit the same as if a more exthe street. A man is at a great dispensive service were put in vogue.
advantage not speaking the lan- It would put Ottawa county’s
guage for it naturally does away health unit in a class by itself, com-

People’s State Bank
Holland, Mich.
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with any argument aside from prisingone trained medical health
sputtering your disapproval which officer,two public health nurses and

:

popped over

NOW

the native does not understand and
apparently cares less. The motto
Honesty Is the Best Policy” mav
be a trite saying in America but I
sometimes wonder if in Venezueb “Do others or they'll do you”
isn’t more appropriate, or “Do
others before they do you" might
also apply. Anyway one has to be
on the lookout ail the time.
My experience in South America
can be best illustrated by a story
told of John D. Rockefeller when
he was a littleboy. An Indian doctor came to town with a cure-all.
The doctor, to get trade started,
took out a bright new silver dollar and said. “How much am I bid

boys. Crowd was cautions, silent,
suspicious. No bids came.
T P^0r *ay»."Come on, what am
LbidlA ",ckcI? A dime?" No
• , ,T,heH, John D- piped “I bid a
nickel. “The dollar is yours, bov,”
d0Ct?r’

"hand me

one clerk. This would require a
oudgfet of $12,000. However,with
such a budget the followingappropriations would be available as part
of the budget:
KorktfellrrPoundilion _______
f Z.3M.M
Stall RoirH of Hnlth
1.001.04
Lnltfd Stain PobllrHrillh
Service

ToUl

I.4M.M

Oulitide Fundi ..... .... t

Coil of Preienl Count) Nurie I 2, *00. 00
('®»t of Prenatal Name _______ ....
I.1M.I0
Dental Fund .... . ..... ..................
140.H
Fundi alread)available.......... II
Added appropriation*nrreuar) t MM. #4
T«lal Budiet ------

--------

-------1

1

2.

440.00

Accordingto Dr. Pickett, if Ottawa County spends the money for
nurses with an addition of $1,400
which will total $0,000, the state,
through these different funds, will
give Ottawa County an appropriation of $0,000 more with which to
conduct its health campaign. In

the

•Ckj

Tak,e 11 out of thc dollar”
piped little John, “and gimme 95 to be very ill while we visited the
cents in change.”
capital. He is 70 years old and has
If you read your history you will served as chief executive from
remember that Venezuela, in fact 1910 until 1929. Dr. Juan Bauista

TAa

a

directlyit surely would indirectly,
since the Ottawa County health
force would Is1 better able to co|>e
with contagiousdiseases and we all
Holland again will be represented
know these are not confined to on the diamond this season by the
boundry lines. Holland or Grand Holland Boosters, under the manHaven would also be free to draw agement of Watson Spoelstra,ca
on the experience and help of these tamed by Joe McCarthy, and coac
county health forces in case of em- ed by lien Batema. The team is
ergency and naturallythe co-opera- composedof players of college and
tion of the city health board and high school age and will be pitted
the county forces would In* a com- against strong contenders picked
mendable thing benefitingall.
from teams in western Michigan
The special training of the health towns.
The Boosters have retainedthree
officer and nurses is provided for
jointly by the RockefellerFounda- hurlers of last season in Sakkers,
tion and the State Department of Wolters and Verano, with WesterHealth in Lansing. These courses hof on the receivingend. Sakkers is
last for 12 weeks and if the appli- a southpaw and Wolters and Vercants for a course are accepted by ano are right handers.
The personnel will be about the
the training school and they are
not receivinga salary or any other same as last year and will include
compensation while taking the McCarthy, Slighter, Spoelstra,Uncourse, their expenses will be de- ema, Bellman and Batema for the
frayed, allowing $5 a day for health infield and Norlin, Van/unden and
officers,and $3 a day for nurses for Ixmis Japinga for the outfield. Any
local player anxious to secure
seven days of each week.
Dr. Pickett was unstintingin his berth on the team will be given a
chance.
praise of Holland’s health system.
He stated that there was no city
in Michigan better safe-guarded SPRING LAKE IS TO HAVE
$15,000MOTOR BOAT GARAGE
than was Holland and this is largely due to the able health board, the
A marine garage which will rival
health officers and the city nurse.
The health board is composed of in beauty many of the fine homes
Mayor Earnest Brooks, City Attor- on Spring Lake and will afford the
ney Charles MacHride, City Clerk most modem housing and display
Oscar Peterson, Otto P. Kramer, space for motor boats will probably
Dr. Wm. Westrateand Dr. R. A. be built this year by Edward BauNichols. The able staff is composed man of Spring Luke.
For manv weeks the foremost
of Dr. Wm. Westrate, city physician; Henry S. Bosch, city inspec- promoter of motor boating on this
tor, and Miss Alma Koertge, city lake, has been studying plans and
specifications which will result, he
nurse.
is certain, in one of the most unique
Incidently, Dr. Pickettmentioned
some forty qualifications that are and modem marine garages anyrequired by a public health officer. where in the country.

t
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NAMED
Grand Rapids Press— Albert P.
ward alderman,has
been appointedchaplain of the
Kleis, First

council and will have charge of the
devotionals at the opening of the
bimonthly sessions. The custom of
opening the council sessions with
prayer has been in vogtie several
years and frequentlypastors of the
city respond to the request. Kleis
is a son of the late Peter A. Kleis,
who representedthe same ward in
the councilin pioneer days.

Resort Book
Pictures Early

Resort Life
HOLLAND IS WELL TAKEN
CARE

OF; PORT SHELDON
“BUBBLE” IS ALSO DESCRIBED

The West Michigan Vacation Directory, issued by the Michigan
Tourist and Resort Association,is
out advertising widely the resort
attractions of Western Michinn.
A page is devoted to a short nistory of Ottawa County ana a list
of interesting points to visit Spring
I>ake and Macatawa Hay and the
resorts adjacent are also featured
in the writeup.
charming picture of Lake
Michigan, with a portion of beach

A

large part of Western South Perez is president now, Gomez is
and dunes in delicate colors, form
America was under the “iron heel” reputed to be the second richest
the cover and the 56 pagea inof bpmn, much like Cuba of recent man in South America. He has
cluded, give a comprehensive idea
years.
of the most attractive resorts from
enormous holdings of agriculture,
Towards the end of the 18th grazing, and mineral lands, and
Michigan City to Mackinaw. Many
century Spains power began to employs over 12,000 people in his
of the booklets were received in
Mr. Bauman has been working Holland and this city is well picwane, and the final struggle for enterprizes.For 20 years he ruled Space forbidsto give all these duindependence began under the lead- this country with an iron hand. ties but the outstanding ones fol- for months in conjunction with tured together with its resorts. A
Piere Lindhout, an architect widely short historic resume is given from
ership of Simon Bolivar, called the
This country, too, was discovered low:
known in Grand Rapids. Already the time of the Indian dwellers
Liberator.” They declared their by Columbus in 1498. In 1806 they
Qaaliflrslion* of Iltollh Offlror
independence in 1811 and were rec- attempted to secure independence
Mu*t bo n irroduato of a flaaa ‘‘A’' modi- he has abandonedone plan which here— the coming of Dr. Van
ral rollotre: ahould ho a llponaod phyalclan
1825* During all that from Spain. They had an awful In tb« SUteof Mlfhlimn; waal bo apooiall) was found impractical, for one Kaalte and his little band, to its
struggle and not until 1925 were trained In publk health; abouldb« nhyaleal- smaller in area but of two stories. preseent industrial and commercial
It will be of Spanish architec- development.
their efforts (crowned with suc- ly ablo to carry on the followingdutle*:
Dutio* of Health Offiror
ture, employing the iron grill work,
Port Sheldon also comes in for
vi _
countries of the Spanish cess. It has a population now of
Hexponaiblefor the aurcoaafuladminU- the arched windows and flat roof
Mam the same as George Wash- about 3,000,000.They raise many tration
an extensive writeup. Thc book
of a modern county public health
in such a manner as almost to dis- tells of the first "resort bubble”
ington is the father of our coun- sheep. Aigrette feathersare an im- proirrom.
Diairnnaeand providepublicaafotycon- guise its real use, looking more that bursted even before Holland
through his home portant export, used for hats trol
of all contagion*di*eai>c*in the county
like a fine club house or residence. was settled and when a French
mostly. They also have large for- that are not aeen by other phyalciana.
fiu patLaceu.a11on the same (
syndicate built a large hotel on
IX® Washington’s Mansion at ests of balata rubber,and minerals Search for aotirreaof contagion*di*en*e* The estimated cost is $15,000,
Keop under nupervltionall expoeed perPort Sheldon Lake adorned with big
Ve?on' Notice how often of all kinds. Even diamonds in aona ao aa to prevent further apread of the P.M. BEATEN A SECOND TIME pillars.
This enterprisewas launchhistoryhave people died young, small quantitiesare found here. In diaeaitea.
IN DAMAGE SUIT
ed in the early fortiesand failed
or less than 35 years of age, who the days of the buccaneers, the
Provideat any time, free of coat to phy"Irian*. fre*h typhoid vaccine,toxin-antifor thousands of dollars. The bookThe time to eat a popover is when it has just popped over.
efther eCCOmp,i8hedRreat thin^8' northeast coast of South America toxin. Schick material. Dick te*t and warAn Allegan circuit court jury, let also describes beautiful Port
? ik !°r I0?* or bad- Bolivar the was called the Spanish Main and let fever toxin mixturea for Ruweptibllity after deliberatingnearly six hours,
When it has reached its climax, and is puffed and crisp. Listen Liberatordied m 1830 at the age of is called so today. The countries testingand active immuniuition* again*!
Sheldon of today on a more suband warlet fever awarded $8,000 damages against stantialfooting.
33 years Alexander the Great of the Main are the republic,
to it crackle when you break it apart for butter.
” ,k~. d,
the Pere Marquette railroad to Mrs.
mo?S hC [Jought fh*1-® were “no Venezuela, Colombia and Panama. Alan laboratorycontainer*for lahorator) Alice Thrall as administratrix of
JUDGES, MINISTERS AND LAYAnd the time to eat vegetablesis when they've just been
aperitnen*.
The
abo»e
laboratory
*ui>plie*
33
?"(iuer” died at These countries are all mountainthe estate of her late husband, WilMEN FROM HOLLAND AT
are provided by the Mlrhivan Department
J3. Nero the tyrant lived a fast and ous. with sandy shores.
picked. They will never be so fresh again. The peas will never
of Health laboratoryIn f.an»lnir to the liam P. Thrall, killed three years
SUNDAY SCHOOL MEET
furious life and died at 33, and our
Harking to Gomez reminds me county health officer free for diatrihution ago in a handcar accident. The
be so firm, knuckled tight in their pods
. nor the corn so
of many instancesin our own social amonir phyalclan*.
rross0^ thf8
“,d on
Carry on a conatant procramof health verdict was on a retrial of the case Religious leaders from western
and political life. One can be on eduration
glistening and sweet under its silk. SheU the peas, husk the
to brine about iiermanent Im- granted by the state supreme court. Michigan are at Fennvilletodny adthe job too long. Without doubt provement In matter* lertalnineto per- The first award, one of $7,000, was dressing the Allegan county Suncom, hustle them into the pot. Have all your vegetables at
liberator,a replica a great portion of Gomez' reign aonal. community and achool health.
appealed.It would seem that a sec- ! day school convention held there
of his bust is on all currency and benefitted the country when natives Enforce the treatment of carele**per
their climax moment — with a garden of your own.
aona Infectedwith a venerealdiaeaae even ond trial with a different jury Thursday and Friday. On the procoins What we call a dollar,^ther were uneducated and the iron hand to the extent of confinementIn prlaon of
should be convincing enough that gram are:
Ferry's purebred Seeds are eager to burst into growing; and
wmU*®® “Jl gulden, franc, lire, had to be felt as in Mexico not so ineorriclble ca*e*.
the poor widow is entitledto
Mrs. Floyd H. Zerbe, Ganges;
Inapect dairiea. meat market*, reataur-1
peseta, piastre, crown, mark krona, many years ago. But Venezuela
are fresh at the “store around the corner.’’ They are purebred
Arthur B. Dewey, Fennville;Rev.
ant*, hakerie*.hotel*.
has advanced in education in its
Frequentin»pectinnand "amplineof
The recent judgment awards j A. M. Conklin,Grand Rapids; Mrs.
—all their name says they are. Their parent-plants and grand- ™iUd’t*C.hBolivl?W"er
industrialdevelopment. Folks be- town, villageand achool water auppliea. $500 to the estate for pain and suf- Howard Paquin, Casco; Rev. WilSample* teated by laboratoryrecoenltedb)
In
recent
years
there
seems
to
gan to know things and when one State Department of Health.
parents before them produced vegetablesand flowers thkt
fering of deceased; $5,000 to the liam Pyle, Overisel; Mrs. H. B.
Placard diairnoaedcaae* of rontairiou* widow. Alice Thrall; $200 to a 20- Strabbing, Hamilton;Mrs. Loren
oPPoait'on becomes educated he does not
approached perfection. What their parents were, these seeds- L)Vth?eenMCOn*ld-!.rab,c
to the old president. Opposition want to have others think for him. diaeaae#in her part of the county.
year-olddaughter, Avis, and $2,300 Paquin, Glenn; Mrs. Charles Green,
Vialt every expectantmother in tha counwill become. Use Ferry’s Seed Annual to help you in selecting;
South ‘a ,Ck i" thesc Cent^al and Education really means indepen- ty nimn her re<iue*tand with the knowledge to a 10-year-old daughter, Mary Fennville;Rev. J. A. Roggen,
Jane. The defense indicatesan ap- 1 Hamilton; "Rev. William E. Beckall know^v*0 C0Unties «" we dence and it is therefore no more and conaent qf the family |4iy*lclan.
and to know of mulch paper, and new ways to cook vegetables.
Adviae any mother regarding problem* peal will be
accounU than natural that a change in ad- arUing
elt, Fennville; Bernard Coggan,
in
connection
with
the
health
of
gave
many
details
portraying
the
For the Annual, write to D. M. Ferry & Co., Detroit, Michigan.
ministrationand a reign of many
o
| Lansing; Rev. J. S. Tredoinck,
her childrenand Involvingagain the famthI*0ni!Lfor 8Uch 0PP08ition and years should finally come to an end. ily phyalclanor dentiat regarding- matter- HOPE MAN TO GIVE ALLEN- Grand Rapids; Rev. H. Veldman,
the cl*nax came in 1929 whkn Even in America, whether that be indicatingneed of their attention.
P.fc-A GARDENER HAS NO SECOND CHANCE. PLANT THE REST.
DALE
Grand Rapids; Martin Neinhuis,
there was a real
Aaaiat the healthofficer in hi* examinaruction in the civic, state, or nation,one can be
Overisel; Judge Fred P. Miles, Holtion of bablea. preachod and achool children
Gomez country.
on the job too long.
in the achool diatrict*.
The Allendale high school will land; Dean Charles E. Jackson,
In spite of this, he was reo
Send to the parent* notice*of defect* graduate a class of 12 on May 23. 1 Grand Rapids.
ipi
by the examiner.
!£**?. 0.n May 3, 1929, but reHEAR HOLLAND SPEAKER found
The Thursday evening session
Aaaiat
the
local phyaicianwith the ad- H. Justin Brown, son of Mr. and
signed later to retire to his estate
minlatmtlonof toxin-antitoxin. Schickteat*, Mrs. Asa Brown, has been named was held in the high school audivaledictorianwith an average of torium. A religious drama, “Saint
nuieMifp deV,0te himelf 10 thc Creston high school entertained amalrpnx vaccination*,etc...in their
f f ® farme,r- Gomez waa
of defect* 96. Salutatory’ honors were be- Claudia,"will be given by the Rock
among children of indigent familira by the stowed upon Miss Mildred Ayl- playersof Ganges.
at fhl ..£°r ?• very.,onK time and
aMh® s™>e time k19 brothcr
dent council.James Nettingaof county phyalclan or through the public worth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
. ...e ------vice-presidentand his son second the Holland High Student council health committee of the county medical Julius Aylworth.
Early
in
1929 President
aocletyand conduct auch childrento and
considerablework at the University
coming year.
and a guest of the evening, gave a from thetloetor.
Prof. E. Winter of Hope college, authorized a statement
««iE7!?e-n\Pe
brother
wns
assassinated
in
the
palace
at
CaraDeJonge was selected out of a of Chicago. He has an excellent
Co-operatewith pliy*iciana and local or- may deliverth^ commencement ad- conditionsin that Republic.He
short address on the activities of
list of more than 100 applicantsto record, having been at Bondurant cas. and then the son was made to the councilin Holland. Holland was ganiration*in aecuringproper rare for all dress.
admit that a
"
f Hop led children.
and Newhampton, la. before taking restgn to put an end to rumors of made a member of the Inter-Hi Stufill the vacancy caused by the resigo
Follow-up vlait* to encounter correction
University of Caracas
the superintendency at Hudsonville,
nation of Supt. Earl Y. Poore.
dent council. The next meeting will of defect# found among children of the
Mr. Albert Kapenga of North taihed in prison, but that they
DeJonge is a graduate of Hope where he has been for the last four succession. Thelitter died recently' be held in Ottawa Hills high school latter group. The county would be «iuall\ Holland visted at the home of Mr. held there for ^justifiable
divided between the nurae*»o aa to prevent
Ex-president Gomez was reported May 16.-irand Rapids Herald.
college, class of 1920, and has done years.
duplication of tfrritoricaaa well aa effort*.
and Mrs. Neil De Cook.
whatever that may mean.
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HOLLAND TO HAVE BASEBALL
TEAM; BOOSTERS PREPARE
FOR PLAY
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HOPE COLLEGE GRAD QUITS
HUDSONVILLE SCHOOL
Oliver J. DeJonge, presentsuperintendent of the Hudsonville
schools, has been named as the head
of the Shelby public schools for the
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CONTRACT

NEWS

If

MADE what’s wrong and where?

WITH STUDIO AS
’30

CAST LABORS

Century Stodioe Are Awarded
Contract for Senior Play
Props and All Extras
Giving full promise of living up
to Hs first boasts of being a play
worth seeing, the stagers of ‘The
Torch Bearers” have been busy p•re*
paring their productionfor its fi rst
real rehearsals. According to Stage
Manager Hendrick Nobel of the
senior class, the contract for the
scenery has been awarded to the
Century Art Studios of Grand Rapids. There are several advantages
in this action, not the least of them
being the fact that professional
stage-hands will be handling the
mechanics of the production, assuring the audience of pleasing effects
in the shortest time,
i Since the senior play of this season will be a “play within a play,”
the entire second act concerns the
comedy and frenzy of backstage
life. The spectators will see the
props and scenery from the actors
side as the cast portrays the efforts
nexpenenceddramof a grou p of inexperienced
atists as they attempt to present
t play. Unique and untheir first
usual lighting
itfn; effects are to be
achieved by the Century Studios
during all the three acts of the
play. The scenery is being secured
ootlights,
now in Detroit Extra fo
spotlights, etc., will be used. A
crew of three stage-hands from the
Century Studios will be here for
the last dress rehearsalof the cast,
as well as for the night of presentation.

Edwin DeJongh of the

senior

class is working with H. Nobel on
this phase of the senior play.
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This Discovery

Mileage Guarantees

How good aro you at finding mistakoa? Tho artlat hat intentionall)
made aovoral obvious ones In drawing the .*';ova picture. Some of thw»
are easily discovered,others msy bs hard. Set how long it will take

YOU

•

12%

TRAFFIC VIOLATORS
The following were fined $10
each for speeding: Dewey King. H.
Meyers, S. R. Cunningham, John
Meiste. Gerrit Nevensel,Stanley

De

Nef, Francis Palmer, Wm.
Van Appledorn, Simon
Boer, Martin Van Hekken. Geo.
Kuypers, Marvin Smith, George
Zoerhoff, J. W. Taylor, Ed Van Dor
Mieden, Arthur Whelpley,Joseph
Van Der Wege. Ralph Dekker. H.
Sluyter, W\ Witington.Herbert
Cummings, W. H. Smithers, G. Van
Ark, James Vis, Jack Brunzell,
Allen Golsmith, A1 Oork, Gordon
Postir.a, A1

AT JAZZ; Nellie Bos of Zeeland, Mrs. Anna
Dykhuis of Fillmore, Mrs. Coba
Dykhuis of Holland R. R. 6. Mrs.
'And now, friends or radio land, Frances Wagenaar of Holland, Mayou will hear a beautifulsong from rinas of Holland, Mrs. Allie Burnature's own songsters,25 canary' dall of Grand Rapids, Jennie, Minbirds will render you a sweet sym- nie and Cora at home. Funeral
serviceswere held Tuesday afterphony. Listen carefully.”
Complete silence. Not even a noon at 1 o’clock from the home,
Rev. H. Van Dyke, pastor of
peep.
Eric Thurston, KGHL announcer Fourth Reformed church, and Rev.
at Bilings,Mont., became desper- Heemstra of Hudsonville officiatate. Suddenly struck with inspira- ing. Interment took place in Noortion, he played a jazz tune. The deloos cemetery.
little slackers looked horrified,
tucked their heads underneath GRAND HAVEN COASTGUARDS
their wings and continued their
TAKE A MONTH TO BRING
significant silence.
HOME BOAT FROM AT-

CANARY BIRDS BALK
SCHUBERT 0.

Z

-
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Dr. Hedger, formerly

school

physicianunder the Chicago Board
of Health, was a member of the
Board of Infant Welfare Society
at the same time and was instrumental in beginning the baby saving campaign. During the World
War she was sent by the Chicago
Woman’s Club to Belgium to assist
the fight against the typhoid
epidemic which was ravishing the
country’- Her work there was
largely among children.
Dr. Hedger has a large circle of
riends in the state, having ap-

peared on Fanners’ W’eek

pro-
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engaged in an argument in which
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On
Qustntion shows

after ageing, with

roadability so conclusivelythat

we have

to

50%!

a basis of definite mileage

cost are less per tire.

and without anti-oxidant.

guarantee,these

you as

tires cost

little

Why

pay

moie? See and

feel these big,

tough

new Anti-Oxidant Riversides and Trail Blazers at Ward’s today.
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Super-Service
30,000 Miles

6-Ply Heavy Duty
22,000 Miles

recent meeting of t!
Y.W.C.A., Anne Koeman, the new
pesident of the association,and
her cabinet were installed.Margaret Steketee, new publicitywoman, and Ethel Leestroa, head of

30 x 4.50.

8.60

11.35

31 x 5.25.

12.10

4.50

....................

31 x
32 x
33 x

representatives.Martha Vanden Berg has charge of the social
sen-ice work, and Hazel Paalman
is world fellowship chairman. Mildred Schuppertwill take care of
the gospel teams next year, and
Evelyn Albers is leading the social
work. Marion Lordahl will place the
new freshmen into the hands of
their junior sisters.Olive Peeke,
vice president, Ethel Cunnagin,
secretary, and Mary Kosegarten,
treasurer, were also installed.
A feature of the service, of which
Bernadine Siebers was leader, was
the presentationby Mrs. Peter Van
Ess (Henrietta Byers) of a beautiful portrayal of the sistine Madonna by Rafael, a gift of the old
girls of Y.W. The service was preceded by a dinner given in the new
cabinet’s honor by the retiring offi-

10.95

29 x

29 x

man

7.89

..........

28 x

the music committee, are the fresh-

29 x 4.40.

4.40

4.50
4.75
4.75
5.25
6.50
6.00

....................

29 x 5.50.

12.95

12.85

32 x 6.00.

13.45

16.95

33 x 6.00.

13.65

12.45
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....................

32 x

21.00

....................

32 x

19.85

....................

6.50
6.75

The Low Price Leader

4-Ply Balloons
18,000 Miles

9.95

29 x
30 x

a
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29 x
29 x
30 x
28 x
29 x
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....................
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25-27 East 8th Street, Holland, Mich.

8:30- 9:30

afternoon.
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Section number two from station 244 to station 306. Will be let
in small sections, width of bottom to
i
be 3 feet and the average depth 2
for one day, from nine o'clock in SVi SW% NW\4 ............
2o
6/10 feet.
25
Said job will be let by sections. the forenoonuntil five o’clock in NE\4 SE\4 ......................
SE‘4 SEV4
....... - ........ 25
The section at the outlet of said the
The following is a descriptionof SW*4 SE‘4 ....... ...... .. -25
Drain will be let first, and the recers.
maining sectionsin their order up the several tracts or parcels of
25
stream, in accordancewith the land constituting the Special As- Ety Ety SWty ................
25
diagram now on file with the other I ssessment, Districtof said Drain Wty NWty SEty ............
Wty Ety SWty ..............
25
NOTRE OF LETTING OF DRAIN papers pertaining to said Drain, viz:
25 6^
CONTRACT AND REVIEW
in the office of the County
s^TownlUng* Ety Wty SWty ..............
Ety NWty SEty ...........
25
OF APPORTIONMENTS
Commissionerof the County of Ot- Township of
•
26
tawa to which reference may be ' at
...............
..
14 SEty NEty ......................
26
Notice is hereby given, that I, had by all parties interested,and S% SW*4 SW*4.............. 28
14 Sty NWty ........................
Nty SWty NEty ............26
Henry Siersema, County Drain bids will be made and receivedac- OtUwa County at large.
Sty SWty NEty
....... 26
Commissioner of the County of cordingly.Contracts will lie made SE%
........... 2J
Nty Nty SWty ................
26
Ottawa, State of Michigan, will, on with the lowest responsible bidder SV4 NE14 SEJ4 .......... 2J
|Sty Nty SWty ................
26
tho first day of May, A.D. 1930, at giving adequate security for tho SWi SW% SE(4 ............2.1
Sty SWty ........................
26
the farm of J. Zwiers in the town- performanceof the work, in the Sty SE(4 SWty ..............
29
NWty SEty ....................
26
ship of Olive in Section 34, in said sum then and there to be fixed by Sty
............
29
SWty SEty ......................
26
County of Ottawa at nine o'clock me, reserving to myself the right Sty SEty SEty .............30
Ety SEty ........................
26
Sty Wty SEty ................
30
in the forenoon of that day, pro- to reject any and all
SEty NEty ......................
27
The date for the completion of Ety SWty ........................
30
ceed to receive open bids for the
Sty Nty NEty ................
27
construction of a certain Drain such contract, and the terms of Wty SWty ........................
30
SWty NEty ....................
27
......... 30
known and designated as “Bosch payment therefor,shall and will be SWty N Wty
IWty NWty SEty ............
27
snd Hulst Drain,” located and es- announced at the time and place of Sty Wty Ety NWty ........ 30 6
Ety NEty SWty ..............
27|
.............
31 6
tablishedin the townships of Blen- letting. Any person desiring to hid NWty NWty
SEty NWty ....................27 6
on the above mentioned work will NEty NWty ....................
31
don and Olive in said County.
SWty NWty ....................
27 6
Said drain is divided into two be requiredto deposit with the NWty SEty NWty ........ 31
Wty Nty SWty ..............27 I
sections as follows, each section! County Drain Commission a certi- NEty SEty NWty ........ 31
SWty SWty ....................
27
having the average depth and fied check or its equivalent to the Nty SWty NEty ............31
SEty SWty ......................
27
width as set forth: All stations amount of Five Hundred ($500.00) SEty NEty ......................
31
Wty SWty SEty ............27
are 106 feet apart.
Dollars as a guarantee that he will Nty NEty ........................
31
Ety Wty SEty ................
27
Section number one, beginning! enter into contract and furnish the NEty SEty ......................
32
NEty SEty ......................
27
lat the lower end at station 0-00 required bond as prescribedby law. Sty Ety NEty ................
32
SEty SEty ......................
27
and extending to station 244.
The checks of all unsuccessfulbid- Nty NEty NEty ............32
Sty NEty E of RR grade
ders will be returned after con- SWty NEty ....................
32
Will be let as a Dredge job.
& Exc 16 rd« N&S by
From station 0-00 to station 44 tracts are awarded. The payments SEty NWty Exc 10 ac
100 rds E&W off S
32
is to be 8 feet wide in the bottom, for the above mentioned work will in SE Cor ....................
aide .....*. ..............
27
be made as follows: Will be an- SWty NWty ....................
32
average depth 6 4/10 feet.
All that part of Wty
32
From station44 to station74 is nounced at the Day of Letting. i NWty NWty ..................
SEty EofRRG ............27
Notice is further hereby given, NWty NEty ....................
32
to be 6 feet wide in the bottom,
Nty Ety SEty ................
27
that at the time and place of said NEty NWty ................ .32
average dept 6 4/10 feet.
Sty Ety SEty .........
27
From station 74 to station 177 letting, or at such otner time and Nty NWty SEty ............32
Nty NWty NWty E of
............
82
is to be 5 feet wide in the bottom, place thereafter,to which I, the Nty NEty SWty
RR grade ....................
33
County Drain Commissionerafore- NWty NWty ..................
83
average depth 5 8/10 feet.
Sty NWty NWty E of
From station 177 to station244 said, may adjourn the same, the ap- Wty NEty NWty ......... B3
RR grade ....................
33
is to be 4 feet wide in the bottom, nortionmentfor benefits and the Olive Township at
.........
33
15 Nty NEty NEty
lands comprised within the “Bosch ) large .......................
average depth 4 4/10 feet.

...
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6
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covering 26,000,000 tire miles has

their greater stamina
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a certain

Years of

manufacture is no longer theory

large
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like

derive from our use of “Anti-Oxidant” Vitalized rubber in their
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At
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grams, and having been the speaker in various counties on achieve- —That it pays to advertise,see
how many of your friends can name
ment days the past few years.
Plans are being made to care for the 17 other amendments to the
larger audience this year than Constitutionof the U. S. A.
usual according to Esther C. Lott,
home demonstration agent, as this
Mrs. Peternella De Fouw passed
is the first time the extension away Friday noon at her home at
groups have offeredto the women 230 West 15th street. She is surof the county a speaker of such na- vived by ten children. They are
tional and international fame.
William De Fouw of Holland, Mrs

degree

New Chemical Agent
WITH

Niemies emerged, greatly the worse
The boat scheduled for Grand
for the encounter.
Haven has been on display at motor boat show at Washington. It is
36 feet long, has a 10-foot beam
CONCLUSIVE PROOF
and a draft of three feet. A six“What, if anything”inquired a cylinder Sterling-Petrelmotor of
reader of the New York Post, "has the latest type, capable of developthe recent market break taught ing 83 horsepower,has been inus?”
stalled. All engine control is
“One thing, conclusively,”
sighed manipulated at the instrument
the editor; “that most of the names board of the wheelsman.The boat
on the sucker list really belonged can be operated by one man.
there."
o

IF

50% on

to

K.

Whitburn and Arthur Marcott.
Morris L. Beukema was fined $3
Thurston played Schubert's
LANTIC SEABOARD
for not yieldingthe right of way “Serenade.” Out popped first one
and William Brown and Henry yellow head and then another. A|
/ ii - i u.
i Capt. William Preston of the
Kork were also fined $3 for failsle„P
Haven
station
ure to stop at through street*.
and Boatswain S. J. Carlsen of the
o
their littlesymphony out over raSt. Joseph station have gone east
OTTAWA COUNTY ACHIEVE- dio land.
to Curtis Bay, Md., to bring to
MENT DAY MAY € AT
Lake Michigan two motor boats
FISTS
DRAW
BLOOD
AND
GRAND HAVEN
constructed by the governmentfor
FRIEND DRAWS $10 FINE the lake stations. One of the boats
will be stationed at Grand Haven,
Unusual interest is being shown
Grand Haven Tribune— A bloody while the other will go to St
in Die annual county achievement
lay for extensiongroups in Ottawa fisticuffbattle took place near the Joseph.
The return trip wil take about a
County to be held in Grand Haven, Dornbos Fish market about 11 p.m.
Friday night, when Ralph month, with the boats traveling
May 6. The program which is free
to the public will begin at 10 a.m. Friend and Jacob Niemies, both of down Chesapeake bay, Delaware
in the Armory. The luncheonat this city, became engaged in a con- canal. Delaware river, Raritan
noon will be served by the ladies troversy which landed Friend in canal, Hudson river, Erie canal to
of the Methodist Church. Dr. Caro- the justice court today, where he Ontario and so over the Great
line Hedger of the Elizabeth Mc- was fined $10 and costs of $4.05 for Lakes home to Grand Haven.
Michael J. Murzynski, motor
Cormick Memorial Fund will be assault and battery. According to
the principal speaker and will give the testimony, the two, in a more mechanic’s mate, first class, of the
talks at both sessions on “The or less intoxicatedcondition, went St. Joseph station, and Surfman
Health of the School Child” and to the fish market to purchase John Kelderhouse of Muskegon are
The Problem of the Adolescent.” fish. Finding it closed they became accompanying Preston and Carl-

-

Free Tire
Mounting Service

to find them.
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Sty Sty Sty NWty
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35
Nty NEty NEty ...........35
Sty NEty NEty ............
35
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Wty NEty NWty ........ 36
Ety NEty NWty
36
Nty SEty NWty ............36
NEty NEty ....................
36
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Sty
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6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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6
6
6
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6
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6
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15

6

15
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15

senberg, Eli Elzenga, C. Retsma,
Gerrit Klcnga, Mrs. J. Mulder,1

Diek Arens, John Arens, Henry
Kuiper, Dick Stegenga, K. Van
Den Bosch, C. Diepenhorst, John
Bouman, John Brandsen, A. Knoll.
B. KnooihuizenEst., J. Van Der
Zwaag, Mrs. C. Vanitel Zwaag, A.
J. Nienhuis,John Maat, H. Weener,
Ben Brandsen, V. Brandsen, M. C.
Westrate, Herman Hop, Mrs. W. Ov.
erbeek, R. Knooihuizen, Jacob Ebels, Arie Hofman, W. VinkemoWer,
H. Larreman, G. Van Geldren, Henry Troost, Henry Roelofs, P. Van
Geldren, Bert Bazan, Henry KuiAlbert
Stegenga,J. Zwiers,
per, a
oen Stegengi
Joe C. Westrate, H. Siersema, J.
Hasscvord, John Veldheer, Mrs. E.
J. Nienhuis, Egb Wolting,Geert
Wolting, Geert Wolters, John Kuypers, G. 4 H. Wolting,G. Ten
Broeke, John Kimme, are hereby
i

15 notified that at the time and place
16 aforesaid,or at such other time and
15 place thereafter to which said
6
..........
hearing may be adjourned, I shall
15
6
proceed to receiyq bids for the con15
6
structionof said “Bosch and Hulst
Now, therefore, All unknown and Drain,” in the manner hereinbenon-resident persons, owners and fore stated;and also, that at such
persons interestedin the above de- time of letting from nine o’clock
scribed lands, and you Austin Har- in the forenoon until five o’clock
rington,Chairman of County Road in the afternoon the apportionment
Comm'r, Wm. Havedink, Super- for benefits and the lands comvisor of Blendon Township, P. Vin- prised within the Bosch and Hulst
kemulder, Supervisor of Olive Drain Special AssessmentDistricts
Township, and you Ben Balder will be subject to review.
And You and Each of You, OwnEst., Wm. Herdes, G. Pe Klein, T.
Van Wengreng, Arrie Hop, Enne ers and persons interestedin the
Kraai, C. Bouwens, J. J. Huyser, aforesaidlands, are hereby cited to
15 C. De Jongh, L. Ponstyn, Ed Na- appear at the time and place of
gelkerk, C. Dykema, Eli Bouwens, such letting as aforesaid,
aforesaid,and bt^
Mrs. J. Bouwens, J. J. Huyser Est., heard with respect to such special^W
C. Bouwens, W. & J. De Jongh, assessments and your interestsin
Peter Lamer, G. Moeke and Sons, relation thereto, if you so desire.
E. Machiela, Henry Geurink, John
HENRY SIERSEMA,
County Drain Commissioner.
15 Bosch Est, N. Hoffman, J. Am
County of Ottawa.
meraal, Wm. Wichers, Peter Bareman, J. Klunderman, Mrs. J.
Dated this 12th day of 'April,
Bloukamp,B. A. Bloukamp,R. Es- A.D. 1930.
6
6

1
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Pesky Fruit Fly
Is

To Be

HUDSONVILLR DRIVER GIVEN
A CLEAR «LL BY JURY

Caged

PASTOR PASSES AWAY
ON EASTER SUNDAY

^

Mrs. C. C. Wood is spending the the villages surroundingHolland.
in Chicago visiting friends.
Meeting places are procured
through the efforts of the town and
The Misses Anna and Pearl Tialma and Aric and John Tjafma county secretary of the state “Y”,
as well as through the pastors of
spent the week end in Chicago.
the Reformed churches in the viBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Frank cinity of Holland. On Tuesday eveZant on April 12, a daughter, Bon- ning Melvin Oosting conducted the
nie Lee; to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C.E. meeting at the Reformed
Ter Haar, at the Holland hospital,church of Overisel. Lester Vander
on April 18, a
jWerf of the junior class accomMr. and Mrs. W. C.
him snd sang a solo. On
•nd Mr. and Mrs. Vaudie Vandon-l"*y * ^“m will go to Sparta
berg spent the Easter holidays P'e a week-end program under
wdn their sons at Culver,
euspices of the Methodist

week

News

Local

PigtTfrtt

aenenni
69H to 53H- Emery, C, 2nd; Moser, C, 8rd. Tiae
point score on their home field.It 24.2 sec.
440-Yard Dash— Dunlop, C, lat;
was the opening fray of the season
Benton, C, 2nd; Veltman,C, 3rd.
for the Heights men.
the long end of a

Rev. John Hoffman, the laat survivor of the graduatingclass of
Time 55.5 sec.
Ambert Elzinga of R. R. 5, Hud- 1871 of Hope College and of the
Dr. Henry Boss has returned
The Tigers scored a slam in the
sonville, was absolved of all blame Western Theological Seminary
220- Yard Low Hurdles - Van
from a trip to Florida.
javelin by capturing all three Houten, C, 1st; Alexander, C, 2nd;
in the accident the night of March
AND GANGES 15 in which John Van Qyken of class of 1874, passed away early Miss Evelyn Nienhuis spent
places and this feat, coupled with Pantlind, C, 3rd. Time 28.8 aec.
morning at the age of 81
ORCHARD NAMED IN LONG Grand Rapids was fatallyinjured, Sunday
Caster with her parents, Mr. and
the placing of men first and secHalf-Mile Run - Brodharen, C,
years.
Mrs. Anthony A. Nienhuis of East
•wordingto a jury impanelled FriLIST FOR EXPERIMENTAL
Rev. Hoffman was born in Overond in the broad jump and the 220- 1st; Ooatveen, Tech, 2nd; Gorhna,
day morning by Coroner Gilbert isel and his first sermon was also Seventh street.
C, 3rd. Time 2 min, 14 aec.
PURPOSES
yard dash, decided the meet. The
VandeWater of Holland. According preached in Overisel. His first
W. L. Eaton has purchased 500
Shotput— Hull, C, lit: Pilllnger,
Heights also took a second and a
Responsibilityfor the production to the verdict,VanDyken was at charge was of the Reformed church lots in Parkdnle, a subdivisionof
C. 2nd; Whitney,C, 3rd. Distance
third in the 100-yard and pole 37 ft. 4 In.
of infestedcherries will be placed fault when he swung in front of in Oostburg, Wisconsin. After sev- Kalamaxoo.
squarelyupon the shouldersof Elzinga’s car at the Fairview rd. en years with this church he left
vault and Holland placed one, two
Chester Schillman of Flint spent
Discus Throw— Hughes, C, lat;
Mi.*
Henrietta
Althui.,
.rho,,l
I ^h“r'h *'
The
trip
to
Michigan growers under Joint plans intersectionof M21, half a mile it for a Presbyterian Church. La- the week-end visitingfriends and
in the half-mile.Regeczi of the Hull, C, 2nd; Kepler, C, 8rd. Dlateacher
at Flint, spent
.eher
.pent the weekcost
of
Zeeland.
The
Grand
Rapof the State Department of Agriter he returned to the ReformedI relatives here,
end with his parents here in the
Heights ran up a total of 18 points tance 100 ft. 7H In.
culture and the entomology depart- ids man was hurtled to the pave- church where he served in several The Third ChristianReformed
poned to a later date at the request
citv.
Broad Jump— Hauenstein, C,
ment of Michigan State College. ment when his car overturned after
of
the pastor of that place. The to take honors for the afternoon.
Edward Boy
Boyd, former editor of
"I? i,«n
lo‘| Church chorus of Zeeland will give toward
1st; Emery, C, 2nd; Cable, Tech,
These institutions are rapidly com- colliding with the Elzinga machine.
fellows going out on week-end trips
The summary:
iHted in
• their cantata at the Bethel Re- the Holland Evening Sentinel,has
, •
3rd. Distance 21 ft 1ft in.
pletingarrangements to advise or120- Yard High Hurdles -Van
,nun'l>CT«1|(orme«church tonlfht, Frid.y, .t returned to hi. home .t
• PW*"1 »" Fri'l>*
chardistawhen to spray and what
High Jump— Emery, C, lat;
among
the
early
settlers who
I ev®n‘nff» direct a hike or engage in
Houten, C. 1st; Wieringa, C. 2nd;
some orchards the cages will be
to use.
...
1 some athletics on
Saturday and Alexander, C, 3rd. Time 17.5 sec. Wierenga, C, 2nd: Pantlind, C,
built
over
patches
of
ground
in
Fruit fly emergencecages will be
and^sUbUshcd the
\ """T Bovcnkcrk, of Mu.koMn, Audrey Une Butcr underwent uv, charge of .11 the church .erv. 100-Yard Dash— Hauenstein, C, 3rd.i. Height 5 ft 5 in.
gund,„ As „ denorain,.
niaoir iLake.
! «nd a senior at Western Theolog- an opcr.tton for .cute .ppcndlcltl.icM
established in virtuallyevery im- which Infested cherrieswere plant- nt
Pole Vault—
Vai
Pole
Hull C, lat;
at tko
the hsa/t
head nf
of Black
1st; Drueke, C, 2nd; Sprout, C,
ical Seminary, has been appointed .t the Holand ho.plt.1 hrtd.y, |t|on,| ,choolif,opt CoUrgf ,,
portant orchard section of cherry- ed last summer.
kanowski, C, and Van Houten, C,
The
deceased is survived by his
3rd.
Time
10.4
sec.
In Allegan County, orchards in
by the Foreign Missions Board of
land for the purpose of detecting
tied for 2nd and 3rd. Height 10 ft
Bruno Bruns, of Meservey, Iowa,1 tally concerned with these activiwife, one son. Rev. James Hoffthe flight of the first fly as it leaves Saugatuck and Ganges Townships man of Brooklyn;one daughter, the Presbyterian Church to work in and a senior at the Western Theo- ties,
Mile Run— Ferch. C. 1st: Van-lCin.
are
named.
Different
experimental
the soil, its winter home, E. C.
der Meer, Tech, 2nd; Frsmbes,
Half-Mile Relay— Central (Pantlogical Seminary, has been appointMrs. Gleason of Ridgewood, N. J.; Japan.
Mandenberg,chief of orchard and stationsextend from Benton Har- and one brother, H. J. Hoffman of
Mrs. Berths Nienhuis enter- ed by the Reformed Church Board A miscellaneousshower was held 3rd. Time 5 min. 7
lind, Hauenstein, Emery, Drueke),
nursery insoectionin the State De- bor to beyond TraverseCity and Overisel.
220-Yard Dash— Drueke, C, lat; 1st. Time 1 min 38.2 aec.
tained with a kitchen shower last of Foreign Missions to Japan. * l**8* w,*fk at the home of Mrs.
not a few are to be found in northportment of Agriculture,announo
James Hoeksema, of the Warm ilforge Kleinheksei in honor of
Rev. Hoffman has always been week Wednesday evening at her
ern
Michigan.
Ottawa
County
has
this week.
consideredan able divine and even home at 37 East Eighteenth street Friend Tavern, is on a two weeks’ Miss Grace Glenbaas. Games were
The cages will be put out in the not been placed on the list, possibly at his advanced age he had
played and a dainty two course
honor of Miss Ji
Janet Nienhuis vacation tour through the east.
orchards early in May and trained it has no cherry flies.
luncheon was served.The bride-toselected by the Holland clasais M I who is to be a May bride. A daintv
Miss
Margaret
De
Weerd,
teacho
observerswill inspect them two and
a
delegate to the general
synod
two
course luncheon was served. er at Vassar High school, spent the be received many beautiful gifts.
.
ul
synod
Miss Winona Peterson, student
three times daily. Sites for this
mi
session at Aabury Park, N. J., in The bride-to-bewaa the recipient
Easter holidays at the home of her Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
equipment already have been se- at Michigan State College, spent June. His alternate is Rev. Johp of many
many beautiful gifts. Those parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter De George Kleinheksei and family,
the
Easter
holidays
at
her
home
in
lected in most of the cherry proMr. and Mrs. Albert Lubbers and
VanderBeekof Sixth Reformed present were Mrs. Kite Posthu- Weerd.
ducing counties in Michigan. In Holland.
daughter Rosina, Mr. and Mrs.
mua, Mrs. George Smyer*, Mrs.
church of this city.
William Wolters has moved to
Funeral services were held John NienhuiB, Mrs. J. De Goede, Montello Park from West 13th Tony Woudwijk. Mrs. Albert J.
Schrotenboer, Mr. and Mrs. Jusfl/Com, Beam,
Mrs.
H.
Van
Oort,
Mrs.
Paul
MiWednesday afternoon at 1:30 from
street %
tin Oetman and family, Mr. and
the home at 292 West Seventeenth chaelson, Mrs. H. Streur, Mrs.
Mrs. G. F. Snyder of 309 Col- Mrs. Dan Bittner, Mrs. Llovd Verand Alfalfa
street and qt 2 o'clock from the Henry Luidens, Mrs. George Nienhuis, Mrs. John BroWer, Mrs. Tim lege avenue has left for Redondo saw and son, Mrs. Gerrit Wolters,
Bethel Reformed church.
F- TET the Increasedyield of your 1990 crop* of corn and
The eight clergymenof the Re- Smith. Mrs. H. Nienhuis,Mrs. Beach. California,where she ex Mr and Mrs. Joe Ten Cate, Mr.
y Lj P»v for the application of Solvay PulverisedLimestone. It
formed churches of Holland took Arend Smith, Mrs. Bertha Nien- pecta to stay for about two months. and Mrs. George K raker, Mr. and
ia finelypulverised, furnace-dried, and fiveo results the very Ant
huis,
Mrs.
Mary
Lievense,
and
the
The gospel team activities of the
K,rinhriuri,Mr. and
part in the services. Rev. E.
year— a Sound Investmentwith IncreasingValue.
Wiliam
Kleinheksei.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tanis, pastor of Bethel Reformed Misses Lena Nienhuis, Janet Nien- Hope College Y.M.C.A. are extend2. According to the Ohio Experiment Station, the application of
ing their influencesto several of H. J. Kleinheksei,Mr. and Mrs. H.
church and Rev. James Wayer, huis, and Marion Lnidens.
two tons of limestone in a four year rotationof eon, Oita,
H.
Kleinheksei
and
family.
Mr.
pastor of First Reformed church,
wneat and clover, over a thirteen year average, reaoHed in an
and Mrs. G. J. Kleinheksei. Mr.
officiated,while the other six served
and Mrs. Richard Woudwijk and
average increase of 14.26 bushels per acre of corn, or
as pallbearers.
son, Mr. and Mrs. James Robbers
return of 312.82 per acre. (Corn value at 90c.)
These were, Rev. Clarence Dame,
and son, Joseph Kleinheksei, Mr.
GIVE
Rev. James M. Martin, Rev. Paul
Solvay Limestone it delivered in hoik or 80 lb. bagt.
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Assured for
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NORTH AMERICAN
TRUST SHARES

-

43c; Otis Elevator, 47c; National Biscuit, 26c.
split,

Future Production

HOLLAND IS DEFEATED IN
TRACK MEET AT MUSKEGON

sisters.

They are

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Peter,

William, Christopher, Martin and
Mrs. Sam Nagelkerk of Zeeland,
and Mrs. Martin Nagelkerk of
Moline. Mr. Bareman was formerly
a Zeeland boy and has been teaching for the past 21 years in the
Grand Forks, North Dakota, High
School. He came here a few weeks
ago and was taken ill with pneumonia. Funeral services were held

These share splits were by General Electric,

consummated by June

Fast Frwhenaig Helps Determine

at

Nagelkerk, one mile north of Zeeland, after an illness of a few days.
He is survived by four brothers

and two

the Canadian Pacific

AnimaTt Soa

See your local dealer for prices, or write ns direct

Grace Elenbaas.

on June 30, 1930.

If

-

Z

and Mra. Anthony Elenbaas and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ry.
*enga and family, Hattie Ryzenga.
.Jernt, John, Dena,' Susan, and
Harvey Wolters. Gertrude Woordhuis, Kathryn Van Den Bosch, and

Cornelius Baretnan. 48 years
old, passed away Sunday night at
the home of his sister, Mrs. Sam

ican Trust Share for the semi-annual distribu-

is

o

Z

MOST MILK

ZEELAND

Up to March 30, 1930, the trustee for North
American Trust Shares has received from
three of the underlying corporations, share
split-ups, aggregating$1.16 per North Amertion

WELLGROWN COWS

Van Eerden, Rev. J. Vander Beek,
Rev. Thoma* W. Davidson,Rev.
Henry Van Dyke.

already approved,

30, it will add 30c

more, making a total of $1.46, plus substantial
cash income.

In a closely contested dual meet
between tracksters of Muskegon
Heights and Holland high schools

tJahtfo fadim/iilSSiimlk
oft*. (Oeifhtd700/At

at

BIG

’

ht iftrie

YTOUNG

to shareholders for subscriptions.

the Heights Tigers emerged with

tint fnshtnmi. Dnfirf *50 /At,

COWS OF ALL BREEDS MORE PROFITABLE
THAN SMALL COWS OF SAME BREED
luff

took place in Zeeland cemetery.

at the Heights Saturday afternoon

ata

afmMmkMftimtii

pndxt/fitoktMtiiMti

Thursday afternoonat 2 o’clock
from the home of his sister, Mrs.
Sam Nagelkerk, and at 2:30 from
the Third Christian Reformed
church of Zeeland, Rev. William
Hendricksonofficiating. Interment

The proposed Canadian Pacific stock split is to
be 4 to 1. This move will create a precedent on
the part of this railroad,its method of financing heretofore having been to offer new stock

tnd

Qm

cows that are

wr

II

i^1

cwcAMtwY

tmrmnt

grown not yet freshened. And the

final

1 before their first caivinr are the efTect is generally
\y a smaller cow at
the most maturity. Since it is the large r aniones
most
likely to be the
Afrs. O. N. Wells, assisted by Clarprofitable milk producers,says the mats of the breed that are the most
ence Dykema. Berdotte Mannes and
Blue Valley Creamery Institute. profitable, it pays to “grow them
Mrs. George Telgenhoff. It was an
This conclusion is emphasizedby out” well before they calve,
unusually pleasing occasion.
the monthly record of 40 heifers in The kinds and amounts of feed
an Iowa dairy herd improvementthe heifer receivesare vitally imThe Ladies’ Literary club met nasociation. Fifteen of these heifers portant factorsin determining the
Tuesday deviated from its usual freshened under 20 months of age,)aiseof the animal at maturity. A
custom of studying American au- weighed around 700 pounds each, 'growing heifer needs considerable
thors and listening to talks on and produced an average of l!> amounts of proteinsfrom which to
modern Americans heard an all- j«und* of butterfatfor the month, build flesh and other body tissues.
American musical program. The The other 25 heifers fresheningfor She also requiresan abundance of
program was rendered by the vari- the first time when over two years minerals from which to build bone,
ous music students about the city. old, weighed approximatelyMl Phosphorusand lime are the minOnly music written by American Pfunds each, and produced in the erals needed especially for bone
composerswas played.
sqmt month 25 pounds of butterfat. building.The cereal grains are the
The smaller butterfatproduction common Murce of phosphorusin
y°^Pr
••developed most good d.iry tow ration., Ume
M*?. WMdyejto .everal lf <ou„d in mMt ,vajl,bl,(orm in
r*ctSr* *h‘ch h»*e in infloMce
„d other |fgumt hty, „d
on the size and production of the
dairy cow at maturity. While in skimmilk. Vitamins also are
heredity plays an important part, needed for growth as well as for
most of the factors which affect the protection against disease. Green
growth and developmentof dairy feeds, alfalfa and other legume
heifer* can be controlledby pro- hays and fresh milk are (he best
longing the period before first sources of vitamins for growing
freshening and by proper feeding. heifers as well as for all other
After a dairy heifer freshens, her growing stock. Sunlight is also an
energy and feed are largly diverted important factor in promoting
from growth to milk production. growth because only in the pretUnder such conditions heifers in ence of sunlight can growing animilk make much leas growth than mals make the best use of the lime
heiferaof the same age that have in their feed.
The program was in charge of

(

You are urged to participateon June

30.

j
,

NOW

IS THE' TIME'
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TO

A.E.Kusterer

& Co.

Investment Bankers and Brokers
303*307 MICHIGAN

TRUST BUILDING

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. PHONE
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Lfetton for April

Practical

GIVING UP ALL FOR

Economy

THK

KINGDOM
LfclSON TEXT— Vatthaw

r,OLDEN TEXT— Lay up for your•alvhs troaauroaIn haavon.
PRIMARY TOPIC— Olvln* Jaaua
first Place.

OU need never entrust anyone else with
your doilies, table runners, scarfs, and embroidered
center pieces— those pieces so dear to a woman’s heart.
With an efficient hot water system instaUed in your
home it will take but a few minutes of your time to wash
them and you wiU know that they are beautifullydean.
All this is yours with a

Rival Automatic

Water Heater

JUNIOR

TOPIC— OlTlnf Jaaua

First Placa.

INTERMEDIATE' AND SENIOR

TOPIC— How Shall Ws Uaa Our
Monsy?

YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT
TOPIC — Stewardship of Poaaasaloni.

The lesson title la likely to be
misunderstoodand the teaching
misapplied. Christ did not directly,
nor by Implicationteach that eternal life could be obtained by parting with possessions.
I. A Certain Yeung Man (v. 16).
For a full view of the characterst lea of thla man. see Mark 10:1730 and Lnke 18:18-30.
1. Hla virtues.
(1) Courageous (Mark 10:7). He
was of high standing— a rich young
ruler (Lnke 18:18, 23). To come to
Jesus at this time might mean ostracism, but with manly courage he
came. (2) Earneat (Mark 10:17).
He knelt before Jesus, thus showI

It is

important to have

a good water heater. This does

necessarilymean an expensive one.

not

You

can get a thor-

oughly good one, correctly designed and
at moderate cost.

well insulated,

Water
stamp of

A revelationawaits you in the Rival Automatic
Heater — its countless

new

conveniences — the

up-to-datenessof the modern accepted things, hot
water, free flowing— day and night— from every faucet.
Rival Automatic Hot Water Service, tested and proved
by thousands of successful instaUations, can be yours
under the budget plan. It is easier to enjoy the luxury of
a Rival Automatic Water Heater at once than to save and
wait a year for
pay for

it, for

the Rival will pay for itself as

you

it.

Come in— Let Us Demonstrate

this Convenience!

TT

[OLLAND GAS CO.

ing earnestnessand

sincerity.

(Rom. 6:23).
II. The Lord’s Dealing With Him
(vv. 17-22).
Jesus skillfully led
man to see his errors.

TF

the young

1. His question—“Why calleit
thou me good?” (v. 17).
Before giving him r chance to answer He declared that only God
was good, as If to say, “I am good,
and thereforeGod.” He was God
manifest In the flesh, and repudiated the thought of being known
merely aa a good man.
2. Jeaua’ answer to the young
mon'e question (vv. 17-20).
'if thou wilt enter Into life, keep
the commandments.’’Christ met
him here on his own ground, namely, that of the law. He took the
young man’s level that the young
man's reel worth might be revealed
(Rom. 3:19, 20).
3. Chriet’a command (vv. 21, 22).
Replying to Christ'scitation of
the commandments of the law, the
young men asserted that he had
kept them from hla youth. Yet In
his Inner consciencehe knew that
there was something lacking. When
he had to mike the supreme decision between Jesus and his possessions. he chose wealth.
III. The Relationshipof tho Rich
to the Kingdom (vv. 23-28).
This teaching concerningthe peril
oj riches was roost timely. Covetousness was fast taking hold of the

he felt the need of preparing
for a life beyond. (4) Pious and
moral (v. 20). From hla youth he
had conformed to God's moral law.
(5) He believed that Christ could
Inform him of the "good thing" to
be done to Inherit eternal life.
2. Bis errors.
(1) About Christ (v. 16). He esteemed Jean* to be good, but did
not apprehend Him as God; otherwise he would have known Him not
merely as one who did good, but as
one who la essentially good ; that Is,
God. (2) Concerning himself. He
thought he was good and that ha
could do something good. (8) ConMrolAf eternal Ufa. Ha thought

Diogenes were looking for an honest man today,

JL instead of going about tho streets with a lighted

he would get a select list of those whose
Credit Ratings show they pay their bills promptly.

lantern,

YOU

have often heard

it

said

“Mr. So-and*Sois as good

as gold

you can bank on him

to pay any obligationhe contracts.*1

there are others again

where

brows or

a shrugging

inquiry brings a

lifting of

—

Then

the eye-

of the shoulders.You can bet your bottom

dollar that the former establishedhis enviable financial standing

“savings book” beginning. On the other hand you can bank

with

a

on

that

it

WHEN

the

latter hasn't a savings account.

one can boast

of a

savings account he can

boost in his margin of credit. Some way
community recognize a saver and

set

or

him down

also feel a

other

folks in a

as a safe person

to deal with.

ESTABLISH

people.

your financial independence by starting a savings

1. It

la difficultfor the rich to
enter Into the kingdom (vv. 23, 24).
This difficultyIlea not In the possession of riches, for a man may

account at this bank.

possess great riches and be an heir

This Bank pays 4 per cent

(3) High aspirations(v. 16). He of the kingdom. Money in Itself Is
wanted eternal life. Though taken essentially good. It will help the
up with the things of his present poor and help bring the gospel to
life,

man

the search for an honest

IlfROTBinnFOKIIllTIUJKTIOIfAlthat 1{ could he obtained by gooa
works. He did not know that the
only way to gain eternal life was
to receive It at a gift from God

Compounded Semi-Annually

the lost. The difficultylies In trusting in riches.

2. Entrance into the
though

difficult,

kingdom

Is possible (vv. 23,

26).

(1) It is possible for the grace
of God to sanctifyriches, to open
a man's eyes that he may see his
downward courae and repent, to
change a man from self-seeking to
self-sacrificing.
IV. Rewards for FollowingChrist
(w. 27-30).
Those who turn their backs upon
their kindred and possessionsfor
ths sake of Christ shall receive an
hundredfold in this life, and eternal
life in the world to come.

G. J.

DR.

E. D.

DIMNENT,

Vice

DIEKEMA,

President

Pres. WYNAND WICKERS,

FIRST STATE

-

-

Exec. Vice Pres, and
Cashier

BANK

The Bank with the Largest Capital and Surplus

HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN
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GRAND HAVEN KIDDIE KOVER HOPE COEDS TO FIGURE
POPULARITY CONTEST
FACTORY ON THE BOOM
Th® Kiddie Korer Co., Grand
Haven’s newest industrialacquisition Is dally increasingproduction
here while maintaining a full crew
of 126 at the Detroit plant to keep
up an unprecedented run of spring
business.

The Grand Haven operationsare
gettingunderway as dozens of garments are being turned out The!
buildingis being rehabilitated and
organization is being completed.
The recent destructionof a transportation truck alowed up activities here by destroying a quantity
of machinery which was to have
been installed this week, and which
would have provided for the employment of more girls.
A sprinklersystem is being put
in this week, the elevatorbuilt on
the outside of the building has
been completed, the officeshave

IN F. Van Wieren & wf. Pt. Lots 10, Paul Pearson & wf. Pt. Lot 7 Blk
11, 12 of Harrington Westerhof& 15, S.W. Add. to City of Holland.
Kramer’s Add. No. 2, Village of
Henry Karsten A Wf. to ChrisHope college coeds will figure Harrington, City of Holland.
tian J. Den Herder. Pt. NWK
in a beauty and popularitycontest,
SEK Sec. 23-5-15 W., Holland
Marinus Van Tatenhove Jr. & Twp.
the winners to be honored with full
page photos in the next issue of wf. to Marinus Van TatenhoveSr.
Margaret Markham to Nelson
the Milestone, the college annual A wf. SE«4 NW* Sec. 16-5-16W.,
A. Miles. A wf. Pt.
Lot 15,
published by the junior class. Four Holland Twp.
Blk 35, City of Holland.
or six coeds will be chosen from a
Marinus Van Tatenhove Sr. &
Nelson A. Miles A wf. to Marlist of 30 candidates by John Held,
wf. to Marinus Van TatenhoveJr.
Markham etal Pt. WH Lot
jr., famous artist and cartoonist.
& wf. Eft SW>4 NEK Sec. 16 garet
The names of the winners will also NWK SEK Sec. 16-5-15 W., 15, Blk 35, City of Holland.
MargaretMarkham to Nelson A.
be kept a secret until the volume Holland Twp.
Miles A wf. Pt WK Lot 16, Blk.
is publishedin June. Willard WichCharles James McLean & wf. to 36, City of Holland.
ers of Zeeland is editor-in-chief of

WK

The Milestone will be illustrated
with campus scenes, college buildings, group pictures of society and
other organizations,student council, classes,faculty and individual
pictures of some of the upper class
members. Another feature will be
a calendar of the year's events on
the

Thursdaywas a great day for the
been installed.
Holland beauty shops, for Hope’s
Coveralls, of denim, chambrayl
fairest co-eds were selected on the
and drills are being turned out by]
evening of that day. The sorority
the hundred dozen. The cutting is
meetings were a little quieterthan
done on the first floor, and Uaken
.....
1, for each girl was trying her
to the second,where girls and wo- 1 /
to use sane judgment in
men turn out the finished garment.1 W!81
her choice. Several fraternities met
the express purpose of selecting
ALLEGAN ASKS SPECIAL SES- for
six of the prettiestgirls. Many
SION IN DAM FIGHT
surmises have been made as to the
The city of Allegan has filed a agreementof the choice of the men
petition for a special session of the a,J(| ffiris. but here are the results
Allegan county board of supervis- which will be sent to John Held,
ore to take new action on the
He will select fr°m Hiese
atruction of the proposedhydro- photos the six prettiest co-eds.The
electric dam across the Kalamazoo : girl* may pick their best photo.
(not in order of votes won)
river to supply municipal light and
power. At the final session of the Anne De Jonge
board Saturday night it split even Sady Grace Masselink
on the proposal to start construc- Margaret Steketeo
tion. The petition was signed by Nella De Haan

con-

Marion Chomyei
Ethel Leestma
Ruth Koster
WOMAN AWARDED $3,400
Helen Johnson
An Allegan county circuit court Arloa Van Peursem
jury today awarded Mrs. Charles I Marie Kleis
Burnett $3,400 in her $3,500 suit Lucille Walvoord
againstMr. and Mrs. Charles King, Marion Anderson
her former parents-in-law.
Anna Mae Engelsman
In her claim, Mrs. Burnett al- Marguerite Rottschncffei
leged that after the death of her Geneva Dogger
former husband, James King, she Anette Bos
turned all his property over to his Katherine De Jongh
parents to sell, but that they kept Dorothy De Goed
Olga Bender
the money.
Ruth Weidner
Mildred Klow
Final Debate Scheduled

eight supervisors.

OF

GEORGETTES

you to

if

.

maid

a

or

Many Smart Adaptations

matron
N

Dotted Swiss

_

v

• • *

see

plete a smart Spring ensemble.

$3.88 to $12.88

Ward’s

AFTER

EASTER SALE-and SAVE!
Styles for Girls and

Women

in

38c

ironed. Enjoy

Lay

• •

•

Stepladders, safe, durable,

. . .

work

. .

18c

Plain

Shantung •

•

its

Look at them Walk on
them! See their smart
floral pattern. You’ll
agree they are the biggest rug values you’ve
seen in years! A big rug
!

easy operation.

Buy Tomorrow, the

* m

last day of

7

at a big bargain!

Easy Terms Arranged if You Wish

K

Floor Varnish

39c

Plain Shantung in assortment of
colors. Fine quality ..... .......

Linoleum Inlaid .
Linoleum; 6

ft.

wide.

terns. Per running

Tucked Panels

Wardway
Vacuum Cleaner

.

Tile pat-J

foot - -

1.05

•

economical way to curtain
your windows I Smart patterns.

$21.25

!1.19

Printed Linoleum •

•

.

•

made,

stylish ......

..

......

’13.95

Wardway! Buy

Suits • •

Easy Terms Arranged

Mazda Lamps
Mazada Lamps

new

floors a

spring coat! This var

for the Last

re-

Day

of the Clearance Salel

Rex O-Paint

Geaner
if

You Wish

""’9.95

45c

•

Boys’ Fruit Of The Loom Wash $
Suits. Durable and smart .......
• •

NOW!

•

pairs of trousers .........

Wash

whisks up all the dirt and lint on the rugs or
carpets! The handy attachmentsftrret out
dirt in comers, or behind radiators! Enjoy a

•

Boys' Longie Suits

Boys*

Complete with Attachments! Keep your home
spic and span with this powerful suction
Vacuum Cleaner! The stationary brush just

.

Suita, Well

Give your

duced

Q7

Quart

dampoeas. Sharply

• . A_

Printed Linoleum,12 ft. wide.*!
Neat patterns. Per running ft..

76c

nish withstandsthe
rigora of heat and

•

An

Boy's Longie Suits, with

of Lourens Schoemaker

$6.95

•

Barense. Lot 18 First Add. to Port
Sheldon Beach of Sec. 21-6-16
Port Sheldon Twp.
Dec’d by Exr. to Charley Rozema
Parcel of land in N.E. Cor. Sec.
24-5-15 W., Zeeland Twp.
Otto P. Kramer & wf. to John

actual money!

the Clearance Sale!

strong!

Sim

Easily handled ....... .........

Boys' Blue Serge

W

.

washing! Watch the swift,
efficient way your clothes are

.

your summer supply! Yd .....

Stepladders

Rugs

Irons your first clothes while the last ones are

Prints

Ideal for children's dresses!

Wardoleum
9 zlS ft.

Saves you time

Lovely tub-fast colors ... SO
smart for summer frocks.Yd.
.

New

Electric Ironer

19c

Glorio Cloth
.

New

$55.95

^

Dotted Swiss with woven checks
and fast color dot*. Yd.

Ralph A. Veltman & wf. to
Martha E. Bertsch.Pt. Lot 74 I,ake
View Add. Plat of Lake View Add
Park Twp.
Wm. C. Barense & wf. to Louise

i

A

A

Wardway

Electric Gyrator

Removes

the soot

and

grease of Winter at

•

• •

Shorts.

QQ

a

fraction of the cost of

paint Drasticallyreduced for the Clear-

$84.95

ance Salel

•

frosted inside to

give glarelesslight .............
cor-

20c
17c

Wash your Clothes cleaner, faster, better, at
less expense with a Wardway Gyrator! Sur-

Rubber

passes other machines of twice its price.
Porcelain enamel tub, large, deep, and easy to

Curtain Material
Curtain Material of Grenadine.
Fast Color, two-tone effects. Yd.

19c

clean in from 5 to 7 minutes.

Get the

Grenadine

39c

Gloves

keep clean. Gyrator swirls and swishes clothes

Buy tomorrow!

benefit of our Clearance Price!

Easy Terms Arranged

if

39c pair

You Wish

Yd ............

Buy two

pairs for the
price ofone. Saves your

be $old to settle estate.

119 W. 11th St.

vy— Black— Beige— Green-

All the lovely shades that com-

Buy during THE

SPECIALS

Sheer Grenadine.

Howe mutt

a

.

Other Big Money Saving ValuesfSqturday!

Boy’s Blue Serge

1 block weat of City Hall

Lacy Straws
Panamalac— Baku

charm— we have it! Whether you’re
. come to Ward’s for a frock!

Women and Misses

Sizes Jot

want to look the world right in
the face I But no matter whether
they go up or down— they make
a hat look interesting!

you’re very practical and like a Frock of dignified

these Values!

SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
ESTATE TRANSFERS

Beautiful Location

AFTER

—PRINCESS LINES.

interesting as well as

individual.We invite

rugated glass ends .............

in.

style, too, in this

—

clever details of tailoringmake

new Coats

the

Mazda Headlight Bulbs with

8

every oc-

You can find one to suit your
every mood! Drooping brims
turned to a demure angle, or
piquant up turned brims that

SOFf CAPES— SHORT PUFFY BABY SLEEVES

Woolens

But

Boys’ Linen and Crash
Easy to wash

ft.

little Frocks for

be modem in
the fashions of Spring— you must have the “old
time’’ charm of femininity.GRACEFUL FLARES

Tweeds— Coverts— Kashmirs

Boys’ Shorts

Lot 67

FLAT CREPES

EASTER CLEARANCE SALE. To

Broadcloths— Novelty

Many

a becoming

You’ll find

Capes— Scarfs— Fitted Lines

SEMI-ANNUAL

Van Landegend Estate

$1.45

casion ... afternoon bridge parties or evening dances!

modes.

and Mrs. Frank Dykman and fam- forth that if the dam was to be
financially successfulfor the city
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dykman
of
Allegan the rural sections
and family, and relatives from
Grand Rapids. Decatur, Holland, wanted a share of the “gravy.’’
Waukazoo and Harderwykwere At the board's January session
the Fargo Engineeding company of
present.After a program of readJackson, sought a permit to build a
ings and singing of hymns and
dam at the Manlius site. This was
Dutch psalms, a dainty two course
denied. Today the General Power
luncheon was served. Mrs. Dykman teceived many pretty and company of Jackson, applied for
permission to build at the Manlius
useful gifts.
site. This was denied by a 19 to 9
vote on the presumption that the
General Power and Fargo companies were one and the same.

FOR SALE

and

What. an opportunity! Chic

and

Beginning at 9 o’clock

IncL

!

ALLEGAN CITY DAM

Est.

May3

PRINTED CREPES and CHIFFONS

PRICE Dress Coats or Sports Coats
... in many versions of the Spring

iS'J!:

SALE!

spl Pt Lot 97 Riverside Add. to Holwf. Lot 17 Thomas Add. land.

A

Have Temperamental Brime

AFTER-EASTER CLEARANCE

-

26, 1930

Lucas Smith A wf. to Joseph Twp.
Arthur W. Wrieden A wf. to E.
White A wf. etal Lot 17 Thomas
P. Stephan A wf. Lota 20, ChamAdd., City of Holland.
Joseph White A wf. to J. James ber of Commerce Sub. of Pt of
Bor A wf. Lots 7, 8, 13, 19, 22 A SEK SEK Sec. 31-5-15 W,
23, Elmdale Court Sub., City of of Holland.
Eeltje O. Holkeboer A wf.* to
Holland.
Henry Wolbert A wf. Lot 96 and

Are Interesting in Line!

new Coats,
and better still— you’ll like our

Although it had been hoped that
early building of the proposed municipalpower dam at the Calkins
briage site on Kalamazoo river
might be begun, oppositiondeveloped in the board of supervisors
final meeting of the season and the
matter was automatically tabled
until the June session when a tie
vote was recorded on the proposal
to permit the city to go ahead with
the work.
Lengthy discussionpreceded the
balloting.The city offered to pay
taxes on township lands that might
be flooded as a result of the dam in— o
stallation. This proposal didn’t
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Stielstra
meet with favor among the rural
entertainedat their home at Lakewood Boulevard last week Thurs- supervisors. Allegan and Valley
townships each demanded payment
day evening in honor of their aged
of $1,200 a year and the county-atmother, Mrs. R. Dykman, the occalarge asked $1,000, in all a $3,400
sion being her eightieth birthday
annual subsidy.
ajmivCTsarj Her c dren, Mr.
-pj,0 township representatives
set

Saturday, April

Raalte’s Add. No. 1, City

AFTER EASTER

You’ll like these smart

SUPER.
VISORS BLOCK BUILDING

0

Van

of Holland.

Have “Old Time” Charm

Alice Boter
With G. R. Squad Here Harriet Boschma
Eunice Hymn
An interesting post-season de- Berdean Welling
bate has been arranged for the Julia Van Dam
members of the Hope College Lucille Schaeffer
squad. There will be a dual de- Ruth Everhart
bate with the debaters of Grand Ella Roggen
Rapids Junior College this Wednes- Marguerite Kinkema
day afternoon on the subject. “Re- Hilda Aiken
solved that capital punishment Bertha Olgers
should be abolished.” This is the Jeanne Herman
topic that the Shaxon men of Ruth Bolhuis
Grand Rapids hare been discussing Louise Bosman
all season. Our men have only re- Ruth Van Dyke
cently begun its study. Last year Ruth Hospers
Coach Shaxon of Grand Rapids Joan Van der Werf.
Junior had his men here for a prac- Velda Blair
tice debate. The fine work then I Edith Cunnagin
presented by his proteges augurs Mildred De Pree
well for an interestingencounter Josephine Rodenberg.
Lois Keppel
this time.
Janet Yonker
Hope
nounces that each team win
will ccon- Lenore Nykamp
sist of only two members. The Verna Brouwer
affirmativeteam of Hope will be Hope Van Landegend
Kamil Toonian and Carl Postma, Ada Nienhuis
while the negativeside will be
ftytaken by Ravmond Schaap and C. John Held, Jr.
Nettinga. There will be an audiPOOR ALLEGAN RURAL
ence decision.

Club

C.

SMART COATS CLEARANCE SALE
SPRING HATS
NEW
FROCKS
$7.88

i

Richard Buursma, 34 years old,
passed away last week Thursday
evening at the Muskegon Sanatarium. He is survived by his wife
and one daughter, Isla Mae. His
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hemme
Buursma and three sisters and
two brothers. Mr. Buursma was
employed at the Holland Shoe comnany. Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon at 1 :30 from the
home of his parents at 263 East
10th street and at 2 o’clock from
the Maple Avenue Christian Reformed church. Rev. D. Zwier officiating. Intermenttook place in
Pilgrim Home cemetery.

SWK^^V
^

NWK NEK

John F. Van Wieren A wf. to
Fred Holing A wf. to Jacob
Gerrit J. Tirtmer A wf. Pt. Lots Molegraff A wf. Pt. NEK SWK
10, 11 A 12 Harrington, Wester- Sec. 36-6-16 W., Port Sheldon Twp.
hof A Kramer's Add. No. 2, Vill
Frank Essenburg etal to Casof Harrington, City of Holland.
per W. Nibbeljnk Pt. NK SWfrlK
Nelson A. Miles A wf. to Mar- Sec. 10-6-15 W., Holland Twp.
garet Markham etal Pt. Lot 27,
Frank Essenburgetal to Ca
rasper White

Get your Spring Dress and Coat HERE— at a substantial AFTER EASTER saving! The styles are
delightfully feminine, to meet the 1930 Spring
Fashion requirements!

'

Woman’s Literary

Nibbelink, Lot 12, Riverview City of Holand, also Lots 1 A 14
Elmdale Court, City of Holland.
Sub. Holland Twp.
Board of County Road Commis•A” City of Holland.
John Van Dykp etal to John
Henry P. Zwemer A wf. to Van- Van Dyke A wTTot
wf. I
26 Bolhuis- sioners of Ottawa Co. to State of
Michigan Pt NE Cor. of
den Berg Bros. Oil Co. Pt Lot 27, Everett Sub. of Pt of SWK
Sec. 23-5-05 W., Holland^|
H. P. Zwemer’s Sub. Lot 8, of A. Sec. 32-6-16W., City of Holland.

April 26 tp

campus.

chines of the very latest type hare

RUMMAGE

W.

Sub. No. 1, Lot 1, Blk “A” Cit
of Holland,
i, also Eft Lot 2,

the Milestone.

been remodeledand sewing ma-|

-

Nelson A. Miles A wf. to Margaret Markham etal Pt. WV4 Lot
15, Blk 35, City of Holland.
Margaret M'arkham to Ntelson
A. Miles A wf. Pt. Lot 27 Sub. of
Lot 1, Blk “A" City of Holland,
also EV4 Lot 2 Blk “A” City of
Holland.

hands from

Montgomery Ward &
Store Hours: 8:30 >. m. to 5:30

p.

m.; Sat. 8:30 to

9:30

Phone

2828

25-27 East 8th

St.,

Co.

the

of housework.

ravages

A

sale

value seldom dupli*

Holland, Mich.

r
-

______

______

U

.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Volume Number 59
THOUSANDS OF EVERGREEN
AND HARDWOOD SEEDLINGS
WILL BE PLANTED BY*
STATE ALONG

Fifteen thousand 10 to 12 foot

hardwood trees and 650,000 evergreen seedlings are to be planted
this year in the state’s highway
beautificationprogram according
to Phelps Vogelsong, landscape en-

gineer for the state highway de-

partment. The planting will be
completed this spring and will entail an expenditure of around a
half million dollars. It is the larg-

est

beautification

scheme yet

launched by the state.

The

Hollund, Michigan, Thuriday, April 24, 1930

green seedlingswhich are from 12
to 14 inches high will be on peninsular trunk lines and the northern
half of lower Michigan. They will
serve utilitiesas well as beauty by

ever-

City

Bill Connelly

forming snow fences. The larger

HIGHWAY

Three Sections

News

TOO MANY

as follows:“The subject

1 am to

Leaves Holland
Urgent Message

discuss contains much
informationon the questionof
Weight Tax Diversion,as proposed
in the so-calledDykstra Bill.

And

“I think the best object lesson
against any curtailment of State
SAYS THIS CITY SHOULD ES- Highway funds lies right at HolPECIALLY BE INTERESTED land's own door: namely, the urgent
need for a bridge over Black River
ids and Lansing and similar apportionment on other main routes. Speaka on Highway Legislation and on US-31, the paving of M-21 between Holland and Zeeland, the
According to Vogelsongall new
Finance Before Rotary
paving over the VrieslandSink
construction this year is to be
Members
hole, and the constructionof a large
planted at once.
portion of US-31 between Holland
Wm. Connelly, better known as and Benton Harbor.
‘‘ConcreteConnelly,,--hebeing the
Thought for th« Day
“We are putting up a strong
father of the concrete highway in
Courage Is a virtue that the this state, was the guest speaker fight against this proposed diveryoung cannot spare. To lose It Is before the Rotary Club of Holland, sion of funds and will be pleased to
to grow old before the time; It Is Thursday.
have the support of your paper.”
better to make a thousand mistake*
Mr. Connelly had an interesting Anyway, here is the speech as
and suffer a thousand reverses than subject to discuss and before the given at the Rotary Club:
to run away from battle,— Henry discourse to the club members, he
“Highway Legislation and Finance”
Van Dyke.
I said in an interview to the Holland
"Michigan hai
area of 57,980
trees will be placed along the trunk
lines in the south half of the lower
peninsula. Two thousand will go on
the trunk line between Grand Rap-

Number 17

the Cat

COOKS” MAKE
MUCH MONEY

Came Back
111

The Holland High xenior claaa
play financial committee have a fine
balance in the treasury from the
farce comedy "Too Many Cooks.”
Money from tickets sold ..$1,047^5
Advertising revenue ........ 14.60
..

Total amount .................
$1,068.85
Disbursements to date ......306.66
Balance on

hand

...........

$

756.16

Edith Boeve heads the

r

Si

't

•'

^

list of
seniors having the greatest sale of
tickets to htfr credit, having sold

.

)

HP

124 senior play entries. Ernest
Allen receives second honors with
95 sold, Henry Kleinheksel63, and
Edith Arnold 55. Myron Van Leeuwen, treasurer of the senior claaa,
has also compiled a financial report
I that showsI goo
good work. The stadium
fund and the class memorial will
he helped materially.

GIBSON
• .\v’.•'•V*
.v

Why

Support Your Home Town Chamber of Commerce

-Series No.

•'

ns

5

Hip
Chamber Protects Your Business.
Through our daily vigilance your home town
This

Chamber of Commerce

who prey upon
Chambers of Commerce.

THIS CUV
PROTECTED

BY A

on-boys”

./

The Chamber

LIVE**

_

has no objection to assisting deserv*

movements' The Chamber does not object to aid
iven any worthy cause. But the Chamber DOES

^

object to high-pressure promoters preying

rC'~yy

upon our
W N

business interests.

Join Your

Chamber

Every membership

is

of

you?

Commerce Now.

an extra protection for Holland.

Our Telephone is 2455.

BE A SELF-STARTER-DON’T

WAIT

TO BE

JIB

U.)

as^ you, Mr. Non-Member Citizen, is
this protectionworth 7 cents a day to

Then
O

cities not protected by

g

chamber

COERCE

I
m

protects local business “come*

ASktD-Forward Your Check

Today!

Mrs. Charles Robinson, 67 year*
old, passed away Saturday evening
at her home in Gibson. She is survived by her husband and three
daughters and one son, Mrs. E. McWilliams of Holland, Mrs. E. Sundin, Mrs. O. Kudin, and Robert
Robinson, all of Gibson.

program and disappointthose

sections not yet adequately served by

paved trunk lines. A few of the
larger cities have been well connected with pavement and the
strongest sentimentfor this diversion comes from those cities.
Does it not look like a very selfish
policy. Like the policy of ‘We’ve
got ours, boys, the rest of you can
scramble.'

we

“If

agree that the

cities

should share to a greater extent, it
can be done without any change in
the present law. Both the State and
counties may curry on extensive
work within cities under the present law. A larger participation
on
the part of the County Boards in
street widening, construction, grade
separations, crossing protection,
etc., coupled with the live year program planned by the State Highway Commissionermight be the
solution.Let it be a matter of administrationrather than making a
grab bag out of the motor vehicle

1 lion in the cities.
A few of the turn createsa demand for nddltionuation of $8,126,361,900.00, n popu- larger cities would receive the lion's | ul highway constructionand mainshare of it. This figure is conserva- 1 tenance at an almost equal ratio.
lation of about 4,500,000.We have
live because the heavy trucks and
"Certain publicationskeep flashan advanced form of centralized buses an- largely of city origin. The ing before the readers the total sum
state government.We have a state proposed law does not specifically derived annually from weight and
trunk line system of 7,700 miles require the expenditureof this gas tax. For 1929 this amounted
administered by a State Highway money on through streets such as to $43,968,009.70.When proper exCommissionerelected by the peo- state trunk lines or extensions of planation is omitted the render is
ple. We have 83 counties in the county roads into cities. This Bill left with the falsi-impression that
state with 16,000 miles of count/ would permit the use of these funds this is the amount available for
road and 1,376 townships with 58,- on any street or alloy that the city road building. The intentional omis000 miles of township road. We governmentsaw fit. Since most of sion of all of the facts is as dis- funds.
have 1, 4(H), (KM) Michigan owned mohonest as a direct lie. Out of the
“Now let us see what can be done
tor vehiclesusing these highways.
above named sum $24,449,279.06
is for the townships. They as well as
Our population has been drifting
allotted to the followingfixed the cities and villageshave their
to the cities during the past few
charges. Counties’ share, trunk line tux burden and need more money
years, until we have about 85 per
maintenance, sinking fund, main- for roads than thev are able to raise
cent living in cities and 15 per cent
tenance equipment, rewards, drain by property tax. Many countiesanon farms. Ninety per cent of the
tax, cities and villages and admin- nually take over a substantialmilemarketableproducts of the State
istration, leaving $18,673,730.64
for age of township roads, but with
comes from mills and mines and
construction. This, together with 58,000 miles of such roads to conFederal Aid and miscellaneousre- sider it will be many years before
only 10 per cent from the farms.
We have seen lumbering gradually
ceipts, provides for building about the counties can give the needed re4(H) miles of pavement and 2(H) lief without*some other source of
give way to farming and farming
become second to manufacturing.
miles of other types each year revenue. We should be able to arwhich is far short of the needs of rive at an equitablebasis for townDuring this period of transition,the
the State measuredby conservative ship relief after the State and Fedsummer resort and touristtravel
have grown to impresShe proportraffic survey, or measured by the eral Governments have completed
demands of innumerabledelega- the highway transport survey
tion. We have witnessed the altions from all parts of the which has been arranged for. The
_ most total extinction of the elecState constantly calling at Lan- survey will show what use of rural
tric Interurbnnrailroad and the loss
l
of millions of dollars to investorsin
sing for immediate work on their roads is made by vehicles not origtheir stocks and bonds. The growparticular projects.A supporter of inatingwithin the local unit.
ing use of the motor vehicle has the funds for these purposes are the weight tax diversion bill also
“It would seem reasonable to
played a major part in bringing raised from assessments of abut- states that the state is incapableof conclude from the foregoing facts
about these great changes. The mo- ting property,this would have the spending any more money due to that the Dykstra Bill does not protor vehicle has created the neces- effect of reducing the taxes on only the short construction season in vide a more eouitable division of
sity for a costly system of highways. the property along the street im- this latitude.This of course is ab- the motor vehiclefunds or a more
In the days of animal-drawnve- proved under this plan. We believe surd. There are hundreds of able efficientmeans of administrationof
hicles,the cost of road improvement that if any State funds are used contractorsavailable.There never expenditures and should be accordwas carried on by funds derived they should Is- spent largely on was a better labor market. Con- ingly opposed. Further that we
from propertytax. Most of the those projects which are financed crete mixers and asphalt plants, should encourage a more liberal
traffic on the highways in those by the city at large, such as grade cranes and grading machineryare participationon the part of the
days was farm to market traffic. separations,bridges, major street lying idle ready for triple the work counties where county roads enter
Today 90 per rent of the traffic is widenings, etc. This Would reduce planned and plenty of machinery into or extend through cities that
city to city. Total funds derived the taxes of all city taxpayers and builders ready to supply more.
we should favor a law providing for
“Does it not seem that the advo- township relief based on the State
for all highway purposes in the not those of only a favored few.
State in 1929 amounted to $57,"The Dykstra Bill would return cates of this diversionof funds have and Federal survey about to be
000,000 of which $44,000,0(8)was a ridiculouslysmall sum to many allowed their local tax problems made, and finally recommend that
motor vehicleweight and gas tax, townships, there being 1,376 town- to obscure their view of the State’s the State Highway Commissioner’s
which means property through ships in the State and many of needs. They are not State minded. five year program, which provides
township and county levies is still them do not have more than 1(H) Their vision ends at the city lim- for a liberal expenditure in cities,
bearing 23 per cent of the burden. motor vehicles, which would return its. They would erect a Chinese lx* endorsed and the laws on allotThis leaves the door open for con- them only $500 annually. Natur- wall about their municipality. They ment of motor vehicle funds be left
siderablespeculationas to whether aly the State Associationof Super- would cripple the State Highway undisturbed during that period.”
or not the motor vehicleis paying visors put their stamp of disapenough. Certainly it does not argue proval on this scheme at their anfor any reduction in weight tax nual meeting in Lansing in Janwhich is regularlyproposed at each uary. At the present time the
session of the Legislature.
townships receive no funds from the
“We have four systems of high- State for their roads while the law
ways to consider. The state trunk allows the cities $2, (MM) per mile for
line roads or primary roads, the trunk line maintenance within their

square miles with an assessed val-

1

YOU CANT AFFORD TO MISS

THE

TORCH
BEARERS
Guaranteed

'i

to

cure your blues

-PRESENTED BY-

The Senior Class

of

Hope College

=^=CARNEGIE HALL=

—

Three Hilarious Nights

county or secondary roads, the

limits.

township or tributaryroads and the
streets of the incorporatedvillages
and cities. Funds for township or
tributary roads are derived wholly
from property tax. In most counties the motor vehicle weight tax
allotted to the county is supplemented by a substantialproperty
tax either through general county
tax levy or local assessment under
the Covert Act or both. Cities and
villages have various methods of
financing street construction and
maintenance,usually by general
property tax for intersectionsand
special tax on abutting property for
the remainder. The state trunk
lines are financed wholly by motor
vehicle weight and gas tax, there
being no other source of revenue
except in the matching of dollars
for a limitedFederal Aid.

“While it seems that no argument
needed to justify the cost of state
roads being borne largely by the
city owned vehicles,yet it might
lx- well to bear in mind that on
some of our main industrial trunk

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

M

is

lines, pavements10 inches thick re-

inforced with steel and costing
$40,000.00 per mile are now required to carry th** traffic of city
origin, while a gravel road costing
$2,(MM).(M) per

Ugj~fJ

mile and upwards

would sene the traffic of rural origin in most instances.The trading
radius of a city should be considered
the city limits and since the trading
radius of one city laps over the
trading radius of the next city, our
trunk line roads have become merely an elongationof our city streets.
Let us forget the invisiblecorporate
limits laid down by our charters.
“During the past six years the
For several years certain interests in a fe”- of the larger cities State has expended $125,6oO,(MMMH)
have kept aiive the theory that a on constructionand maintenance of
of
substantial part of the motor ve- trunk line roads, $24,0(M),(MH).(Kl
hicle tax should be turned over to which was spent in cities and vilthe cities for use on city streets. lages. The State Highway CommisThe promoters of this theory have sioner has recently publicly stated
expanded on the idea and now ad- that his tentative five year program
vocate including the townshipsin involves an even larger outlav in
participatingin these funds. The the cities, which includes bridges,
latter move would of course include grade separations,liberal participavillages. The1 proposed change tion in street widening projects,
would return one-thirdof the mo- crossing protection,etc. Regardtor vehicleweight tax to cities and less of this large expenditure in the
townships according to the motor cities and villages and on trunk line
vehicle registration
within their re- roads through the townships, and
spective units. The promotorsof regardless of the expenditures by
this plan having failed to secure the counties on roads in and adthe enactment of such a law at the jacent to cities and in and through
last session of Legislature by the townships, this demand on the part
so-called Dykstra Bill, have organ- of certain city interests persists.
“Not all of the cities have joined
ized a movement to have the measure made a law under the initiative in this demand for furtherdivision
and referendum provision of the of the motor vehiclefunds. Many
Constitution.If there is any merit are satisfiedwith the work the
in this demand, such an extremity State and counties have done or
should not be necessary. If it is plan to do in or adjacent thereto.
without merit it should be opposed The promoters of the Dykstra Bill
by every honorable means. The pro- carefullyfail to advertisethe huge
posed law, at the estimated income sum the State has spent within the j
for 1931, when it would become ef- cities and villages during the past
fective, would yield the cities and six years. They claim that they are
townships about $10,000,000 per only asking for the accruing inyear. As only 15 per cent of Mich- crease, which by 1931, when the
igan's population is rural, it is law would become effective would
therefore fair to assume that the leave the State and counties the
same ratio would hold in motor ve- same amount they are getting this
hide ownership which would in- year. The intentionallyor othcrdicate that at least 85 per cent or 'wise neglect to consider that the
$8, 5(H), 000 would he distributedac- increased number of vehiclesthat
cording to motor vehicle registra-produces the increased revenues,in

Hut an
extension telephone
is

Extension tele-

phones bring added
comfort and convenience

8:00 p. m.

Sharp

Tickets 50c and 75c, at Huizenga’s, 6 E. 8th St, Holland

YOU’LL SPLIT

home

steps and

effort.

|

i

-

your

:

MAY 7-8-9
LAUGH

to

by saving time and

|

j

YOU’LL

more Convenient-

-

,

YOU’LL ROAR

Cal! the telephone business
office

for

additional in-

formation about extension
telephones in your home

An

Extension

Telephone
Costs Only

A

FEW

CENTS
A DAY

<

'
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Honora Were Even

The Five Paula
license to constructsidewalk signed denberg, A. P. Kleis, Henry Prins.
A man was sitting beside the bed by Reinder Israels with Cornelius Welfare: B. Steffens, A. P. Kleis,
Here la a good example of whni
of his boslnesa partner,who was Israelsand John J. Good, as sure- B. Veltman.
frequentlyhappens In the polyglot
Public Bldgs.:F. Yonkman,
ties.
djrlAf.Said the litter:
Balkans. A man named Pavel, that

Wm.

Mathematics
' The theories of equation nnd proportionwere Introducedamong the
Greeks by Thales. These were
elaborated by Pythagoras, Greek
Is, Paul, had five sons. One set
tied In Athens and called himself philosopher of the Sixth century,
B. C„ to whom Is due the honor of
Pavlopoulo,the Greek form of Paul
son; the second went to Belgrade having raised mathematics to the
and called himself Pudovlch;the rank of a science.
third. In Sofia, called himself l*uv
loff; the fourth made his home In
Bucharestunder the name Pav
MORTGAGE SALE
lescu. while the youngest set up In
business In Constantinople,nssum
WHEREAS Default has been
Ing the Turkish form of Pnvloglu

Boyhood's Big Goal
It may be n bit far fetched for
parents to raise every boy with the
I ‘residencyIn view, hut It Is bitter to suggest the Improbable to our
children than to speak to them
In n disparaging and discouraging
way about their future prospects.—
AmericanMagazine.
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ASSOCIATED TRUCK LINES

Thompson, A. Hyma.
Granted.
The Latest in Transportation“Service” our Motto]
Clerk presented communication Public Lighting: A. Postma, B.
£50,000—1 sold the blue prints ot from Walter G. Groth, Chairmanof Steffens, J. Woltman.
Sewers: B. Veltman, B. Habing,
your Intention to a rival firm— 1 the committee on building the
stole the letters that were used short term Camp House at Scout F. Brieve.
Sidewalks: B. Habing, A. Postma,
against you in your divorce case." point, invitingthe Common Coun“Don't worry," said his partner cil to the dedicationof the building F. Brieve.
Licenses: H. Prins, A. Postma,
“Don't worry— I poisoned you!*'
and Camp site to be held Saturday,
Wm. Thompson.
April 19, 1930, at 2:(M> P.M.
Civic Improvement:J. Woltman,
Communicationaccepted,and as
Tastea Differ
many of the Council members to B. Habing, F. Yonkman.
Heard at the public library:
Ordinances: A. Hyma, B. Stefattend exercisesas possible.
made in the payment of moneys se"Is the book In about the othei
fens, B. Veltman.
cured by a mortgage dated the 24th
Reports of Committees
•ixr
Music: Wm. Thompson, J. WoltHolland Phone
Office Cor. Pine & 8th
12420— Expires May 10
day of May, One Thousand Nine
"please to gimme a Bible story
ways and mun, Henry Prins.
The Committee on Ways
Hundred Twenty-six (1926) execuSTATE
OF
MICHIGAN
about Queen Elisabeth."
Means reported having received the
ted by Hayden-KoopmenAuto
The Probate Court for the
Attorneys-at-Law
“1 Just lo\e to rend books like report of the auditors, Jonathan B.
Motions and Resolutions
Companv, a Corporation, of the
County of Ottawa.
this and see what the big words
On
motion
of
Aid.
Kleis
the
folCook & Co., covering the audit of
At a session of said Court, held City of Holland,Michigan, as morture and learn how to use them."
the books and financial records of lowing resolutions were adopted:
OlVice— over the First State
From the mouth of a very dell I the City of Holland for the fiscal RESOLVED, that the rules of at the Probate Office in the City gagors, to Austin Harringtonof
BROS., Operators
of Grand Haven in the said Coun- said City of Holland, as mortgagee
Bank
cate little girl— ‘Tlenth give me a
year closingMar. 17, 1930. Said re- the preceding Council be and are
took about rattlethnaketh."— In port reflecting the City’s financial hereby adopted as the rules of this tv, on the 16th day of April, A. D. which mortgage was recorded in
Holland. Mich.
A-V>-Va-A>VA;-V^'V>
A>'<A .v>'VA V>~VA i f-'V A
the office of Register of Deeds for
1930.
dlanapollsNews.
,
condition as being very satisfactory
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
RESOLVED, that the Mayor and
and the books and records as being
Judge of Probate. 2nd day of April, 1927, in liber 134
MM! M
Clerk be and are hereby authorized
O.K.
Expires July 12
In the Matter of the Estate of of mortgageson page 568 and on
and directed to execute all contracts
Adopted.
MORTGAGE SALE
IDA A. CULVER, Deceased. which mortgage there Is claimed
Committeeson Ways and Means necessary to Is* executed on behalf
It appearingto the court that to be due at this time the sum of
of
the
City
of
Holland.
gave notice that at the Charter
Default having been made in the
RESOLVED, that every claim the time for presentationof claims Seven Thousand Nine Hundred conditions
meeting of the Common Council t<»
of a certain mortgage
against said estate should be lim- Thirty-fourDollars and Eleven
account
in
order
to
be
considered
by
Cor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
be held on May f», 1980, they will
ited, and that a time and place be cents ($7,934.11)principalnnd in- signed and executed by Edward J.
introduce an ordinanceentitled, the Council, must be in the office anpointed to receive, examine and terest and an attorney fee of Thir- Luick and Laura Luick, his wife, to
“An Ordinance to provide for the of the City Clerk not later than the adjust all claims and demands ty-five Dollars ($35.00) and no Peoples State Bank of Holland,
Payment of Salaries of certain Saturday next preceding each reg- against said deceased by and be- suit or proceeding having been in- Michigan, on November 13, 1928,
City Officers for the year A. D. uar meeting of the Common ( ounstituted at law to recover the debt and recorded in the office of the
fore said court:
It is Ordered, That creditorsof or any part thereofsecured by said Register of Deeds for Ottawa
Committee on Claims and Ac- CllRES0LVED, that the severallo- said deceased are required to pre- mortgage and whereby the power county, Michigan, in Liber 147 of
counts reported having examined cal banks be requiredto furnishthe sent their claims to said court at of sale contained in said mortgage Mortgages, page 633, on which
All kinds ol ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
claims in the amount of $0,945,82 necessary bonds as depository of
mortgage there is claimed to be
said Probate Office on or before has become operative,
installed. Guaranteed. Thesa art esptcially adaptable in
and recommendedpayment thereof. the City’s funds.
THEREFORE notice is now due for principaland interest a utlying and rural diatricta.
RESOLVED, that the Committee the
(Said CUUHIB
claims uu
on me
file m
in vClerk's
of; (aam
r
the sum of Nineteen Hundred Sevon Ways and Means be and is here- 20th day of August A. I). 1930 hereby given that by virtue of the
|fice for public inspection).
miAiimmwwrwwiiiiitttiCTHixiuiiwiuiccuiiajnui
enty and 75/100 Dollars ($1970.75)
by
authorized
to
receive
bids
for at ten o’clock in the fore- said power of sale and in pursuance
! Allowed.
noon, said time and place being of the statutes in such case made and an attorney fee as provided in imanH i«miainua«uDOT
city
printing,
bids
to
be
in
not
later
Welfare Committeereportedpoor
hereby appointedfor the exam- and provided for, the said mortgage said mortgage;
than Mav
May 7th.
7th, 1930,
1930, at 4 o clock
orders in the sum of $202.00 for h.n
ination and adjustment of all will be foreclosed by sale of the
Default having also been made
regular, and $110.77 for temporary- p m
RESOLVED, that the Council claims and demands against said premises therein described at pub- in the conditionsof a second mort
aid, total $318.77.
lic miction to the highest bidder at gage, signed and executed by the
Room be and hereby is designated deceased.
Accepted.
It is Further Ordered. That the North front door of the Court said Edward J. Luick and Laura
as
the
place
for
holding
the
sesCommittee on Public Buildings
pul.lic notice thereof be given by House in the City of Grand Haven, Luick his wife, to the said Peoples
33-35 W. Sth St.
1 and Property reported for the in- sions of the Board of Review and
publicationof a copy of this or- Ottawa County, Michigan, that be- State Bank, ok November 13, 1928,
j fonnation of the Council that the
der
for
three
successive
weeks
ing
the
place
where
the
Circuit
nnd recorded in the office of the
repairs to the old hospital annex E<l?ESOLVED, that the City Treasprevious to said day of hearing, in Court for the County of Ottawa is Register of Deeds for Ottawa
that had been damaged by fire, were urer be required to fu^,sh “ JiUr(^'
the Holland City News, a news- held, on Monday, the Hth day of County, Michigan, in Liber 147 or
J now
all completedand the bills ty bond in the sum of $15,000.00
paper printed and circulated 3n July, A. D. 1930 at two o’clockin Mortgages, page 632. on which
paid; and that the expense was well and the City Clerk in the sum of
the afternoon of that dav which mortgage there is claimed to be
within the amount received from $2,000 running to the City of Hol- said county.
'
JAMES
J. DANHOF,
said premises are described in said now due for principal and interest
land,
the
cost
thereof
to
be
paid
by
i the Insurance Company as an
adJudge of Probate. mortgage as follows, to-wit:
the sum of One Thousand Ninety' justment on the fire loss.
the City.
The following describedland and five and 10/100 Dollars ($1095.10)
A true copy—
Committeeon Sidewalks,to whom
CORA VANDEWATER.
premises, situated in the Town- and an attorney fee as provided in
Mayor ’ Brooks suggested that
was referred the petition from resiship of Park. County of Ottawa. said mortgage, and no suit or proRegister of Probate.
dents and property owners for the Aid. Kleis be appointed Chaplain
State of Michigan, viz: all that ceedings at law having been insti
The Soft Water Laundry construction of sidewalks on the of the Council for the ensuing year,
part of Section Twenty-seven tuted to recover the moneys se12418 — Expires May 10
south side of 23rd St., between with the privilege of calling on any
(27), Township Five (5), north cured by either or both of said
STATE OF MICHIGAN
one whom he sees fit to open the
j.
'of range sixteen (16) west, mortgages or any part thereof;
Phone 544Z— 97 E.
the
The Probate Court for the
Council meetings with prayer.
bounded
and
described as folCounty
of
Ottawa.
Adjourned.
] and recommended that said sideNOTICE IS HEREBY given
lows: Beginning at n point on the that by virtue of power of sale conOscar Peterson,
At a session of said Court, held
walks be ordered constructed.
City Clerk. at the Probate Office in the City
east nnd west quarter line of tained in said mortgage and the
I Adopted.
Will teach in Holland every Wedsaid Section Twenty-seven(27),
of Grand Haven in said County,
Music Committee reported that
statute in such case made and pronesday.
424 feet west of the center quar- vided, on Monday, the Hth day of
on the 15th day of April A. D.
1 the American Legion Band had just
8906— Expires May 10
ter post of said Section;running
,
j put on a very satisfactory and sucJuly A. D. 1930 at 10 o’clock in the
Studio— 54 Graves Place.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
thence east on the east nnd west
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
! cessful concert that had been well
morning. Central Standard Time,
The Probate Court for the
Telephone 2618 lor appointment,or
Judge of Probate. quarter line of said Section to the undersigned will, at the front
received, and recommended that
County of
. ..
the water’s edge of Black Lake;, door of the Court House, at the
In the Matter of the Estate of
since there was some outstanding
Address 613 Gilbert Building,
At a sessionof said Court, held
thence northerlyand easterly City of Grand Haven, Michigan,
JAN HOP. Deceased.
bills to be paid, that they be alGrand Rapids. Mich.
the Probate Office in the Uty
alone the waters of Black Lake sell at public auction to the highLubbert Hop, having filed his
lowed $300.00 at this rime to apply
to
the
west
line
of
Elmgrove
petition,praying that an instrurates reasonable
on their 1930 appropriation.
est bidder the premises in said
Plat, so-called;thence northerly mortgage,or so much thereof as
ment filed in said Court be admitAdopted.
Present, Hon. James J- Danhof
along the west line of said Elm- may be necessary to pay the prinCommittee on Public Lighting
Judge of Probate. ted to Probate as the last will and
grove Plat to the northwest cor- cipal sums of said mortgages, totestament of said deceased and
reported recommending that the
In the Matter of the Estate of
ner of said Plat; thence easterly gether with interest and legal costs
B.P.W. be instructed to place a GRIETJE VAN VOORST S( HOL- that administration of said esalong the south line of the right and charges, the premises being
tate* be granted to Maurice Luilamp at Prospect Park for the l>enTEN, MentallyIncompetent.
of way formerly owned by the described as follows:
dens or some other suitable perefit of the roller skaters,same as
Henry Van Voorst having filed
Pere Marquette* Railway Co. for
son.
The East Fifty (50) feet of Lot
last year.
in said court his 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th.
a distance of 797 feet; thence
It is Ordered, That the
Adopted.
Forty-seven(47), Slaghs Addi5th. 6th. 7th, 8th and 9th annual
north
61
degrees
west
to
a
point
3rd day of June A. I). 1930
tion to the City of Holland, Michaccounts as guardian of said esReports of Select Committees
67 rods south from the north secat ten A. M., at said Probate Ofigan, according to the recorded
This is the time of year folks
Aid. McLean, Chairman of the tate, nnd his petitionpraying for fice is hereby appointed for heartion line of said Section Twentywould all keep a
plat thereof.
think of beautifying their home committee on installingthe new the allowance thereof,
seven; thence west parallel with
ing said petition.
beautiful memory. Can
PEOPLES
STATE
BANK.
It is Ordered, That the
surroundings. Let me give you tax assessingand collecting system,
It is- Further Ordered, That the north line of said Section
there, then, be a more
20th day of May A. 1). 1930
Mortgagee.
Twenty-seven(27) to the north
an estimate on home decorating reported recommending that six
Public notice thereof be given by
fitting tribute to those
binders be purchased from Double- at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at publication of a copy hereof for
and
south
quarter line of said Dated: April 14. 1930.
and painting the coming spring.
we loved than a memorial
day Bros. & Co., at a cost of said Probate Office, be and is here- three successive weeks previous Section; thence south along said Lokker & Den Herder,
We can give you attractive prices $12.75 each.
by appointedfor examining and
north and south quarter line of Attorneys for Mortgagee,
that will last to the end
to said day of hearing in the Holallowing said accounts;
that you will find very reasonAdopted.
land City News, a newspaper said Section to the south line of Holland, Michigan.
if the world?
It is Further Ordered, that pubAid. McLean also reported for
able. Workmanship the best.
said right of way of said Railprinted nnd circulated in said
A Guarantee Bond prolic
notice
thereof
be
given
by
pubinformation of the Council, that the
way Co.; thence southwesterly
County.
Inquire
tects
the purchaser of a
total cost of installing said tax as- licationof a copy of this order,
along
the
southeast
line
of
said
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Expires Julv &
three successive weeks previGuardian Memorial forright of way of said Railway Co.
DE BRUIN, sessing and collecting system was for
Judge of Probate.
NOTICE
OF
MORTGAGE
approximately$8200.00 (not in- ous to said day of hearing, in the A true copy
920 feet more or less, to the
FORECLOSURE SALE
ever. Time cannot touch
Phone
Holland, Mich
Holland City News, a newspaper
cluding cost of cutting plates).
nlace of beginning.
CORA
VANDEWATER.
this “stone everlasting.”
City Engineer Zuidema reported printed and circulated in said
Dated this 17th day of April,
Register of Probate.
Notice is hereby given that deThe most delicate carvfor information of the Councilthat
1930.
fault has occurred in the condi'{Mark Every Qrave*
ing retains its beauty
he had completed the checking of C0Un,>’' JAMES J. DANHOF.
AUSTIN HARRINGTON. tions of that certain mortgage
12206— Expires May 10
Judge
of
Probate.
descriptionsover the entire city.
tlwavs.
Mortgagee.
dated the 29th day of November,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Clerk presented several Oaths of A true
___
When you arc thinking
DIEKEMA,
CROSS
& TEN CATE, 1922, executed by Sam Shapiro and
The
Probate
Court
for
the
• CORA WANDEWATER.
Office.
Dora Shapiro, his wife, as mortAttorneys for Mortgagee,
about a memorial, we shall
County of Ottawa.
Register of Probate.
Accepted and filed.
gagors, to The Federal Land Bank
*• 1
At a session of said Court, held Business Address:
be pleased to show you the
Clerk presented Treasurer'sbond
of Saint Paul, a body corporate,
at the Probate Office in the City of Holland, Michigan.
of NicholasSprietsma with the
Guardian designs we have
of the City of St. Paul, County of
Grand Haven in said County, the
American Surety Co. as surety.
on display.
12417— Expires May 10
Ramsey, State of Minnesota, as
19th
day
of
April
A.
I). 1930.
Accepted and filed.
11640 -Exp. Apr. 26
STATE OF MICHIGAN
mortgagee,
filed
for
record
in
the
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
Clerk presentedbind of Sam Mil- The Probate Court for the
Judge of Probate. STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate office of the Register of Deeds in
ler, Justice of the Peace, with AlCourt for the County of Ottawa.
and for Ottawa County, Michigan,
County of Ottawa.
In
the
Matter
of the Estate of
bert P. Kleis and Peter Kline as
At a sessionof said C ourt, neltl
At a session of said Court, held at on the 4th day of December, A. D.,
WILLIAM
F.
BURDICK,
sureties.
qf Everlasting Beauty
at the Probate Office in the ( ity
the ProbateOffice in the Citvof Grand 1922, at 3:20 o’clock p.m., recordDeceased.
pyjtrfftp HAM MAM
Accepteiland filed.
of Grand Haven in said County,
ed
in
Liber
129
of
Mortgages
on
Haven
in
said
County,
on
the
2nd
day
Fred T. Miles having filed in
Clerk presented bind of Sam on the Hth day of April A. D.
Page
104
thereof,
in
that
that
cersaid Fourt his petition, (praying of Apr. A.D. 1990.
all Plaggenhoefwith Andrew Klom, t% , . for license to sell the interest of
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof. tain installmentof Eighty-one and
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
parens and Bessel Vande Hunt** asi
Present, Hon. James J. Danhol, said estate in certain real estate Judge of Probate.
25/100 Dollars ($81.25),principal
a sureties.
18 W. 7th
Holland,
Phone 5271
Judge of Probate.
and
interest due May 29, 1929, retherein described.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Accepted and filed.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
mains
unpaid;
and
further
that
the
loan,
in
It is Ordered, That the
Clerk presented bind of Peter
Authorized Distributors
JOHN E. PF.LON, Mentally Incompetent insurancewas not paid by the
GERRIT M. VAN KAMPEN,
20th day of May A. D. 1930
Roos with Milo H. DeVries and
Deceased.
mortgagors
and
was
permitted
to
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
at
BenjaminBrouwer having filed in
George Steffensas sureties.
Males G. Van Kampen, having said probate office, be and is hereby said court hi* petition, praying for li- become delinquent; that on the
Accepted and filed.
tiled his petition, praying that an appointedfor hearing said peticense to mortgage the interest of said failure of said mortgagorsto payThe Mayor thanked the retiring instrument filed in said Court be
tion,
and
that
all
persons
interestate In certain real estate therein de- such insurance, The Federal Land
members of the Common Council, admitted to Probate as the last
to
Bank of Saint Paul did elect to pay
E. J.
12399-Exp. April. 26
namely Aids. Westing, McLean and will and testament of said de- ested in said estate appear before scribed,
the same, and on February 11.
said court, at said time and place,
It
is
Ordered,
That
the
STATE
OF
MICHIGANThe
Probate
Vissers,
for
the
services
they
renSuit Your
D.C.,Pl. C.'
ceased and that administration of
1930, paid the sum of Thirteen and
to show cause why a license to
Court for the County of Ottawa
dered to the City of Holand during
said estate be granted to Isaac sell the interest in said real es40/100 Dollars ($13.40); and fur6th Day of May, A. D., 1930
CHIROPRACTOR
their terms of office,and expressed
At a session of laid Court, held at
Kouw or some other suitableper- tate should not be granted;
ther that the taxes were not paid
Office: Holland City State Bank
his appreciationfor the co-operaat ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said
the Probate Office in the City ofGrand
by
the
mortgagors
and
were
perCourteous Attention
son.
It is Further Ordered, That probate office, be and is hereby aption they had given him and the
Haven in said County, on tha 2nd day Hours, 10-11:30a.m.; 2-5 k 7-8 p.m
mitted
to
become
delinquent;
that
It is Ordered, That the
public notice thereof be given by pointed for hearingsaid petition, and
other members of the Council in
Privacy
on the failure of said mortgagors of April A. D. 1930.
20th day of May A. D. 1930
working for the best interests of at ten A. M., at said Probate Of- publicationof a copy of this order, that all persons interested in said es- to pay such taxes, The Federal
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
for
three
successive
weeks
preLangeland Funeral Home
statc appear before said court, at said
the City of Holland.
I fice is hereby appointed for hearLand
Bank
of
Saint
Paul
did
elect Judfce of Probate.
vious to said day of hearing, in time and place, to shew cause why a
The Mayor also welcomed the ing said petition.
In the matter of the Estate of
Personal Finance Co.
to
pay
the
sum
of
Three
Hundred
MORTICIANS
new Council members, viz.: Aids. It is Further Ordered, That the Holland City Newt, a news- license to mortgage the interest of Forty-two and 55/100 Dollars
Room 614, GrandRapids Trust
MARGARET
PESSINK,
Deceased
paper
printed
bftd
circulated
in
uid
estate
should
not
be
granted;
21
W.
16th
Phone 41
Prins, Habing and Thomson, and
($342.55) as taxes for the years
Public notice thereof be given by
Building, Fifth Floor,
asked for their co-operation in publication of a copy hereof for said county.
John
R.VanBochove
having
filed his
It is Further Ordered, That Public 1926, 1927 and 1928, that pursuHolland, Mich.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
S. W. Cor. Monroe &. Ionia Ave.
carryingon the work, which he three succqssive weeks previous
petition,paying that an instrument
Judge of Probate. notice thereof be given by publication ant to the provisionsof said mort- filed in said Court he admitted to Pro*
suggestedshould Ik* done, having to said day of hearing in the HolGRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
of a copy of this order, for 3 successive gage, said mortgagee has elected
A true copy—
Tel. Dial 6-6-2-1-5.Open 8:30 to 5. in mind at all times, the best inter- land City News, a newspaper
weeks previous to said day of hearing to declare the whole debt secured bate as the last will and teatament of
CORA
VANDEWATER.
ests of the whole City.
said deceased and that administration
Tyler Van Landegend
Sat. 8:30 to 1
in the Holland City News, a newspa- thereby to be now du« and payprinted and circulated in said
Register of Probate.
Dealer In
Communicationsfrom Boards and County.
per printed and circulatedin said able; and there is due and pay- of Mid estate be granted to Garrett
LICENSED BY THE STATE
Windmills,Gasoline Engines
City Officers
Cou
ounty.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
12429— Expires May 10
able at the date of this notice upon Van Bochove or some other suitable
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Judge of Probate.
the debt secured by said mortgage, person.
The claims approvedby the LiSTATE OF MICHIGAN
It is Ordered, That the
Phone
49 W. 8th St
A true
Judfce of Probata the sum of Twenty-eight Hundred
brary Board in the sum of $510.79; A true copy—
The Probate Court for the
Cora Vanda Water.
6th day of May A. D. 1930
Sixty-four
nnd
4/100
Dollars
CORA VANDEWATER.
Board of Park and CemeteryTrusCounty of Ottawa.
K« niitcrof Probate.
($2,864.04);and that no action or at ten A. M.. at said Probate Office is
tees — $653.89; Board of Police and
Register of Probate.
At the session of said Court,
proceedingat law or otherwise hereby appointedfor hearing said peFire Commissioners— $2,632.77;
held at the Probate Office in the
H. R.
Board of Public Works— $13,504.26,
has been instituted to recover said tition.
City of Grand Haven, in said
11929-Exp. April 26
were ordered certified to the Comdebt or any part thereof,that, by
Countv. on the 19th day of April
12425— Expires May 10
It Is Further Ordered,That public
Drugs, Medicines and
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- virtue of a power of sale therein notice thereof be given by publication
mon Council for payment. (Said
A. D. 1930.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Toilet Articles
claims on file in Clerk’s office for The Probate Court for the
Present: Hon. Janies J. Danhof, bate Court for the County of Ottawa. contained, said mortgage will be of a capy hartof for 3 successive weeks
public inspection).
Judge of Probate. At a taiiion of said Court, hald at foreclosedand the land and prem- previousto said day of hearing, in the
County of Ottawa.
Allowed, and vouchersordered
COMMON C OUNCIL
In the Matter of the Estate of tha Probate Office in the CityofGrand ises therein described lying and Holland City News,a newspaperprinted
At a session of said Court, held
issued.
at the Probate Office in the City ETHELYN BENDER, Deceased, Haven in said County, ontheSthday being in the County of Ottawa, and circulated in said county.
CLARE E.
B.P.W. reportedcollection of $13,- of Grand Haven in said County,1 Fred
Holland,Michigan, April H», 1930.
State of Michigan, as follows,toMiles having
filed in of Apr. A. D.. 1930.
t’— * T. ',1,~
u“"!— f''"1
JAMES J. DANHOF,
and
The Common Council met in reg- 885.89; City Treasurer, $4,195.28. on the 17th day of April A. D. aairl Court his pe»Jkion praying
Preient, Hon. Jamea J. Danhof, wit:,
Judfte of Probate.
ular session and was called to orAccepted.
NorthwestQuarter of the South- A true eope—
that said Court adjudicate*and Judfce of Probate.
CARL E.
1930.
der by the Mayor.
Clerk reported Interestcoupons
west Quarter (NW34SW%) of SecIn the matter of the Estate of
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof. determine the date of death of
CORA VANDEWATER
Attofrneys
President: Mayor Brooks, Aids, due and presented for payment in
tion Three (3) nnd the Northeast
Judge of Probate. said deceased, the names of those
Register of Probate
ANNA
J. VAN LANDEGEND,Deemed
Westing,Kleis, Woltman, Brieve, the amount of $260.00 and recom
Quarter
of
the
Northeast
Quarter
« »
entitled
by
survivorship
to
real
In the Matter of the Estate of
For your convenience. Arrange for
Vandenberg, Steffens, McLean, mended that the Mayor and Clerk
estate iQ which said deceased had
KATE EXO. Deceased.
Martha DeYoung having filed inaaid (NEUNEV*) of Section Nine (9),
Jonkman, Postma, Visser,Veltman lie authorized to issue a warrant in
Vppointments Monday, Tuesday
William Exo having filed in nn interest as life tenant, joint court her final administration
account all in Township Eight (8) North,
and the Clerk.
and Wednesday.
payment thereof.
said court his petition praying tenant or tenant by entirely, and and her petition prayingfor the allow, Range Fifteen (15) West, contain- Dr.
D.
Minutes read and approved.
Adopted, and voucher ordered is- that the administration of said other facts essential to a determin- ance thereof and for the assignment ing Eighty (80) acres, more or less,
PETERS BUILDING
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Devotions— Aid. A. P. Kleis.
sued.
estate* be granted to William Exo ation of the rights of the parties and diatributionof the residue of said according to the Government sur- Office Second Floor, DeFouw Bldg.
Opposite Warm Friend Tavern
Petitions and Account*!
Clerk reported having been in- or to some other suitable person, interestedin said real estate;
ey thereof,
estate,
Hours: 2:30—5; 7—8 P. M.
Clerk presentedthe followingap- formed by Mrs. R. B. Champion
Will be sold at public auction to
It is Ordered, That the
It is Ordered. That the
32 E. Sth St.
It is ordered, thet the
Open Morninga by Appointment Phone 5291
plicationsfor permission to come that they will not go through with
the highest bidder for cash by the
20th day of May A. D. 1930
20th day of May A. I). 1930
Phone 4444
under the CompulsorySewer Ordi- the purchase of th«* Annin property
13th
day
ef
May,
A.
D.,
1930
Sheriff
of
Ottawa
County
at
the
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
at
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
nance: Simon Dekoeyer, Chaa. on Hth St. „
said probate office, lie ami is here- said Probate Office, be and is here- at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at Mid front door of the Court House, in
Driscoll, Joe Kolean, Peter Brieve.
Accepted and filed.
DR. E. J.
by appointed for hearing said peti- by appointed for hearing said peti probate office.be and is hereby appoint- the City of Grand Haven, in said
Dr. J. O.
Granted.
tion;
OSTEOPATH
tion;
ed for examining and allowing said County nnd State, on Tuesday,
Clerk presented petition from
BROOKS
Dentist
July 8, 1930, at 10:00 o'clock in the
Office at 34 West Sth St.
It Is 'Further Ordered, That It is Further Ordered, that pub- account and hearing said petition;
property owners for the laying of
forenoon, Central Standard Time, Office Hours: 9-12 A.M. 2-5 P. M. Hours: 8:30 to
HIS
Phone
public notice thereof be given by lic notice thereof be given by pub
water mains in West 23rd St., beIt ia Further Ordered,That public to pay and satisfy the debt secured
and by appointment
1 :30 to 5
6-4604
publicationof a copy of this or- licutionof a copy of this order,
notice thereof be ftiven by publication
tween Washington Ave. and the
212 Med. Arts Bldg.
The following are the 1930-31 der, once each week for three suc- for three successive weeks previ- of a copy of this order for three suc- by said mortgage and the costs and
weat lino of Scott’s Elmwood Add.
disbursements allowed by law upon
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
ous,
to
said
day
of
hearing,
gn
the
cessive
weeks
previous
to
said
day
aldennanic committed appointments
cessive weeks previous to said day of said foreclosuresale.
Referred to B P.W.
Holland City News, a newspaper
Clerk presentedpetition from made by Mayor Earnest Crooks of hearing, in the Holland City printed nnd circulated in sa' ’ hearing in the HollandCity News, a
Dated this 5th day of April, 1930.
News,
a
newspaper
printed nnd
at
the
council
mooting
Wednesday
nawipaper printed and circulated in
McLellanStores for permi*sioiito
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK "Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
County.
circulated
in
said
county.
evening:
’ drain from their buildlaid county.
Specialist
OF SAINT PAUL.
JAMES
J.
DANHOF.
JAMES
J.
DANHOF,
Ways and .Means: A. P. Kleis,
nt the corner of Central Ave.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
[Vander Veen Block]
Mortgagee.
Judge
of Probate.
Judge
of
Probate.
8th St«. to the storm sewerf*'- Hyma, Wm. Vandenberg.
Judge of Probate
Clapperton & Owen.
Ambulance Service
Office hours: 9-10 a.
2-5 p. m.
A true copy—
Streets:Frank Brieve, Wm. Vain A true copy
on Central Ave.
Attorneys for the Mortgagee,
Evenings—Tues. and Saturday
A true copyCORA VANDEWATER.
CORA VANDEWATER
Phone 5267
denberg, F. Yonkman.
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Register of Probate.
7:30 to 9:00
’
'll
Register of Probate*.
$» E. Ith St
Oaiim* and Account*: Wm. Vanpresented application
Register of Probate
*T?e got i confessionto make.
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